IBM 3090 Processor Complex
3090 Processor Unit Models 200 and 400
3092 Processor Controller Models 200 and 400
3097 Power and Coolant Distribution
3089 Power Unit Model 3

IBM announces the IBM 3090 Model 200 and Model 400. The 3090 growth system for 308X Processors, TCM packaging technology to provide price performance in commercial environments. In addition, both models by MVS/SP, MVS/XA, VM/SP and VM/XA Systems Facility. The Complex Model 400 is orderable only from a 3090 Processor Complex Model.

Exploring the Sierras
Also
Database Machines Take Off
In Focus: The Mainframe User Survey
Up the Software Curve
Discover the SAS System...
Your Information Center Solution

Do you want one software system to meet all of your Information Center needs? Look no further. The SAS® System can reduce the applications backlog and improve productivity throughout your organization.

Discover... The SAS Solution for End Users
You can meet every computing need with the integrated SAS System. Use it for prospect files, sales reports, tracking systems, spreadsheets, mass mailings, project schedules, product mix models, forecasts, and presentations. All this and more with the SAS System.

Discover... The SAS Solution for Programmers
The SAS System satisfies your programmers’ needs too. With a few simple statements, you can read files from your production systems and DL/I data bases. You’ll find the SAS System ideal for ad hoc reporting, problem solving, and prototyping.

Discover... The SAS Solution for You
The SAS System helps you cope with all your end users’ and programmers’ needs. One system gives you the software tools for every application, on the hardware you’ve already installed. The SAS System runs on the IBM 370 family of machines under OS, TSO, VM/CMS, DOS/VSE, SSX, and ICCF, and under Digital Equipment Corporation’s VMS™ and Data General Corp.’s AOS/VS operating systems.

Put the SAS System in your Information Center. It may be the best decision you make all year.

International customers, call the Institute's International Marketing Department for information on your local distributors.

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA.
VMS is the trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation, Marlboro, MA.
Copyright © 1984 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.
The new Perkin-Elmer 3203 fits a lot into a little package. Designed to fit the office, laboratory or factory environment, it fully supports up to 16 users — at the lowest cost per user in its class.

And the 3203 is a full member of our Series 3200 family of supermini-computers. So as your application grows, your computer can too, without sacrificing software or peripherals.

**Mainframe-class software**
Tailored for real-time applications, the 3203 runs not just a subset, but full versions of powerful Perkin-Elmer software. Like a complete relational database manager. Comprehensive networking. Even our high performance scientific languages.

That's real supermini versatility now and for the future, at a price starting as low as $10,292.*

*OEM quantity 100; single unit price $16,600 (U.S. prices only)

**Fit us in:**
**1-800-631-2154.**
Or contact the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Two Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757, (201) 870-4712.
Infotron's concept for network growth opens the world for you.

Our concept for network management puts it at your fingertips.

Centralized network management. As your network grows—linking offices, cities or countries—you can centralize monitoring and control functions through the ANM-800 Advanced Network Manager.

A central console controls up to 32 remote nodes. User-friendly color graphics help you tell at a glance the real-time status of the entire network. Archiving of performance information enables you to fine-tune your network and plan future growth.

Working with information from Infotron's 790 and 792 Network Concentrators, the ANM-800 provides diagnostics, alarms and event reporting. All designed to help you pinpoint problems and take corrective action.

Flexibility and growth: about ANI™

The ANM-800 is a key component of Infotron's Advanced Network Integration, a concept for networking growth that means the Infotron equipment you buy now will never be obsolete. ANI also gives you the flexibility to extend your network, expanding and reconfiguring as your needs change.

And our systems support provides the help you need—from engineering assistance to training to worldwide field service—to ensure ongoing network performance.

To find out more, send the coupon to Infotron Systems Corporation, Marketing Department, 9 North Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003. Or call toll-free 1-800-345-4636.

Infotron. First in performance and reliability.

Please send me more information about ANI™ products and the ANM-800 Advanced Network Manager.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ State __________ Zip __________
Telephone ________________________
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If you want to implement a true corporate information strategy, here are the places to start.

IDMS/R, Cullinet's high performance relational database, provides the foundation for a successful corporate information system. And a Cullinet Seminar provides a thorough introduction to IDMS/R.*

To arrange to attend one of the Seminars listed below, phone, toll-free, 1-800-225-9930. In MA, the number is 617-329-7700. Or simply return the coupon.

* Cullinet also offers Seminars on our Human Resources Management System, Financial System, Manufacturing System and Information Center software products. Inquire about them when you call.

ALABAMA
Birmingham . . . June 27
Huntsville . . . . May 16
Montgomery . . . July 11

ALASKA
Anchorage . . . June 20

ALBERTA
Calgary . . . . . . . May 28
Edmonton . . . . . . May 21

ARKANSAS
Little Rock . . . . June 25

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver . . . . . May 23

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley . . . . . . June 4
Los Angeles . . . June 25
Orange County . May 21
San Diego . . . . . . June 11

CONNETICUT
Bridgeport/ New Haven . . May 21

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington . . . June 20

FLORIDA
Orlando . . . . . . June 6

GEORGIA
Augusta . . . . . June 26
Columbus . . . . May 25
Savannah . . . . June 28

ILLINOIS
Chicago . . . . . June 25

INDIANA
Indianapolis . . July 26
South Bend . . . . May 16

KANSAS
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MICHIGAN
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Minneapolis . . June 13

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson . . . . . . June 13

MISSOURI
Kansas City . . . June 13
St. Louis . . . . . . May 23
St. Louis . . . . . July 9

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City . . May 23
Fairfield . . . . . . June 25
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Princeton . . . . . May 26

NEW YORK
Buffalo . . . . . . . May 21
New York . . . . June 18
New York . . . . July 17
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ROCHESTER . . June 19

NORTH CAROLINA
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Cleveland . . . . . June 5
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ONTARIO
Ottawa . . . . . . May 21
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Montreal . . . . July 17
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Regina . . . . . . . May 30
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Houston . . . . . . May 30

VIRGINIA
Lynchburg . . . June 13
Norfolk . . . . . . May 22

WASHINGTON
Seattle . . . . . . . May 23
So you've been put in charge of making sure data flows smoothly to and from your company's remote offices.

You could continue the expensive practice of transmitting strictly by modem. (The phone company would like that very much.)

Or you can cut costs by cutting phone lines.

With Codex's complete line of statistical multiplexers.

You see, what a Codex mux does is take data that used to be transmitted over two, three, even sixteen lines and transmit it over just one. Doing this not only decreases phone line costs, but increases operating efficiency as well.

In fact, a Codex mux can save your company considerable time and money. Even if you're only networking as few as two terminals.

Later, when your needs expand, so can your network. Codex has muxes that can support anywhere from just a few terminals to several hundred. Whether they're graphics terminals, printers, pc's or CRT's.

A Codex applications expert will gladly tell you more about the advantages of taking away your computer's phones.

The new Hewlett-Packard *Touchscreen II* personal computer is the mainstay of an office automation system designed to be easy.

Easy to learn
Easy to operate
Easy to place in an office information network.

In short, *Touchscreen II* makes it easy to be productive. Here are a few pointers.

**WHEN YOU SEE WHAT YOU WANT, POINT.**

Sit down to work, and *Touchscreen II* displays a selection of application software on a high-resolution 12-inch screen.

Find the one you want to use, then touch the point on the screen where it appears. Instantly, the program is activated.

You're freed from typing complicated gibberish commands. Simply look, touch, and move on.

**THERE'S PLENTY TO POINT TO.**

*Touchscreen II* allows you to choose from over 600 of the most popular business software packages. In addition, you can use Hewlett-Packard's own software library.
Including our new Graphics Gallery, which offers you presentation graphics of a quality previously available only from larger computers. And, with HP's new Executive MemoMaker, it's easy to merge graphics with text—right on the screen.

Most of these packages are enhanced through the use of touch and soft keys, which execute complex commands in one stroke. This not only speeds the operation of Touchscreen II, it speeds the learning process required to use it.

**EVERYONE IN YOUR OFFICE WILL GET THE POINT.**

Touchscreen II requires minimal orientation, even for the beginning user. This is largely due to an ingenious system called Personal Applications Manager, or PAM.

PAM displays program applications as English-language labels. These labels, when touched or activated through soft keys, get you into programs immediately.

PAM also enables you to accomplish a number of common jobs—such as switching from PC to terminal mode—with a single keystroke.

**GET YOUR POINT ACROSS.**

Touchscreen II makes it easy to communicate.

Built-in terminal capabilities and a variety of data communication devices allow Touchscreen II to exchange information with Hewlett-Packard, DEC and IBM host computers. Acting as a terminal, Touchscreen II enables you to tap into the power of these larger computers, making use of their software, databases and peripherals.

**A BIG HAND FOR OUR PERIPHERALS.**

Plotters, LaserJet and ThinkJet printers, mass storage devices, user interfaces and more are available from Hewlett-Packard.

And they're all built to Hewlett-Packard's meticulous standards of quality. Not merely quality of construction. But a quality of thinking that precedes it.

If you'd like more pointers on the quality and simplicity of the new Touchscreen II, call us toll-free at 1-800-FOR-HPPC, Dept. 276X, for the name of your nearest Hewlett-Packard dealer or sales office.

The more you simplify, the more you'll produce. And productivity is, after all, the point of this discussion.

3Com™ is a U.S. trademark of 3Com Corporation.
Twenty Years Ago/Ten Years Ago

LOOKING BACK

THIS IS YOUR LIFE: LEO I

May 1965: Spurred by the recent retirement of one of the first British vacuum tube computers, DATAMATION published “The LEO I: There Was a Machine.” After 14 years of active service, “bits” of LEO I (Lyons Electronic Office) were being moved to the Science Museum in London. The history of LEO I dates back to 1947, when T.R. Thompson, after visiting the U.S., became convinced early computers like ENIAC demonstrated the feasibility of electronic office management. Reporting back to his directors at J. Lyons & Co., the large catering and restaurant firm, an optimistic Thompson got approval to pursue his ideas. Since the Mathematical Laboratory at Cambridge University was in the midst of developing EDSAC, Thompson decided to reengineer and modify the EDSAC design, hoping to produce a machine capable of performing office management computations.

Author Gordon R. Gibbs observed that the basic units and flow of data were “relatively conventional for that period; however, the input/output equipment was on-line and was isolated from the computer itself by a series of buffer registers, known as ‘annexes,’ which essentially allowed the computer to continue until input or output was available.” Programs were fed into LEO I by means of high-speed paper-tape readers or from a punched-card pack. It took 1.5 seconds to compute a man’s wage allowing for all the intricacies of the British income tax and social security systems, compared to a manual speed of eight minutes—a remarkable feat for 1951.

LEO I had more than 7,000 tubes which were checked every morning by a technician (who received a bonus for doing the test) until it was programmed to detect those tubes destined for failure. Some of LEO I’s early accomplishments included computing the optimum mix for Lyons tea, recomputing new tax tables, performing fundamental crystallography, and calculating the Lyons payroll. In 1953, the total system was dedicated; LEO II was born and the LEO legacy continued.

TIMESHARING VS. PCS

May 1975: From the time we were children, we have been taught to share. In this issue, however, Berthold K.P. Horn and Patrick H. Winston advocated the return of processors dedicated to individual users without sharing. Though the idea of timesharing had dominated interactive computing for more than a decade, Horn and Winston believed the time had come to return to the personal computer.

“It makes sense today, because it is certainly superior to have 30 systems that give excellent steady service for $33,000 than to have one central timesharing system that cannot adequately support 30 users and costs $1 million. The economics of scale in the past favored putting all one’s eggs in one basket. The balance will now tip the other way,” stated Horn and Winston.

Decentralization of computing components such as processors, memories, and file systems were also of concern to Horn and Winston. With setup costs very high and production costs very low, the authors predicted standardization on a small number of products with wide applicability.

Horn and Winston also gave examples of the pc as a further sophistication of minicomputer systems. A system that would cost around $33,000 to build was focused on, and the authors expected a group of these systems to be used like a secretarial pool. Each system would be “totally dedicated to individual users on demand, but would reside in a central pool otherwise.”

As evidenced by their inclusion of Kay’s and Greenblatt’s systems, the authors were not only thinking of typical business computers. Alan Kay’s Dynabook, rumored to be under development at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, was a display-oriented system intended for educational use. Meanwhile, Richard Greenblatt and Thomas Knight were developing a pc to efficiently execute very large programs written in high-level languages like Lisp, Planner, or Conniver.

—Mary Ann Hariton
WITH OUR BRAND NEW MUX, YOU CAN KEEP USING THE SAME OLD LINE.

That makes it easier to own a mux. And a lot less expensive.

Because when you connect our 7400 Series statistical multiplexer to an ordinary phone line, you pay only for the calls you make. Not for the use of a leased line, 24 hours a day.

Obviously, this is no ordinary mux. For starters, it can handle 4 or 8 channels. And features (among other things) remote configuration and remote diagnostics. How remote?

You or your service people can examine and reset the 7400 from anywhere you can find a phone. And that's something no other multiplexer can offer.

Of course, the 7400 sends data over leased lines, too. Just like any other multiplexer.

But the way we look at it, why pay for a leased line if you don't really need one? What you do need is a brochure and that's free.

For yours, call (800) 543-3000, Operator 507. In California, call (408) 946-2227.

But don't stay on the line too long. One of our muxes might be trying to get through. © 1985, Racal-Vadic.
"VAX IS GIVING AMF MORE TIME FOR THE THINGS THAT REALLY MATTER."

To many people AMF means recreational sports. But today it also means electronic components, filtration equipment, automated process equipment and more.

It's a vastly more complex company. A company made vastly more manageable by Digital's VAX® computers – the vital component of office automation at AMF Corporate/MIS Operations.

As Michael Lilly says, the company's decision to stake its future in MIS on Digital's VAX computers – and the office automation tools like All-In-One™, DECnet™ and DECmail™ software that run on them – was hardly a snap judgment.

Every major computer company was considered. Lilly says that, "dollar for dollar," only Digital's VAX system offered the power, ease of use and communications capability with other computer systems – including IBM – that AMF needed.

So AMF chose the VAX computer – the best-selling 32-bit computer in the world – and waited to see what the machine could do.

"SUDDENLY WE HAVE TOOLS AND CAPABILITIES WE NEVER HAD BEFORE."

Lilly and his group didn't have to wait long. The system was up and running within days. Reaction within the department was rapid and gratifying.

"We really got excited about it," says Lilly. "Immediately, we were communicating better." And there was more - spreadsheets and word processing and a mail system. "Suddenly," Lilly said, "we had a vehicle for total open communications to every important person or department in the corporation."

Part of the story behind AMF's almost instantaneous rapport with the VAX system is that it's so easy to use. Menus and operating commands are the same for each fully integrated application. Whole functions are completed in as few as two keystrokes. And because everything is in plain English, it's literally as simple as A-B-C to incorporate.

Michael Lilly
Director, Corporate MIS/Operations
AMF, Incorporated

© Digital Equipment Corporation 1985. Digital, the Digital logo, VAX, VMS, All-In-One, DECnet and DECmail are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
any VMS™ application into the daily work routine.

"INSTEAD OF SIX WEEKS TO DEVELOP AN APPLICATION, IT TAKES TWO."

VMS software development tools have so improved the way things are done in his department, Lilly says, that he projects the savings in applications development time and costs alone at some 70 percent.

"Many of our new applications here at AMF will be written on that machine. I can't quantify it exactly. All I know is that I'm getting a heck of a lot more bang for my buck."

The first tests of VAX equipment proved so successful, that AMF quickly enlarged the system, adding terminals and DECmate™ and Rainbow™ personal computers. New departments went on line, for example finance.

"And that," says Lilly, "really created an explosion." Now AMF is implementing programs like general ledger systems, stock options and inventory systems, and keeping more efficient and flexible records, from accounts payable to personnel.

"People here are screaming to be on the VAX system, and there's got to be a reason for that. And I tend to think that it's return on investment, department to the forefront."

"It's put corporate MIS on the map," he says. "It has effectively increased productivity and efficiency. People are beginning to believe we can do the things we say we are going to do."

And what VAX technology is doing for his group, Lilly believes, it can do for all of AMF, or indeed for any company. "Any corporation that employs this technology," he says, "is going to get the competitive edge."

"This technology will explode. Because there are a thousand reasons to have it. But what it really all boils down to is this: everybody will want a VAX system because they can do the job better, faster and more efficiently."

"ANYONE WHO USES VAX IS GOING TO GET THE COMPETITIVE EDGE."

Lilly feels the VAX system has already elevated his own department to the forefront.

"And that's what really matters."

THE BEST ENGINEERED COMPUTERS IN THE WORLD.

VAX office automation computer systems, like all Digital hardware and software products, are engineered to conform to an overall computing strategy. This means our systems are engineered to work together easily and expand inexpensively. Only Digital provides you with a single, integrated computing strategy direct from desktop to data center.

To learn more about Digital's VAX system, call toll free: 1-800-DIGITAL, ext. 200, or write Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, West Concord, MA 01742.
"The computer is down."

It is ironic that when we become dependent on computers, we are at their mercy. As more and more companies go on line, the industry reliability standard of 98.5% becomes unacceptable because it means your computer is liable to go down once every two weeks, on a statistical average.

So, if you are a broker, banker, manufacturer, or businessman who relies on your computer more and more, take note: Stratus Computers are designed not to fail: not once every two weeks, or once every 200 weeks, or once every 2,000 weeks!


It is a common and reasonable assumption that because there is redundancy (extra programming, or extra components) in fault tolerant computers, that makes them cost more. Where the redundancy is in expensive software, this is true. But Stratus has hardware-based fault tolerance that takes advantage of the extraordinary advances in chip technology. The result—price drops. The fact of the matter is, our hardware redundancy adds a mere fraction to our cost, and absolutely nothing to your purchase price. What’s more, in overall price/performance comparisons against the top computer names, including IBM, DEC, and Hewlett-Packard, Stratus was at the front of the pack, despite the fact that it included fault tolerance, while the others didn’t.

Why Stratus May Be The Best Computer For The Times, For The Money.

Considering its showing in overall price/performance comparisons against the most successful computers, Stratus must be considered. And when you take into account the added efficiency and security of fault tolerance, and the fact that it is the world’s most powerful fault tolerant transaction processing computer, Stratus truly becomes impossible to ignore. In the 1980’s Stratus simply is the right computer, at the right price. For information, contact your local Stratus sales office, or call Peter Kastner in Massachusetts at (617) 460-2192, or toll-free at 1-800-752-4826.

Now that the world relies on computers it needs a computer it can rely on.
LOOK AHEAD

3090-400 COMING SOONER

After a firestorm of criticism from customers, IBM is now privately saying that it will begin shipments of its new top-of-the-line 3090-400 model way before the second quarter 1987 date announced a few months ago. Figure early 1987 or even late 1986 as more realistic. The estimate is based on remarks by Carl Conti, former president of the Data Systems Division and now head of the Information Systems and Storage Group, at a recent briefing for investors. The announced schedule for the 51MIPS, dual-dyadic machine was "a conservative date, worst-case situation. We fully intend to make it earlier." He also offered a broad hint that a uniprocessor version of the 3090 is planned, with several dpers in the audience predicting a mid-1986 announcement. (For more information about his presentation, see "Underdog Takes on Top Dog," p. 29.)

CANT TPF2 DELIVER?

An insider at megabank Citicorp claims the bank is currently evaluating IBM's Airline Control Program and its transaction processing front end, TPF2, for possible relief of its massive processing volume bottleneck. Other banks, such as Bank of America and Crocker, are now apparently following suit, sources add. Current I/O and file management systems CICS, IMS, or IDMS typically handle 15 to 30 transactions per second at best, according to recent Citicorp benchmarks, but its traffic is expected to soar to upwards of 200tps in two years-way beyond the capacity of its current software. In theory, TPF2 can handle thousands of transactions per second, but major problems arise when security and other operational considerations are considered. Another problem concerns the cost of support for ACP/TPF2: highly specialized and highly paid programmers must work in low-level assembler and hybrid PL/I-like programming languages, hurting productivity. Sources say that even a medium-sized operation like Swiss Air requires 50 to 60 systems programmers for ACP/TPF2 alone.

CANT EVEN GIVE IT AWAY

Adding to Honeywell's sagging image is an announcement by the University of Kansas, Lawrence, that a donated $750,000 Honeywell DPS-8 mainframe will be disconnected to make room for a purchased IBM or compatible model and a VAX. The new system will cost the school some $1.5 million, plus conversion costs. University officials say the Honeywell machine was inadequate for its computing needs, and rather than expand with Honeywell, they opted for IBM and DEC equipment because of the software availability. It's not surprising to hear that Honeywell is decidedly miffed (see "Too Little, Too Late?" p. 48, for more comment from Honeywell shops).
## LOOK AHEAD

### HOT BOX OF THE YEAR

Iomega Corp.'s Bernoulli Box must be among the nominations for the "Hot Box of the Year" award. More than 20,000 of the removable 10MB to 20MB hard disk cartridge system for IBM PCs and clones had been sold as of the end of 1984 at a suggested retail price of $2,695 or $3,695. In addition to now shipping a 5MB version of the box for Macintosh owners, Iomega is working on a half-height version of the original 10MB drives. On the drawing boards are double-density versions of its current product line. The Ogden, Utah-based company, started by former IBMers, may have approached industrial nirvana—its business has become a classic razor and razor blade combination because it has more than 150,000 hard disk cartridges for its various systems. Smith Barney stock analyst Kenneth Ch'uan-kai Leung estimates that the company's revenues will more than double this year, to $120 million.

### NETWORKED D/BASE III IN SEPT.

A networking version of Ashton-Tate's popular new database management system for microcomputers, dBase III, will be released in September, following on the heels of the withdrawal of the company's relatively unsuccessful multi-user version of dBase II. According to those users who have seen the package at work, there's good news for microcomputer mavens at companies sweating incompatibility problems in their local area networks: the new dBase III will supposedly run on any LAN, unlike the 3-COM-hardware-only limitation of d/Base II.

### RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA

Timothy Leary, 1960s guru, is still trying to expand minds, this time with computer software. The onetime Harvard lecturer and ex-con has established a company called Fatigue Inc. (opposite of antique) to peddle such packages as SKIPI (Super Knowledge Information Processing Intelligence) and Mind Adventure, which help users learn about themselves... Santa Barbara, Calif., startup ExperTelligence Inc. has brought artificial intelligence to the computer store level with its ExperLisp and ExperLogo languages... Paciﬁc Telesis is buying dozens of fault tolerant processors from Stratus to keep track of the coins in pay telephones and for monitoring crank calls... A software developer swears he saw a 3270 PC running Unix communicating to a mainframe via a heretofore unknown SNA link. Will IBM keep it quiet to protect other products?... Silicon Valley firms are having a tough time getting pollution insurance after Lloyd's of London and other insurers paid $100 million in damage claims to homeowners and others who suffered from leaking chemical tanks. When chip makers can get coverage, they're paying sky-high rates: last year a $400,000 premium bought $100 million in coverage, but now it takes $1 million to get $25 million in coverage.
The Banking Network

Sixteen of the world’s leading banks use TYMNET technology

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation chose TYMNET to build a fault-tolerant, private data network that would interconnect over 3,000 branch bank terminals and ATM’s with their central computers.

John Hamilton, Manager Technical Services for the HongkongBank, states, “The flexibility of the TYMNET network in connecting many different terminals with a variety of host computers provides significant operational benefits to the Bank... better control... and a base for faster and more reliable computer communications... the latest available communications facilities enables us to remain a world leader.”

When you consider that TYMNET has designed and installed MORE private networks than any other vendor worldwide... it’s no wonder one world leader chose to work with another.

Call or write today for more information regarding TYMNET’S Private Networks and Banking Protocols.

TYMNET, Inc.
2710 Orchard Parkway
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 946-4900

Private and Public Data Networks
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TYMNET

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
NETWORK SYSTEMS COMPANY
To meet the varied needs of your end users, you don't need more software. You simply need the one software that does more. Symphony™ from Lotus.

With Symphony users get a comprehensive software program with five basic functions—spreadsheet, database management, graphics, word processing and communications. These five functions can be used alone, together or in any combination. And with Symphony, users can start with one function and grow into others as their needs change.

Users can even create customized applications.

With Symphony’s powerful command language, end users can save time by creating their own applications either for themselves or for entire departments. And users don’t have to be programmers to build an unlimited variety of turnkey applications.

With Add-Ins, Symphony grows as you grow.

Symphony’s unique open-ended architecture allows you to expand the functionality of the basic program with Add-In products. These Add-Ins work like Symphony—and with Symphony—so users don’t have to learn a new language. Spelling Checker and Text Outliner are already available. And a variety of future Add-Ins and industry specific applications are now being designed by Lotus and qualified third-party developers to further enhance Symphony’s capabilities.
fits all.
solution for more PC users.

Our micro-to-mainframe link will tie Symphony to your existing environment.

Later this year, Lotus will introduce a new micro-to-mainframe Add-In product. Developed jointly by Lotus and DCA®, this new link will allow designated PC users to transfer data to and from your mainframe computer. Mainframe data will be available on their PC spreadsheets in usable form, eliminating the need for retyping.

If your corporate environment already includes 1-2-3®, Symphony makes an even easier fit. It has a familiar user interface and reads 1-2-3 data.

And like all Lotus products, Symphony is supported by the industry standard in service and support, with training programs, Courseware, and Lotus Books.

Symphony Software. The more your people do, the more it will do for your people. After all, you wouldn't expect less from the software that was named "Product of the Year" and easily became 1984's best selling new software product.

For more information on Symphony Software, contact your Lotus Marketing Representative or local authorized Lotus dealer.
**JUNE**

**American Bankers Association 1985 National Operations and Automation Conference (NOAC).**

**MIM 85.**
June 3-5, Montreal. Contact Colette Quesnel, 300, Leo-Pariseau, Suite 1919, P.O. Box 1119, Place du Parc, Montreal, Quebec H2W 2P4, Canada (514) 288-8811.

**Government Computer Expo (GCE).**

**VenCom '85.**

**Summer 1985 USENIX Conference and Vendor Exhibition.**
June 11-14, Portland, Ore. Contact USENIX Conference Office, P.O. Box 385, Sunset Beach, CA 90742, (213) 592-3243.

**INFO/WEST.**

**International Computer Show Cologne.**

**PC Expo.**

**EFOC/LAN 85 (The Third European Fiber Optic Communications and Local Area Network Exposition).**

**Advanced Manufacturing Systems Exposition and Conference.**
June 18-20, Rosemont, Ill. Contact AMS '85, Cahners Exposition Group, 708 Third Ave., New York, NY 10017, (212) 661-8010.

**Canadian Robotics Show.**
June 18-20, Toronto. Contact Ron McCreary, RIA, P.O. Box 1366, Dearborn, MI 48121, (313) 271-7800.

**Design Automation Conference.**

**Telecon East.**
June 24-26, New York. Contact APPLIED BUSINESS teleCOMMUNICATIONS, Box 5106, San Ramon, CA 94583, (415) 820-5563.

**VIDEOTEX '85.**

**JULY**

**World Computer Graphics '85.**

**Association for Women in Computing's Fourth Annual Conference.**
July 13-14, Chicago. Contact Joan Wallbaum, AWCC '85, 407 Hillmore Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20901.

**1985 National Computer Conference (NCC '85).**
July 15-18, Chicago. Contact Registration Dept., AFIPS, 1899 Preston White Dr., Reston, VA 22091, (703) 620-8900.

**SIGGRAPH'85.**

**1985 Summer Computer Simulation Conference.**

**WCCE/85 (World Conference on Computers in Education).**
Dataproducts printers.
Nobody puts ideas on paper so many ways.

DATAPRODUCTS CORP., 6200 CANOGA AVE., WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91365. (818) 887-3924. IN EUROPE, 136-138 HIGH ST., EGHAM, SURREY, TW 20 9HL, ENGLAND.

CIRCLE 12 ON READER CARD
OUR NEW 82 SERIES
MULTIPLEXERS
AREN'T MORE THAN YOU NEED
OR LESS THAN YOU WANT.
Omnimux® is just right for your network. By design. This modular family of mid-range statistical multiplexers lets you build the mux you need to economically move data. Synchronous data. Asynchronous data. Or any combination.

With Omnimux 82, 162, and 322, you get a choice of channel and aggregate cards. So you can match the mux to the job, whether it's 8, 16, or 32 channels. Channel rates up to 19.2 Kbps and aggregate link rates up to 72 Kbps provide efficient operation in a broad range of applications.

What's more, Omnimux works to prevent network problems like time delays and transmission errors. Because extensive diagnostic, statistical reporting, and control features are built-in. You always have an accurate picture of how efficiently your data lines are being used...via printer, standard ASCII terminal, or the Omnimux optional front panel.

The only mux in its class that offers front panel control.

For sophisticated point-to-point network control, Omnimux is way out front. The optional front panel, with touch-sensitive switches and an easy-to-read alphanumeric display, allows all parameters, diagnostics, and system statistics to be set or read without opening the unit.

Centralized control for any size network.

The multi-unit supervisory capability lets you control any number of Omnimuxes from a single central site terminal. And since the 82, 162, and 322 will be fully compatible with Racal-Milgo CMS® network management systems, complete end-to-end control is an easy system upgrade. With CMS, you can monitor, test, reconfigure, and restore performance in an entire network of multiplexers and modems. All from your central site. And only with Racal-Milgo.

Omnimux is another way Racal-Milgo demonstrates its reputation for reliability. With our broad range of products and systems, backed by extensive service capability, there's not a problem in data communications we can't solve.

---

Racal-Milgo®

MS 1302, P.O. Box 407044
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33340
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Special Offer

DAT 5/15/95

We're so certain we can solve your network problems that we've developed a “Problem Analysis Form.” Just fill it out, return it, and we'll solve your problem fast. To receive your copy, call us right now at 1-800-327-4440, Ext. 2281. In Florida, call (305) 476-4812, Ext. 2251. Or fill out and mail this coupon today.

NAME/TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
PHONE ( ) EXT.

---
BASIS retrieves information from 1 to 10,000,000 records in nothing flat.

Tired of manually searching through massive files of data? Let BASIS turn your existing files into an automated Information Center.

Imagine a system that retrieves textual information within seconds, the same way a database management system retrieves data. That’s BASIS, a proven, interactive retrieval system that does much more than examine titles.

BASIS actually probes to find the key word or phrase you’re looking for within any record. Then it displays a list of all records containing the word or phrase you specified. BASIS also displays any or all of the information, and prints hard copy if you want.

BASIS can turn your existing files into an automated Information Center within a few days. So if you have one or ten million records that need rapid referencing, see what BASIS can do for you.

CALL FOR A BASIS BROCHURE 1-800-328-2648
In Ohio, call collect (614) 424-5524.
OUTLANDISH
Your March 15 issue contains a News In Perspective piece called “An OA Merger Fails” (p. 47), a story on the NBL-CCI merger that didn't happen. The reporter, Lise Olson, used the piece to expand on the changes and consolidations in the OA industry. In the article she quoted my administrative manager. Those quotations within the story give the impression that Kidder, Peabody is unhappy with Xerox as our office automation vendor and that we are considering replacing them. This impression is as outlandish a distortion as quoting Tip O’Neill on the MX and concluding he wants to overthrow the government.

Kidder, Peabody has been a pioneering customer with Xerox network products. We installed our first Ethernet in December 1982 and we now have three Ethernet installations and more than 200 Xerox workstations and servers. We have no plans for abandoning Xerox as an office automation supplier; on the contrary, we will continue to add Xerox network products in applications where those products make sense to our business.

Any close business relationship that spans years is likely to experience moments of friction and annoyance. Our relations with Xerox have been no exception. We have been disappointed when high-level friends in Xerox have left to pursue their ambitions elsewhere. We have been disappointed that STAR software has emerged more slowly than we would like, that the Xerox microcomputer products have not been as useful as we would like, and the open architecture higher-level protocols have not been released as quickly as we hoped. These disappointments are the “warts and wrinkles” that we see when we get very close. They are not by any stretch of the imagination motivation for throwing out a major vendor.

Our most mature Xerox network installation represents the state of the art in the field of financial research publication. The objective of the installation was to cut the time from an analyst's first draft to print-ready as we produce these complex, extremely time-sensitive documents. A careful analysis has shown that the average production time has been cut by more than half and the cost per document is reduced in spite of the fact that document length and complexity have significantly increased. This is not the kind of performance that a reasonable company throws out.

BRUCE W. HASENYAGER
Vice President, Information Systems
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
New York, New York
Olson responds that she stands by her story.—Ed.

SOMETHING MISSING?
Having just been through an OA justification study at my company, I found the article entitled “The Real Cost of OA” by Paul A. Strassmann (Feb. 1, p. 82) to be timely, thought-provoking, and controversial.

I don't dispute his general thesis that, unless watched carefully, the “organizational” costs of OA might equal or exceed its productivity cost savings. But that part of Strassmann's piece devoted to the dollar costs of OA is, I feel, confusing and inconsistent. And overall, the lack of specific reference to actual OA experience is curious for an article devoted to hidden pitfalls that only experience can reveal.

My particular points about the article:

• Why use 1980 costs? It’s now 1985, with professional labor costs nearing $40,000 and per-station technology costs around $5,000 and dropping fast.
• Why the emphasis on first-year costs? Only the most unsophisticated would expect positive return in the first year and omit training and startup expenses from the equation. We should all know by now that payback from automation is strictly long term.
• The support staff cost of $2,000 per station arouses my curiosity. Is the $2,000 in 1980 or 1985 dollars? Based on Fig. 2, support overhead seemingly works out to over 5% of office costs. That ratio seems high, but is it consistent with actual OA experience? Alas, I’ll have to read elsewhere to find out.
• The $5,000 to $20,000 per station to provide suitable furniture for video/keyboard use is ludicrous. Based on cost per square foot, constructing a new office facility from scratch would be a better bargain. Also, that figure isn’t included in any charts or other discussions of total cost.
• The sentence, “Organized labor is becoming keenly aware of the negotiating leverage that mismanaged OA projects hand over to them,” looks as if it were thrown in as an attention-getter. The article offers no support for that statement. Generally speaking, organized labor has never had a presence in the office workplace. How can an unsuccessful OA system provide labor unions leverage with office and professional workers that 50 years of organizing effort (and 25 years of botched automation projects of various types at target companies) couldn’t?
• The only concrete OA experience the author cites is reading other people’s justification studies. Exposure to case studies or the personal experiences of grizzled OA veterans (are there any of those?) would better serve the interests of most readers.

RALPH L. CUMMING
Arvada, Colorado

'TAIN'T FUNNY
This is to strongly protest the cartoon on p. 180 of your March 1 issue.

With ever-expanding opportunities and reasonable security, people in
LETTERS

data processing should be helping the homeless. We should not be making jokes at their expense. Your cartoon implies that people must live on the streets because of flaws of character; that is in very poor taste and it is wrong.

EDWARD G. NILGES
Mountain View, California

ALLEGED PROBLEMS

Look Ahead (“Unix Problems Surface,” March 1, p. 9) and News in Perspective (“And Then There Were Two,” March 1, p. 40) both contain erroneous statements suggesting that Amdahl mainframes were removed by customers because of compatibility problems with the VM operating system. This is not true. The Amdahl UT8 Version 2 program product that supports Unix runs on both Amdahl mainframes and IBM mainframes. The alleged problems from the DATAMATION telephone sampling must have occurred on IBM mainframes, not Amdahl.

RICHARD A. WHITCOMB
Director
Financial and Public Relations
Amdahl Corp.
Sunnyvale, California

SWIRLING RUMORS

Look Ahead (“ ’85 May Cut Pro Line of Pcs,” Feb. 1, p. 10) encourages the rumor that “Texas Instruments is rethink­ ing its commitment to the professional personal computer business.” It is my sincere hope that your readers are not being confused by “swirling” rumors that conflict with TI’s continuing investment in personal computing products.

This investment has been manifest recently with the introduction of new products and services. On Nov. 12, TI announced the newest member of the TI Professional Computer Family, Pro-Lite, a briefcase-sized full-function personal computer. At the introduction, we also announced an agreement with Sales Technologies Inc. to sell productivity application software with the Pro-Lite, and an agreement with Ashton-Tate to distribute Framework, dBase III, and other Ashton-Tate software for the entire TI Professional Computer Family.

Other recent announcements for this product line include 10 natural language-based software packages and an expert system development kit—all designed and developed at TI to demonstrate the TP C Family’s importance and suit­ ability as a delivery vehicle for advanced AI-based applications. Additional personal computing announcements are planned for 1985 and beyond.

TI has also enhanced customer support by offering the TIPC customer a one- or five-year extended warranty and a 24-hour hot-line service. In addition, to underscore our strategy of providing su­ perior solutions, we have announced pro­ grams that will assist our value-added resellers in providing solutions in vertical markets such as real estate, medical, and CAD/CAM.

For people who are looking at the facts today and understand our plans for tomorrow, it is clear that TI considers personal computing products to be a vital ele­ ment within our long-term business strategy.

TOM ELLIS
VP Group Marketing
Data Systems Group
Texas Instruments Inc.
Austin, Texas

TURNING THE TIDE

The privilege of being mentioned in your fine publication in “Bucking The Tid e” (News in Perspective, Feb. 1, p. 50) has been overshadowed by a number of glaring inaccuracies. Some of my quotes may have been misunderstood and there are others that I could not possibly have said. First, here are some very basic corrections. The author states that David Irwin is “editor of the Data Based Solutions newsletter.” There is no Data Based Solutions newsletter. Data Based Solutions publishes Data Based Advisor magazine, a monthly publication for database management-system users. It is a true magazine in every sense. Furthermore, I am not the editor of Data Based Advisor. I serve only as technical editor.

The article also refers to dBase II and dBase III as “interpreted programs.” They are not “interpreted” programs, but rather database management systems with built-in interpreters for use with their proprietary programming lan­ guages. The difference is that rather than being interpreted, these programs do the interpreting. There is a huge difference.

In reference to FoxBase II, I am quoted as saying it is “a token compiler” that “might be called a faster clone of dBase than a true compiler.” To the best of my knowledge, there is no such thing as a “token” compiler, and if there were, it would not/could not be faster than a true compiler. What I did say was that FoxBase II from Fox Software comes with a tokenizer for “crunching” its source code. It could be called a clone of dBase II in a positive sense (i.e., with improved performance and added features).

I have one last point. The reason I have a “dispassionate perspective” (as noted by your article) on Nantucket Soft­ ware’s dBase III compiler is because the product has yet to be shipped to a single end user. Clipper cannot be called “the first compiler for dBase III” because it is not yet on the market.

The author shows a lack of under­ standing about software testing and mar­ keting by saying in one sentence that “Clipper is currently available for IBM PCs and compatibles . . . ” and in the next paragraph stating that “beta test sites were scheduled for installation last month.” If Clipper is in beta testing, it is not “available.”

I am very conscious of my place in the microcomputer community and would hate to think that this misinformation would be attributed to me rather than to the writer.

DAVID IRWIN
President
Data Based Solutions
San Diego, California

SMART MART

We would like to take issue with the lines in “Computer Marts Multiply” (March 1, p. 24): “Another project with less than rosy prospects right now is the California Data Mart. It’s only 10% leased.”

Ten percent is a very good pre­ lease percentage for a new building in real estate. The fact that our market for tenants is a specialized one and further that Data Mart is a new concept for the computer industry makes this achievement that much more laudable. People like to touch and feel their new environment before signing a lease. They can’t do that until the building is finished.

In addition, we have close to 30% more under negotiation and expect to open with about the same as Infomart at its opening, 30% to 40%. To those who know the real estate field, this is quite good.

Finally, there was one factual er­ ror. DataMart’s permanent show space is a 175,000-square-foot building comp­ mented by a 110,000-square-foot exhib­ it hall which can accommodate up to 600 booths that are 10 feet by 10 feet. In addi­ tion, a second phase of 500,000 more square feet is planned.

Thank you for the opportunity to clarify these points.

RICHARD M. CROUCH
President
California DataMart
San Francisco, California

BILKED BY BILKO, RUDE TO RUNYON

In the April 1 Letters column, a state­ ment was attributed to the immortal Ser­ geant Bilko, played by the equally immortal Phil Silvers. But we’ve been told the line was actually written by the also equally immortal Damon Runyon. It seems the bard of Broadway was the au­ thor of the wisdom, “The race goes not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, but that’s the way to be.” Whoev­ er said it, it still makes a lot of sense.
Using A Higher Form Of Intelligence, a Wang in Wangen can understand a PC in D.C.

Here a rekey. There a rekey. Everywhere a rekey. Till now that's been the time consuming, cost abusing way to cope with the inter-site incompatibility of Wang® and IBM® word processors and PCs.

The solution? It's what we at General Electric Information Services call A Higher Form Of Intelligence: our WPXchange™ system running on the world's largest teleprocessing network.

Now anything anyone creates on any of your Wang word processors, DisplayWriters or IBM PCs (with MultiMate™) can be retrieved on any other Wang, DisplayWriter or PC you have.

Not only will it look exactly like the original, you can treat it exactly like the original. Change it, make comments on it, fill in the blanks, approve it and move it.

We can also give you your own giant electronic library where you can store, and retrieve — by key word, author or subject — any number of documents, any time.

So everything from field audits to status reports can be revised, analyzed and customized — instantly. Add our smart E-Mail system* to display and dispatch documents on even not-so-smart terminals.

Call us at 800-638-9636 ext. 2102 (Telex 192803003) about WPXchange. And get a better understanding of how A Higher Form Of Intelligence can get your word processors working hand-in-hand.

*Subject to local tariffs and restrictions.
Software AG Users
spell it out... Datapro™ survey
rates ADABAS

E-X-C-E-L-L-L

SOFTWARE AG
Where the future comes as no surprise.

© 1985 Software AG of North America, Inc. ADABAS and NATURAL are trademarks of Software AG of North America, Inc.
ADABAS does it again—and we're not surprised!

The results are in! Datapro Research Corporation asked systems software users to rate their data base management systems. And, Software AG users rated ADABAS "Excellent!"

Exactly the same thing happened in an earlier survey when Data Decisions asked users what they thought. For the third year in a row, ADABAS went right to the top of the list as the highest ranked DBMS for the IBM mainframe. And NATURAL was a top contender for best fourth-generation language.

Together, ADABAS and NATURAL make an unbeatable team!

At Software AG we don't believe in surprises. We believe in providing our users with the most powerful software tools available anywhere. And that's the proper plan for the world leader in advanced systems software.

So, if you want the facts about systems software, just ask our users. For starters, send us the coupon below and we'll rush you the official Datapro DBMS report. Or call us at 1-800-336-3761. (In Virginia and Canada, call 1-703-860-5050.)
Are you still waiting for air?

Your new DP facility is complete, computers ready to hum. But the air conditioning system you ordered twelve weeks ago still hasn't been shipped! It's an all too common and frustrating occurrence.

Well, we're Data Aire, and we're doing something about it!

We'll ship the exact computer air conditioning system you specify, in three weeks.* And, it won't be some compromised substitute from stock, but a system which truly fits your needs.

Data Aire's line is among the industry's most complete. From the largest main frame systems to ceiling-mounted spot coolers, we offer more options, accessories and custom features. Each system is engineered, built and tested to the highest standards in the field. And, Data Aire is the leader in innovation too.

Multi-compressor design in large units, microprocessor controls, the exclusive Mini 2000—a free-standing unit for mini centers—are just some of the new things you'd expect from the pioneer in computer room air conditioning. (Remember, Data Aire designed and built the first true computer room air conditioning system more than 25 years ago.)

So, if you're still waiting for air, or if you just want more information, call us. We're Data Aire, and we'll deliver.

Data Aire delivers!

* Certain units—about two percent of our production—may require four weeks. Check with factory.
UNDERDOG TAKES ON TOP DOG

Can America's affection for the underdog extend to the computer industry? AT&T-IS's Jim Edwards says his team can achieve the kind of come-from-behind victory that earned Villanova's Wildcats the collegiate basketball championship.

It's seldom you see a real face-off between IBM and AT&T-IS. But it came close to that—if only because of scheduling—last month at Miami's Doral Country Club. The scene was the annual Computer/Telecommunications Industry Conference sponsored by DATAMATION and Cowen & Co. Results of our most recent survey of MIS' plans-to-purchase, analyzed in this issue by senior writer John W. Verity beginning on p. 32, indicate that IBM is taking a massive amount of market share away from its competitors across the board. At the Miami meeting, two presentations offered a marked contrast—a confident IBMer and a contrite but optimistic AT&Ter.

Carl Conti is one of the big names at IBM. Until recently he was president of the Data Systems Division; now he is group executive in charge of the Information Systems and Storage Group and a member of IBM's cabinet, the Corporate Management Board. In conversation, Conti balances the lean look of a long distance runner with a warm and personable attitude, answering questions with animated enthusiasm.

This is easy when your company's shipments of PCs tripled in the past year, your sales of workstations grew by 40%, your mainframe market is "not only enduring, but thriving," and you're preparing to bring out 1Mb memory chips in high volume in the "not too distant future." With a $4 billion-plus R&D budget (from which artificial intelligence, speech recognition, and advanced robotics have been singled out as areas of "significant interest"), it's hard to sound modest.

And then a startling revelation. When asked if the recently announced Sierra line was in part responsible for the sharp increase in the nation's capital goods order statistics, Conti's answer triggered an appreciative chuckle from the hard-boiled money managers in the audience: "about half." Imagine. One product causing the government's economic seismograph needle not merely to jiggle, but to fly off the charts.

It was a tough act to follow, but AT&T-IS's Jim Edwards, president of Computer Systems and a former IBM salesman, began by citing the Villanova victory as a symbol of the future for AT&T—an underdog turned top dog.

Edwards conceded a long list of problems arisen since AT&T-IS's inauspicious start: lost market share in datacom due to the confusion of divestiture; less than glowing sales reports on its line of 3B minis; and, perhaps the biggest faux pas of all, the failure last year to provide mainframe connectivity from its family of minis. For a communications company, that networking omission was "not too smart on our part," Edwards acknowledged. "They didn't call us Ma Bell for nothing," he said, noting that Ma protected her children and her customers. "Our backbone is networking. We learned that our customers don't expect us to play a different game. It's time we put a little of the Ma back in AT&T."

Then, a feisty Edwards, jutting his face in true bulldog fashion, defended his marketing organization: "Our sales force took a bum rap last year. They know as much [about computers] as IBM's salespeople. The problem was, we didn't give them the right tools. Today, they're armed and ready." And to prove that his first string sales force is running strong, he points out that more pc sales were chalked up in the first two months of this year than in all of last year put together.

And then, in response to a question on future markets, Edwards made a strong stand: "IBM does so well in mainframes, we think we'll just let them continue to excel in that."

What else can an underdog say?
SOMETIMES YOU NEED MORE
THE QUESTION IS,

Maybe you run a small business. A department of a large business. Or a nationwide network of businesses.

No matter what size business you run, one of the NCR Towers™ above can help you run it better.

Because they all give your people a lot more speed, memory, storage and versatility than personal computers. For a lot less money.

MORE THAN A PERSONAL COMPUTER IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE.
The Towers utilize UNIX SYSTEM V* or RM/COS* as their operating system. Which means they're perfect for the sophisticated user who wants to write his own programs, as well as for the beginner who can choose from hundreds of off-the-shelf solutions to his problems.

If your business or department has already invested in IBM or IBM-compatible personal computers (the NCR PC 4, for instance), you can use them as intelligent work stations with any of the Towers.

And, finally, the Towers can all stand alone or be networked together. As well as communicate with other computer systems via SNA, X.25 and other industry standard protocols.

THEY PERFORM BRILLIANTLY BECAUSE THEY'RE BUILT BRILLIANTLY.
The Towers are all powered by Motorola microprocessors (the regular Tower by the 68000, the XP and Mini by multiple 68010s).

Other state-of-the-art features include Winchester hard disk and the Intel Multibus*

Not to mention an error-correcting memory

© 1985 NCR Corporation

* UNIX SYSTEM V is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories. Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. RM/COS is a registered trademark of Ryan McFarland Co.
THAN A PERSONAL COMPUTER. HOW MUCH MORE?

and a unique power-failure recovery system that enables all the Towers to survive power outages (thus keeping your data intact).

PEOPLE WHO NEED MORE THAN A PERSONAL COMPUTER DON'T ALL HAVE THE SAME NEEDS. Of course, the Towers do have their differences.

You can choose from 512 kilobytes of memory to eight megabytes. From twenty-five megabytes of disk storage to 260 megabytes. From a system for one to eight users to a system for up to sixteen users. Starting for as little as $6,995.

But no matter which Tower you choose, you'll choose a computer that's a good deal more than a personal computer. And one which is backed by service from 1,200 offices throughout 120 countries.

Which means that in addition to getting all the computer you need, you'll get all the support you need.

For more information on the NCR Towers, dial us toll-free at 1-800-CALL NCR.

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. YOU CAN EXPECT IT FROM NCR.
**UP, UP, AND AWAY**

While the BUNCH stagnates, IBM has gained market share in virtually every mainframe product category, according to a DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. survey of user spending.

by John W. Verity

In case there was any doubt, users' spending patterns show that more of the world is IBM's these days than ever before. In virtually every product area of its mainframe business, IBM is gaining strength and market share. The company is gaining significantly against traditional systems rivals and plug-compatible suppliers, and is well ahead of the pack rushing to market with office systems, personal computers, and other forms of distributed processors. If IBM can ship the new 3090 Sierra machines in volume and on schedule (see box), it stands to record strong shipments this year and even stronger ones the next: among 370 users, demand for MIPS is as high as ever, growing about 30% a year.

Systems rivals Honeywell, Sperry, NCR, and Burroughs, meanwhile, face relatively dim futures, as the size of their mainframe user bases are merely staying level, if not losing ground to IBM, the compatible vendors, and minicomputer makers. Honeywell in particular seems vulnerable to defections, while Sperry apparently has the best 1985 shipments to look forward to. Users of non-IBM mainframes continue to criticize their suppliers chiefly for a relative lack of industry-specific applications software.

Meanwhile, as shown in several recent measures of industry activity, shipments of personal computers to corporate sites are leveling off this year. Where last year's survey showed PC shipments up 75% over the year before (in terms of units), this year's are expected to be up only 7% over last year. IBM's PC family nevertheless remains a strategic vehicle for moves into a number of emerging markets and in some cases is even winning over IBM's own host-based solutions. Among this survey's respondents, PCs will account for 28% of the money they spend with IBM for mainframe systems in the U.S. and Canada this year.

These are some of the major findings of the 1985 DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. Computer/Telecommunications Industry Survey. The survey tabulates data from 4,346 unduplicated responses, more than 2,900 of which are from IBM sites. Besides shedding light on IBM's impressive gains in the mainframe arena, this year's survey paid special attention to such topics as personal computer acquisitions, packaged software buying trends, local networking, and office automation.

IBM's massive investments in plant, capital equipment, and R&D in the past 10 years and its flexibility in making financial deals to "get the business" are paying off royally, judging by the survey's findings. With a particularly strong share of the large-scale mainframe market under its control, IBM is reaping the rewards of advanced (and often unmatched) technology—the double-density 3380 disk drive and 3480 tape unit, for instance—by gaining market share from plug-compatible suppliers of all stripes. IBM is also leveraging off that control of the central system to win increasing orders for office systems, personal computers, and other devices that will eventually be tied into mainframes.

In the large 370 processor arena, the combined share (measured in dollars) held by Amdahl and National Advanced Systems shrank by 2 percentage points to 13% in this year's survey; the two firms split that share 11% and 2%, respectively. This is the third consecutive year that the survey has indicated such a drop.

In the 370-compatible disk arena, which is enjoying quite strong shipments, survey respondents indicated that IBM would supply 78% of their disks in the 24 months following the survey's February 1985 date. That commanding figure is up from 75% last year and 71% in the 1982 survey. Trailing IBM are Storage Technology with 6%, Amdahl with 4%, and Memorex with 3%. Narrowing the focus down to 3380-class drives alone, IBM's share of the shipments will be 86%, compared to 81% last year. Amdahl, Memorex, StorageTek, and Control Data stand to gain only 2% each of the 3380 shipments planned for this year and next.

Similarly, IBM's hold on the 370 tape drive market is strengthening. Where last year it was to supply just under half (46%) of the tapes planned for installation in the following 24 months, this year users named IBM for two thirds (67%) of their planned tape acquisitions. StorageTek still ranks second in tape, with a 23% share this year, but has taken a dramatic fall from the 40% figure of last year. Memorex and Telex bring up...
FIG. 1

IBM MAINFRAME DISK PLANS

Respondent plans for next 24 months disk add-on procurements (All models)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMOREX</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMDAHL</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>OTHER/ UNSPECIFIED</em></td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NAS share 1% in 1985

FIG. 2

ADD-ON PERIPHERALS ACTIVITY

Percent of IBM sites planning to add peripherals/memory

- DISK DRIVES
- TAPE DRIVES
- ADD-ON MEMORY
- TERMINALS

ACQUIRING FROM IBM—2/85 SURVEY
ACQUIRING FROM OTHER SUPPLIER
ACQUIRING FROM IBM—2/84 SURVEY

In the market for CRT terminals attached to IBM mainframes (primarily 3270 gear), IBM’s share reached 63% this year, up from 53% in 1983. In fact, the 3270-compatible manufacturing ranks withered during the past year, with Raytheon (now defunct) and Four-Phase (absorbed into Motorola) dropping out of the survey findings altogether, and Telex, Lee Data, Memorex, and ITT-Courier gaining 11% (up from 8%), 3%, 2%, and 4% of planned CRT business, respectively. IBM’s domination of the 370 add-on memory arena is even stronger. There it stands to win 91% (compared with 64% in 1981’s survey and 82% last year) of users’ planned business, followed by National Semiconductor and Intel with only 1% and 2%, respectively. Despite the fact that on average, IBM sites in the survey will attach 35 megabytes of main memory to the large-scale IBM processors they acquire over the next two years.

Within the 370-compatible processor market, National Advanced Systems gained some market share (22% this year, up from 17% last year) from Amdahl (61% this year vs. 62% in 1984). Meanwhile, IPL’s share remained at 3%.

The battle for market share among PCs is evidently a heated one, as the companies compete among themselves as well as with IBM. Compatible processor makers, for instance, were found to be discounting their equipment more than last year, on average between 16% and 17%. Although the survey shows those vendors making no penetration into the high end of IBM’s mainframe market compared with last year, a slight upturn was seen this year in the percentage of users saying they have such independent gear “under consideration.” Overall, however, the shift in respondents’ attitudes toward their current vendor was more favorable for IBM than for the PCs, and a strikingly high incidence of disaffection with suppliers was found among midrange compatible processor sites: of the sites planning to switch vendors, 60% of those using IPL gear, 59% of those using Magnuson, and 100% of the Cambex users indicated they would return to IBM.

Front-end communications controllers are increasingly important as remote terminals, PCs, and entire networks are attached to IBM mainframes. Respondents are expanding their use of such devices at a 5% compound annual rate, and here, too, IBM enjoys a commanding lead: 82% of the devices planned for installation by respondents this year and next will be from the industry leader, followed by 8% from NCR-Comten, 3% from Amdahl, and 1% from Memorex.

Except for scientific and engineering applications, IBM was the leading
choice for small systems used in stand-alone and distributed processing situations, exceeding Digital Equipment Corp., Hewlett-Packard, and Wang combined. The System/36 is doing extremely well, accounting for a doubling over last year in the value of combined System/36 and 38 shipments.

Just as important, the industry leader has seen no weakening of its hold on the corporate personal computer marketplace. IBM is the main PC supplier at 80% of the responding sites and stands to ship 72% of the PC units they install in 1985. The PC family and compatibles are cited by 75% of those sites that have standardized on one or two PC brands. Much of IBM's PC strength in this survey is believed to be a reflection of the mainframe orientation of the survey population, whose members tend to buy PCs centrally and directly from the manufacturer and therefore favor IBM.

IBM PCs are being attached to those mainframes in greater numbers than ever, according to the survey. Among large mainframe sites, for instance, some 93% of respondents will have attached personal computers to their host systems by the end of next year. Interestingly, the trend is away from simple terminal emulation and toward direct, two-way interaction with the mainframe and through departmental minicomputers. These connections, of course, generally stimulate demand for more mainframe capacity, as seen in survey data showing that more than two fifths of the IBM sites doing so find their mainframes' workloads increase. About half the sites saw no change. The bigger the mainframe to which the PC is attached, the more likely it will load the mainframe.

In the IBM PC software arena, where Lotus Development's 1-2-3 has long been the market leader, IBM has gained sizable user bases for its DisplayWrite, Personal Decision, and Topview products. The 1-2-3 product is evidently slowing and its replacement, Symphony, is taking up only part of the slack.

In the office systems market, IBM's majority share of the mainframe market is helping it win many orders. The company this year has a 61% share of the office systems/word processing installed by respondents (up from 53% last year), while Wang, in second place, saw its share fall to 15% from 19%.

Spending for host software packages continues to increase, but IBM's share of those outlays seems to have peaked in 1982 at 67% and is now at 62%. The reservoir of IBM users still not using database management packages is shrinking, especially among large-scale users. Of those database systems currently in use on 370 mainframes, IBM still has...
FIG. 5

PCS IN OFFICE SYSTEMS

Query: If your organization has office system(s) already in use (or planned), what is (or will be) the principal hardware orientation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRINCIPAL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER</th>
<th>ALL SITES</th>
<th>IBM</th>
<th>WANG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STANDALONE PCS</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORKED PCS</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL, HOST-BASED (DEPARTMENTAL) SYSTEM</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE, HOST-BASED SYSTEM</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 6

LOCAL NETWORK PLANS

Query: If your organization has installed or plans to install a local area network (LAN), who is the supplier?

Percent of Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHARE</th>
<th>OTHER*</th>
<th>WANGNET</th>
<th>AT&amp;T 3BNet</th>
<th>CORVUS/OMNINET</th>
<th>SYTEK</th>
<th>3-COM</th>
<th>IBM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent of Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN USE</th>
<th>PROJECTED 24 MONTHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes Xerox (4% in use, 1% planned), Ungermaann-Bass (3%, 3%), Network Systems Hyperchannel (3%, 2%), Datapoint Arcnet (3%, 0%)

A leading share (23%) but one that has gradually decreased in the past four years as Cullinet, Applied Data Research, and Software AG expanded their shares. IBM has responded with several new database products, however, including DB2 and SQL, which appear to be helping it in this crucial systems software arena.

One area where IBM is the only supplier is mainframe operating systems. Here, just over half the respondents (up from 42% last year) said they will have the VM "hypervisor" system installed by the end of next year. Similarly, the Extended Architecture version of MVS, known as MVS/XA, is currently in use by 22% of all MVS users now (up from only 7% in last year's survey), but will be installed by 34% more this year or next. Another 22% indicated they indeed planned to install MVS/XA, but later.

The majority of users seem to be waiting for IBM to make its local area networking move before they install LANs. Only 9% of the respondents had LANs installed at the time of the survey, but another 12% said they planned to do so by the end of 1986. Almost three fifths of the sites still planning such networks claim they will use an IBM scheme. The bad news for Xerox Corp. is that its version of Ethernet, upon which much of the company's high hopes for office systems sales rested, is in use by 4% of the respondents now but fits into only 1% of the plans being implemented during the following 24 months.

LANs, however, appear to be gaining a strong lead over private branch exchanges (PBXS) as local data communications devices, at least among those sites that have made a choice. Meanwhile, AT&T's share of the PBX installations among respondents has increased for the first time in three years, hitting 39% of planned installations, up from only 31% of those already installed.

In the area of dp budgets, users expected an annual increase of 9.3% over the next three to five years. The most rapid hardware budget growth is among large-system sites where, budgets will grow 10.5% a year. While demand for MIPS will grow at 33% a year, demand for disk megabytes will grow about 35% a year during the next three to five years. Asked what they expected the annual rate of decline in price-per-MIPs on IBM processors to be, respondents came up with an average of 14.5%.

The collective future of the BUNCH companies is far less bright than that of IBM, for their mainframe bases have ceased growing, and in several cases efforts to build on those bases with an array of small systems have not met with tremendous success. Generally, their loss is IBM's gain: the survey figures show a ma-
Now that you've formed a lasting relationship

With more than 100,000 boards installed so far, IRMA™ has become the standard micro-to-mainframe link in the 3270 environment.

That's just the kind of success that gives a company a lot of big ideas.

Like IRMAline™ and IRMAlette™, remote PC-to-mainframe links that work with the ease of IRMA. IRMAprint™, a 3287 emulator. IRMAcom™, a board that will emulate a 3270 controller. IRMAkey/3270™, a keyboard that puts PC and terminal functions together. And IRMAvision™, a new monochrome display adapter for any IBM personal computer. When used with IRMA, it emulates a 3278 terminal mod two through five.
with IRMA, isn't it time you met the family?

With that kind of exciting hardware, we wouldn't think of disappointing you with any of our new software products.

For example, IRMAlink FT/TSO™ and FT/CMS™, two host-based file transfer systems. And the new IRMAlink FT/3270™, software supporting IBM's PROFS and PROFS PCC.
IN FOCUS

Majority of defecting users move directly to IBM hardware. Some of the BUNCH companies have had to shore up their product lines with equipment purchased from oems, leading some users to speculate about their vendors' commitment to the computer business.

Burroughs. Efforts by Burroughs Corp. over the past few years to stem migration from its user base have evidently paid off in certain key areas, but users continue to have complaints about others. New computers, including the desktop machines Burroughs gets from Convergent Technologies, seem to have done their job in providing users with the new functions and price/performance they previously sought. Burroughs is in the midst of broadening its product line, adding the A Series medium- and large-scale mainframes, a series of Unix-based machines, and various office systems. It has also been concentrating on certain industrial sectors, apparently with good effect.

The A Series saw its first model, the A-3, unveiled last June and the survey shows a good response by users. More than a fifth (22%) of the users now running B6800/6900 equipment have plans to install A-3s this year, followed by 11% next year and 9% later.

Among B7800/7900 users, the corresponding figures are 10% this year, 6% next, and 7% later. The machine has been less warmly received by B1000 users; only about a fifth of them find the A-3 an appropriate upgrade. Among those not planning to acquire an A-3, however, the strongest reasons were that present systems are adequate and, particularly among B68/6900 sites, that they were dissatisfied with Burroughs as a supplier.

Judging by the need voiced by users for additional processing power, additional models in the A Series, one of which (the large-scale A-15) was introduced just after this survey was taken, will be welcomed. Among users at B1000 and B27-3900 sites, more than a fifth indicated a need to install larger processors while fully a fifth of large, B7000 sites need additional processors. Banking users showed a notably positive swing toward needing additional capacity. Burroughs sites claimed to be aware of machines labeled with odd numbers A1 through A17 that were expected to be introduced this year. Meanwhile, a substantial number of users also expect Burroughs this year to come out with its V Series of medium-scale machines.

The winding down of the B7900/4900 product cycle, noted again this year, has nevertheless apparently dampened respondents' mainframe spending with Burroughs when measured in dollar terms. Asked how much, as a percentage of their installed base, they expected to...
THE BIG THREE IN BUSINESS SOFTWARE. BEFORE YOU BUY, SEE HOW THEY RUN.

Run their general ledger. Their payroll/personnel. Their entire product line of financial and human resources software. Run the packages on your mainframe and link them to your PC's. Run them together and see if they work together.

We believe you'll discover that two of the big three offer the mere appearance of integration, while one offers the real thing. Millennium. A true family of systems in which the whole works as smoothly as any part. In which every package has the same query mechanism, the same report writers, the same screen generation, the same on-line documentation, security and real-time capabilities. Giving you more efficiency than ever before from all your data processing resources.

Of the big three in software, who's blind to integration and who's not? When you see how they run, you'll know the answer.

McCORMACK & DODGE
spend in the following 24 months, users indicated only 15%, compared with the 31% and 41% seen in last year's survey and that of the year before. In terms of units to be acquired, this year's survey shows users planning to spend an equivalent of 23% of their installed base, compared with 19% and 20% in the two past surveys. These figures did not take into account A-15 orders or shipments of the Convex 325.

Relative to the industry sector, users in national defense planned the most acquisition activity with Burroughs, while government and education were soft. There was a conspicuous lack of increased demand in the manufacturing customer base that is so important to Burroughs. Add-on peripherals and memory acquisitions will be weaker this year than last, even in the disk area where Burroughs' Memorex subsidiary is active.

The main all-vendor survey, taken before Sierra's formal introduction, indicates that a total of 92 Sierras were planned to be ordered by respondents, but a post-Sierra follow-up answered by 175 large IBM sites indicates a 40% step-up from these previously stated expectations. The original survey had asked respondents to assume that Sierra would be introduced before June 1985 and delivered by year-end.

In terms of units, the post-Sierra survey shows that the total number of IBM mainframes to be installed during the end of 1986 rose by 13% compared with the plans they previously indicated. Before Sierra, spending in dollars by all IBM respondents for all types of mainframe systems during the same period was anticipated to equal 25% of the if-sold value of their current installed base (compared with 28% last year), but once Sierra was public the figure rose to 30%. In other words, the 3090 seems to have been brought to market at a critical time when shipments of other large IBM systems (303X and 308X) were beginning to taper.

In fact, in terms of dollars to be spent, respondents indicated that 39% of their spending for IBM mainframes in the next 24 months would go for Sierra hardware, so evidently users are ordering Sierras at a strong rate. Among those users indicating a specific model number, about four 3090-200s were to be ordered for each model 400.

Once they had seen the machines' specs, most users (65%) said they would themselves purchase the Sierra hardware during the next 24 months, while 8% will lease through IBM Credit Corp, and 29% will lease through a third party.

The same users have taken well to the double-capacity 3380E disk drives that came out with Sierra. Of the DASD units they plan to install over the next two years, 41% will be single capacity followed by double-capacity drives, and 24% will be double right from the start.

Some users indicated they were mildly disappointed with the 3090's price/performance level and even more so with its delivery schedules, which according to early 1987. Meanwhile, in comments collected during the follow-up survey, users said they expected IBM eventually to come out with a uniprocessor version of the 3090 (the model 200 has two processors and the 400 four). Some said the machine was too little too late, others claimed it would buoy the value of 308X systems on the used market, and still others were disappointed that 6Mbps channels were not offered. One user, in fact, said, "The 3090 offering is not a new generation of mainframe, just the final 370 offering. If this is really Sierra, it's a joke."

AT&T's share of private branch exchange installations has grown since last year.

As 1100/90 shipments escalate, installation activity for Sperry's medium­scale products remains robust but seems to be slowing. Shipments of 1100/60 and 1100/70 systems peaked two or more years ago, according to this survey, and users of those systems are showing a growing interest in minicomputer solutions for future needs. Sperry is not particularly strong in the mini market, but the machine was, in fact, said to be shipped to a strong shipment year anyway. In dollar terms, respondents indicated plans to install gear worth 19% of their current installed base over the following 24 months. Last year's comparable figure was 13%.

Just over a fifth (22%) of all Sperry sites indicated they had Sperrylink equipment installed and another 14% have plans to install it. The strongest reception for the office system appears among 1100/60 and 70 sites, where 32% have Sperrylink installed and 19% have plans to install it. By contrast, however, 31% of all respondents said they did not have plans to install Sperrylink and another 22% said they have considered the system but have no plans for it.

Sperry's push into the Unix arena has caught the interest of a fairly small segment of its user base, concentrated among scientific sites. Among midrange 1100 users, only 15% called Unix "very desirable," while a similar portion of large-scale users (16%) answered likewise. Like other vendors, Sperry may be finding that Unix is a new generation of mainframe is not an immediate seller.

In comparison with IBM, Sperry was relatively strongest in the areas of systems price/performance and operating system software, but continues to suffer in the vital applications software area where 67% of respondents, compared...
Take a close look at the new multi-purpose SELANAR XL™ terminal with hardware zoom.

With the Selanar XL, you can display graphics and alphanumerics simultaneously. And you can see 132 columns and 48 lines of type on a 14-inch, flicker-free screen. When you zoom in for a closer look, you'll get all the fine details. Some terminals limit you to zoom with pixel replication. But the XL has true hardware zoom for total integrity.

The XL's superior zoom saves you time. As you press a single button, the magnified image appears on the screen almost instantly. The XL also provides: • Tektronix 4010/4014™ emulation • DEC VT100/102/52™ Edit mode emulation • Windowing • Hard copy output to HPGL-type plotters

The XL does all this and more for under $2,500. You could pay twice as much for another terminal and still not get all the XL's benefits.

The XL has been developed and manufactured by Selanar Corporation, now an affiliate of Faraday Electronics. The new Selanar is committed to producing graphics tools that will make your job easier. Once you see the XL in action, you'll appreciate its clear superiority. For a demonstration, mail in the coupon or call us at 408-735-8770.

The new SELANAR
A FARADAY COMPANY

840 Del Rey Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-735-8770. Telex: 910-997-8029

Telephone: 06151-84071, Telex: 4 197 201 sela

Copyright 1985 Selanar Corporation. Selanar XL is a trademark of Selanar Corporation. Tektronix 4010 and 4014 are trademarks of Tektronix, Inc. DEC and VT100/102/52 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

CIRCLE 21 ON READER CARD
with 61% last year, found Sperry inferior to IBM.

NCR. The past year has seen NCR struggle to hang on to mainframe users, boost add-on activity among those users, and strengthen its showings in the small computer arena. It had only modest success in those endeavors, however.

First of all, the NCR sites have been slow to upgrade their company's 9000 series machines, which the survey showed as accounting for only 16% of the installed base's dollar value, albeit up from 8% last year. The aging 8000 series (including the 9020 and 9040) systems, which made up 41% of the installed base value in the 1979 survey, still account for more than two fifths of this year's base. Clearly, large NCR users are in need of an upward migration path, and with most of the 8000 base sold off or fully depreciated, NCR can offer users significant price/performance increases in 9000 machines without giving up profits.

NCR's efforts to penetrate large accounts have evidently been a frustrating activity, judging by the fact that only 1% of the responding sites, down from the 4% measured last year, found Sperry inferior to IBM.

To order the complete 1985-'86 DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. mainframe survey results for $750, please call Julianne Kilbride at (212) 605-9582.
Managers at BancOhio Are Banking on DB2

"DATABASE 2 (DB2) is an efficient vehicle for providing our top management with financial and analytic details," says Jack Kiger, Vice President and Director of Data Processing at BancOhio in Columbus, Ohio.

The bank, which has more than 250 branches throughout the state, has been testing DB2, IBM's full-function relational data base system, for a year and a half. "In that time, we did a 22 man-year MIS project in only 24 man-months," reports Kiger.

The key to this outstanding productivity is DB2's powerful Structured Query Language (SQL), which makes corporate data available—simply, economically and with full data security and control.

Through its Query Management Facility (QMF), DB2 provides end users with a friendly interface to SQL, including a full set of helps and prompts. With QMF, users can query the data base directly, ask the system to generate reports or create their (continued next page)

A NOTE TO THE READER

To keep you informed of software developments at IBM, we will publish Software Notes on a regular basis. Software Notes will bring you news of programs that help make systems and people more productive. It will feature articles on high-productivity packages such as DB2, IBM's full-function relational data base system, and application development tools such as the Cross System Product Set. And it will tell you about users' experiences with IBM software.

We'll also let you know about new software courses and other IBM offerings that can help you get the most from your DP resources.
The Cross System Product Set Aids Programmers at Corning

Through an innovation in application development, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York, has eliminated most of the detail work involved in conventional programming.

The innovation is the Cross System Product Set from IBM. With this program, a developer can complete every phase of a project interactively at a terminal. This includes defining and validating screens, files and logic; testing and debugging a program; running trial executions and putting the application into production.

The Cross System Product Set is especially effective as a development facility for applications designed to run under CICS, or in distributed 4300 and 8100 systems.

According to Steve Grace, Supervisor of Application Development Technology at Corning, “The program’s interactive nature and extensive debugging aids lend themselves to developing applications quickly and accurately.”

What’s more, the Cross System Product Set requires fewer special CICS skills on the part of the programmer.

Such features as trial screens and quick prototype executions improve communication between DP personnel and end users.

The program runs on all 4300 and 30XX series operating systems and on the IBM 8100 with DPPX/ System Program. It’s portable, so that an application developed on one supported system can be run on another.

Mr. Grace sums up the experience with the Cross System Product Set at Corning Glass like this: “As a result of its many benefits, we’ve been able to satisfy user requirements faster and more economically.”

Usability’ Labs Help Make IBM Software Easy to Use

It’s one thing to create software that works. It can be quite another to make that software easy for users to learn and operate, and to support it with documentation that’s easy to follow.

Dr. Lewis Branscomb, IBM’s chief scientist, puts it this way: “It shouldn’t be necessary to read a 300-page book of instructions before using a computer, any more than it is before driving a new automobile.”

That’s why, prior to release, IBM evaluates many pieces of software for “usability.” We’ve taken a scientific approach to this process in Usability Laboratories located in cities across the United States.

The evaluators are people who have not had software experience.

In each lab, we’ve set up a complete office environment, attractively decorated and comfortably furnished. On each desk is an IBM workstation which supports the software to be evaluated.

Here, evaluators at the workstations are handed the instruction manuals and assigned the task of putting a piece of software through its paces. As each evaluator works, he or she is observed and recorded. Every interaction on the workstation screen is recorded too.

Through this feedback we’ve learned a lot about our software—and our documentation. We’ve also made software, such as the IBM Business Management Series, a lot simpler to use.

Evaluator (rear) works with a piece of IBM software. Observers (foreground) note her efforts and record them for study.

DB2 (continued)

own unplanned reports.

But DB2 is much more than an end-user product.

It’s a full-function relational system that lets professional programmers develop complex applications with greatly improved productivity. It provides them with the facilities they need for backup, recovery, restart and security.

These functions can be incorporated in an application by simple statements and need little explicit programming.

With these security provisions, transactions are well protected.

This means that DB2 can handle online applications while maintaining the integrity of the corporate data resource.

Thus DB2 can meet the full range of needs. It can handle production work as well as end-user query and reporting services.

“Our experience with DB2 has been beneficial,” Kiger adds.

“From the standpoint of stability and ease of use, it’s the best product IBM has delivered to us.”
**RACF Helps Protect Data At United Student Aid Funds**

"We are pleased with the enhancements of the IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)," says Dan Roddy, Manager of Data Center Support for United Student Aid Funds, Indianapolis, Indiana, a nonprofit corporation which guarantees and services student loans.

"In particular, a new system of resource definition in RACF, called 'generic profile checking,' makes administration much simpler. Most data sets can be protected using only the first-level qualifier," Roddy adds.

Profile checking is just one of the many features that make RACF easy to implement and maintain. Flexibility of design and structure is another. In addition, with RACF you need not modify your operating system or system-level software such as CICS, IMS, DB2 or HSM.

RACF uses list orientation, a simple technique for access control. With little effort, you can establish ownership and control over your resources. You can also designate who else may have access—and how much access.

RACF has built-in features which make it easy to demonstrate that the controls have worked.

Positive control, excellent security, simple maintenance and administration: These are the benefits that make RACF a widely accepted access control product. And RACF is designed to work closely with such IBM operating systems as MVS and MVS/XA.

**IBM Offers Courses On IS Management**

If you’re interested in learning about management issues related to information systems, or in getting advice on training, or in just keeping current yourself, you’ll be interested in the offerings of IBM’s Information Systems Management Institute.


The courses seek to help users increase their productivity in data processing. Lasting from two to five days, the courses are offered in over 25 cities and are taught by staff instructors who combine years of teaching with practical knowledge.

To order a free catalog of courses, just return the coupon.
PHANTOM OF THE FUTURE?

Hidden among the hardware advances of IBM's 3090 are the beginnings of a more modular operating system architecture.

by R. Emmett Carlyle

When it comes to IBM's Sierra, what is hidden under its "blue" covers has now assumed more importance than what is out in the open.

This is especially true for the plug-compatible companies that must anticipate IBM's moves in this unseen world, and that must compete against these phantoms. IBM's customers merely have to put their faith in this hidden presence, this ghost in the machine, and they do.

Their faith is based on history. Tucked away within the old 370 mainframe was virtual memory. Lurking within the 308X was IBM's XA (or 31-bit extended architecture), which, when announced, sent some PCMs tumbling. Now it seems that there is yet another phantom in the works, one that may assume great prominence within the new 309X family.

IBM has created a whole new conceptual level, known internally as XAA, through which it has set about implementing microcode support, or assists, as IBM calls them, to its XA strategy.

One source believes that by 1987, through such assists and a simultaneous offloading of pieces of MVS/ZA onto specialized support processors, IBM can halve its operating systems overhead and double the relative MIPS performance of its 15MIPS 309X base processor.

IBM has already demonstrated that it can double the performance of its 308X in one area (namely sorts) merely by microcode assists to a new algorithm, its DFSORT Release 7. The company has also worked through its XAA level to microcode its I/O dynamic path reconnect software, EXDC, thus further reducing operating systems overhead.

These moves, although important pointers, are just preliminaries to the main event—an offloading of large chunks of MVS/ZA onto a multitude of support processors and other functional subsystems, or what Arthur D. Little analyst Frederic Withington has dubbed the Federation. It is believed that XA was designed to handle 255 such processors or functional elements.

Sources explain that IBM has already created two kinds of support processors: CPUs and I/O channel-group processors. In addition, IBM's new 309X processor controller, the 3092, is a highly intelligent and autonomous I/O process controller, with its own built-in reduced instruction set Model 801 processors, until now not available to customers.

Now, Russ West, vice president of strategic planning at Comdisco, a computer lessor in Rosemont, Ill., is claiming that these processors also emulate the full 370 instruction set. "The way has been prepared for IBM to cut out chunks of MVS/ZA and run them autonomously on the 3092, thus freeing CPU cycles."

West, who spends each week talking to three or four of the company's 800 Fortune 1,000 clients, predicts that for starters IBM will offload all 4,000 I/O path length instructions to the 3092. He suggests that IBM has completed microcoding of XA's first-level interrupt handler, reducing total instructions from 50 to one, and CPU cycles from 330 to 70. The new code will run on the 3092 or another specialized processor.

IBM won't always use outboard support processors: some major changes will be strictly under the covers, according to one PCM executive. "A 50MFLOPS to 100MFLOPS vector-processing capability is latent within Sierra, just waiting for specialized new FORTRAN software and a more mature marketplace."

Whether the new XAA code assists run outboard or under the covers, the net result will be a complete modularization of IBM's traditional centralized hierarchy. Withington and his colleague Norman Weizer have already conceptualized an architecture of 16 CPUs and other functional subsystems linked by a fast bus and fiber-optic channels, which they say can be implemented in five years (see "IBM: Mainframes in 1990," Jan. 1, p. 97).

Carl Conte, group executive of IBM's Information Systems & Storage Group and corporate vice president, said at a recent DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. seminar that IBM has been engulfed by orders for the fiber-optic option—"four times more than we anticipated."

What's clear in all of this is that you can't have a modular architecture without a modular operating system. Rather than being monolithic, as it is now, MVS/ZA must be "decomposed," as Withington puts it. New releases of the operating system—and IBM Data Systems Division vice president Dick Williams has
intimated that two will arrive next year—will begin to accomplish this goal.

Since the Federation will have to hang onto the channel group, one release will need to support an increased data rate from CPU channel to disk of 4.5MBps as well as the 3902's autonomous role, sources believe. They add that problems in the disk area preclude IBM's doubling the channel speed to 6MBps until 1987.

Though all of the above statements must be regarded as speculative at this time—and thus rendering a "no comment" from IBM—it's clear that Amdahl, for one, expects it all to come to pass. "The transition to XA was our biggest problem, and it's well known that we lost ground," says Charles Gitomer, manager of processor program products at the Sunnyvale, Calif., concern, "but having cleared that hurdle we don't anticipate any problems with XAA."

Amdahl still boasts the largest IBM-compatible uniprocessor (13.5MIPS compared to 11MIPS for Hitachi/NAS's and 8MIPS for IBM's), and seems unconcerned about the new 29MIPS dyadic Sierra (the 3090 Model 200), which will trickle out into early support sites in a couple months. Sources say that Amdahl has embraced a 200- to 250-picosecond switching technology to reduce its machine cycle time to 15 nanoseconds. The result would be a 25MIPS uniprocessor and 45MIPS dyadic machine that could be announced this September and shipped a year later.

Using the same switching technology, Hitachi/NAS is claiming an 80% performance edge over IBM's Model 200. If the combination can deliver its new AS/XL Models 60 and 80 in the second quarter of next year as promised, it will beat IBM's 50MIPS Model 400 to market by about a year.

Users, for their part, don't dispute pcm claims that they can match or exceed IBM as the supplier of the world's most powerful IBM-compatible mainframe, though several have intimated that IBM will shave at least six months off the Model 400 shipping date. What all but the most seasoned and devoted pcm shops question is the pems' capacity for XA (and now XAA) support. "Building a 30MIPS uniprocessor is important, but not as important as it was a few years ago," says

"So much is hidden under the covers of Sierra that as it matures the pems will have to scramble to keep up."

Dan Cavanagh, vp for electronic installations at Metropolitan Life in New York. "The most vital aspect is the integration of hardware and software and how the whole system hangs together.

"So much is hidden under the covers of Sierra that as the machine matures the plug compatibles will have to scramble to keep up," he warns.

Bob Djurdjevic, publisher and editor of the Phoenix-based Annex Computer Report, has been compiling his own (growing) list of seasoned pcm buyers who are now switching back to the relative safety of IBM after years with Amdahl or NAS. "The reasons vary," Djurdjevic says. "It's not only IBM's microcode threat or its source code restrictions; it's a buildup of things including the pems' own mismanagement."

Comdisco has some 90,000 pieces of IBM and IBM-compatible equipment (worth some $5 billion) out in the field. West says the trend is now to go to the plug compatibles only for a quick "MIPS fix," but not for any long-term relationship. "Our customers tell us they lack a machine that is like a Bic pen—useful but disposable," he says.

By any measure, the pcm share of the IBM-compatible market has eroded.
NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE

dramatically in recent years. In 1981, according to Arthur D. Little, mainframes held 5.6% of the U.S. general purpose large systems market, while by 1984 they had dropped to 4.5% of a $13.1 billion pie.

“It’s clear from Amdahl’s utterances about its Aspen operating system and its UTS Unix that it is looking for opportunities outside the MVS area. The writing is on the wall,” ADL’s Withington says.

Currently only 35% of Amdahl’s customers (and 50% of IBM’s) have embraced MVS/XA. A fair percentage will never even set foot on what IBM calls “the journey,” preferring instead to stay with IBM’s older 24-bit architecture or to look for a more generic 32-bit architecture.

“But these are only peripheral opportunities for us,” Amdahl’s Gitomer says. “We don’t believe these markets are big enough and so we must, and will, stay with MVS.”

This, of course, means living with the object of the most potent fear, uncertainty, and doubt that IBM can generate—its XAA microcode. “We’ve been living with the myth of microcode since 1977, when MVS/E was announced with the 303X,” Gitomer says. “We’re used to battling the phantoms by now.”

Perhaps the percs’ new rallying cry should be, “We ain’t afraid of no ghosts!”

TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE?

Can Honeywell save its user base with the DPS 90?

by Robert J. Crutchfield

Honeywell Information Systems’ introduction of its DPS 90 line-topping mainframe—with deliveries commencing immediately—has come none too soon for a user community whose confidence and loyalty are waning faster than the Red Sox in September.

Executives at Honeywell stress the company’s commitment to supporting and enlarging its user base. The Minneapolis conglomerate points to the DPS 90, the top end of which is comparable to IBM’s 3090 Model 400 in power, as a “clear indication” that the company is in the computer business for the long run.

If only the users thought that way.

A recent DATAMATION/Cowen and Co. study revealed that Honeywell—more than any other BUNCH company—is bare-handedly hanging on to its user base. Indeed, Honeywell users have the highest potential for defecting to other vendors: 31% of the 739 users surveyed indicated they were “seriously considering a change” to another vendor (see Fig. 1). Bob Hesser, Honeywell vice president of large computer marketing, declined to comment on the survey.

Granted, there are some satisfied Honeywell users, such as General Electric Information Services Co. of Rockville, Md., and Dynamics Research, a defense contractor in Wilmington, Mass. But on the whole, signs of unrest abound. One consultant specializing in Honeywell dp shops says his clients are uncertain whether Honeywell can continue to ply the mainframe trade. “They could pack it in tomorrow or they could continue for quite a while,” the consultant says. “It is their 100th anniversary [and] their chance to make it or break it.”

At Dynamics Research, information services chief Richard Hendricson says he has “no concerns in the short term of three to five years. Like many users, we don’t want to be committed to one vendor.” Hendricson’s dp shop has three tightly coupled DPS 8/76s and several VAXs, which are used for engineering and custom software development for Department of Defense applications.

Installations such as Dynamics Research helped Honeywell post its second consecutive healthy year in 1984, as revenues rose 10% to $1.8 billion and earnings jumped 37% to $180 million. The improved financial picture is due more to the cost-cutting measures, like laying off 3,500 workers in its Phoenix-based large systems division in the past three years, than to real growth, however.

One way that Honeywell has been able to save money has been by expanding its business relationships with NEC of Japan and Bull of France. Last year the three firms renewed for an additional decade their 20-year-old business relationship. For products sold by all three firms, Honeywell has marketing rights to North America, Italy, and the U.K.; Bull has rights to the rest of Europe; and NEC has rights to the rest of the world.

Yet Honeywell’s financial health hides several severe problems that the firm has yet to resolve. The most important is that the HIS user base is small—and shrinking. Company officials boast that Honeywell, NEC, and Bull have shipped over 3,000 DPS 8 or 88 mainframe cpus worldwide, yet only 500 sites in the U.S. have Honeywell mainframes.

The distinction between American and foreign users is important because the same machines run different operating systems in different countries. For years Honeywell’s machines have been running GCOS-8, a proprietary system developed specifically for the DPS 8 line. Users have consistently praised the system’s rich operating environment and its database offering, IDS 2.

The comparable NEC and Bull mainframes, however, primarily run the AOS system that was initially developed for Honeywell’s DPS 6 line of minis. “If the Japanese were ever able to develop a decent operating system, we’d be in trouble,” one user quips.

As good as GCOS is compared to other environments, however, it is still a proprietary operating system and users do report having trouble purchasing third-party software. One user notes, “For years Honeywell looked at third-party software vendors as competition. It only embraced third-party vendors a few years ago and it might be too late.” Only recently have large third-party software vendors, like Atlanta-based msa, offered applications software for the holdout GCOS-8 users.

Honeywell’s software troubles are compounded by its staunch reluctance to offer hooks into industry standard environments, despite Bull’s recent endorsement of Unix. NCR, National Advanced Systems, and Honeywell are the only U.S. mainframers who still ignore Unix. Moreover, to enter IBM networks, users must first buy a DPS 6 as a front-end SNA processor.

Honeywell’s proprietary technolo-
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is alienating customers, not just because it lacks third-party software, but also because it strains employee relations in dp shops. The DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. study found that over 40% of Honeywell shops had trouble finding trained workers. Conversely, Honeywell users are having a hard time finding jobs. Hoffmann-La Roche, a pharmaceutical company in Nutley, N.J., recently laid off 80 programmers and analysts, many of whom have abandoned their Honeywell expertise in favor of crash courses in IBM technology.

With these obstacles to overcome, Honeywell clearly needs to succeed with the DPS 90. The firm’s ability to ship the family of five systems' now-18 months ahead of IBM’s largest 3090 models is certainly an asset. Gary Mueller, vice president of information processing at Honeywell's financial health hides several severe problems the firm has yet to resolve.

GEISCO says he expects one DPS 90 to replace four or five DPS 8/70s. By the end of the year, GEISCO will take delivery of 12 DPS 90s for use in its remote computer services operation.

Hesser bills the five DPS 90 models—one-, two-, three-, and four-processor versions and a fault tolerant system—as “competitive” with IBM’s Sierra family in commercial applications and “superior” in interactive environments. The company has fine-tuned the price of the DPS 90 series slightly downward from the original $3.9 million to $8.3 million range. The DPS 90 has integrated array processing capabilities that enable it to operate at 7.1 MFLOPS in scientific environments.

“The DPS 90 is suited for number crunching,” one user observes. “The [commercial] throughput of the 90 is not as impressive as the 88.” Honeywell claims the uniprocessor DPS 90 is 30% more powerful in commercial environments than the DPS 85 uniprocessor it supersedes, and 70% more powerful in scientific environments.

Hendricson of Dynamic Research adds that “the DPS 90 would be an attractive option if we were hurting for more processing cycles.”

NEC is building the DPS 90 for all three companies. Known in Japan as the S1000, the system is based on Honeywell’s design for its never-produced DPS 66/85. "The Japanese took the 66/85 and made it run faster," one user says. "The DPS 90 is a damn fast machine that is available today." (Hesser of Honeywell notes that the DPS 90 is five times more powerful than the 66/85 would have been.)

While some observers criticize Honeywell for oeming the DPS 90 from NEC, others defend the firm. “I don’t see Honeywell’s involvement with the Japa-
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Customer perception of a company is often influenced by the firm’s marketing savvy, and both users and Honeywell note the mainframer’s difficulties in that area. One MTS vice president says, “You can see the slide rule hanging out of a Honeywell salesman’s pocket. Honeywell doesn’t know how to sell to the boardroom, just to techies.”

Hesser admits there is a problem in sales. “We are too straightforward as marketers and should be calling higher [in the customer’s company].”

Part of Honeywell’s strategy is to sell system solutions in addition to its general purpose computing business. Hi sells office systems, a “smart building” system, and other products for vertical markets, but many of these have been unsuccessful. The office systems division, Billerica, Mass., recently laid off hundreds of workers and ordered four week-long plant shutdowns to save money.

The company’s great white hope, as it were, is its long-established presence in the process control industry, with thousands of installations to date. Honeywell officials hope to expand that charter into all factories, and they have recently added compatibility with General Motors’ MAP standard to the product lineup. “We’re not the only company staking a claim in manufacturing automation,” concedes Bill George, executive vice president. “But we’re different from all our competitors because we’re the only one present in every segment of the business. “We’ve got an advantage with MAP, too. Our architecture includes MAP-baseband at the supervisory level and MAP-broadband at the plantwide level. We’re positioned to respond rapidly to the MAP standard as it becomes firm.”

Whether the factory automation effort or even the DPS 90 will enable Honeywell to enlarge its user base is unknown. While many critics say Honeywell’s mainframe business is as good as dead and that its users are gradually abandoning the firm, the company’s relationship with NEC and its remaining loyal customers promise to keep HIS afloat at least for a few years. And that’s better than nothing at all.
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1. Name a totally integrated software package that was rated #1 by Software Digest.
2. Where can you buy an IBM PC XT or AT, AND have it installed, AND get on-site warranty for it?
3. Who will educate IC personnel or end-users at their site or yours?
4. What provides virtually any type of PC communications capability — from simple TTY to 3278/79 emulation?
5. What provides a micro software facility that allows you to customize a system to your specific requirements?
6. Who are the premier micro consultants to the Fortune 1350 companies?
7. Who has made the word hot-line obsolete, by staffing a full-service support center with computer professionals?
8. What is the easiest way for an IC manager to satisfy the many end-user needs in the organization?
9. What company’s evolutionary approach to software and service (also demonstrated by NOMAD, now NOMAD2, the premier 4GL/DBMS) ensures that they’ll be a major force in the micro marketplace for years to come?
10. Name the companies that can provide all of the above?
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dressing the low end of the market—users of machines like the DEC VAX and below—while Teradata is in the high-end IBM arena.

“We’ve never competed [with Britton-Lee],” says David Clements, director of marketing for Teradata, “but that doesn’t say we won’t cross eventually.” After many years of beta testing, Teradata is now making its big marketing moves, while the Britton-Lee system is starting to attract adherents in larger numbers and with bigger pockets. Sperry is now offering a Britton-Lee system as an OEM, giving its top-of-the-line 1100/XX models a relational database front end.

A database machine is a dedicated hardware/software solution to the problem of database management. The database management software is resident in the hardware, relieving the host and increasing response-time performance to users. The machines generally cost substantially less than the host computer resources they offload. Britton-Lee’s machines range in price from $56,900 to $154,900; a full system with interfaces to a Sperry installation pushes the price tag to $250,000. The smallest Teradata system with six processors and four disks (with 474MB of storage each) carries a price tag of $320,000; this price goes up at a rate of $24,000 per processor and $25 per megabyte of disk storage.

A claim for the first “commercially practical” database machine was staked in late 1980 by Software AG of Reston, Va. (see "Database Machine Flap," Dec. 1980, p. 48). The project “died a graceful death,” says a Software AG spokesperson. “We only installed a handful.” He says the technology was converted to a software package, ADABAS/CICS (channel-to-channel conversion system).

The problem with early database machines, recalls Jim Umberger, director of database architecture for the Northeastern Banking Division of Citibank, New York, was that they couldn’t distribute enough work back to the engine. “There was so much I/O back and forth that the communications overhead was greater than the benefits. It was classic Murphy.”

CitiBank has one Teradata DBC/1012 installed in its data center on Long Island, serving its company information centers. Umberger says the bank is looking at a second for its main site. “We have more branches and more cash machines than any other bank in the world. We look like an airline in relation to transactions.” The bank handles some 120 to 150 transactions per second in peak loads, he says.

He thinks Teradata has overcome the communications overhead problem with its parallel processing technique and modular configuration. “The parallel processors work together as one computer and bring more horsepower to the problem,” he says. “Rather than just off-loading certain database functions, it off-loads the entire thing. The host only translates user requests, packetizing them in English. There’s a 99.9% offload of data manipulation.”

Umberger is also looking at interfacing the DBC to IBM’s TPF/11 software for handling large transaction loads with “a much higher transaction rate than CICS. They [IBM] have just given another name to the Airline Control Program, which has been around in one form or another for 10 to 15 years.” He says use of TPF/11 (transaction processing facility) in conjunction with the DBC/1012 “looks like a most promising solution” to Citi...
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bank’s transaction-processing problems. “Right now, there is no software interface. Teradata has interfaces for MVS, CICS, and VM, but nothing yet for TPF/11. Maybe Teradata will do it alone, maybe we’ll work with them on it, or maybe it could be done by Citibank in cooperation with one or more other Teradata users.”

So far, there are six other Teradata users, most—like Citibank—in the early stages of implementation. “So far it looks great,” says Irene Nesbit, president of Nesbit Systems Inc., Princeton, N.J., specialists in integrating microcomputers into traditional mainframe installations, “but basically, it’s still in test.” She has worked for companies that have database machines.

Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco was Teradata’s first beta installation. The bank has had a DBC/1012 for more than a year. “We have the smallest configuration available, a two by four,” says Charlie Halfmann, Wells Fargo’s database administrator. A DBC/1012 can be configured with from six to 1,024 processors. These are of two kinds, IFPS (interface processors) and AMPS (access module processors), which Clements of Teradata describes as “little database engines.” A two-by-four system has two IFPS and four AMPS.

Halfmann says the bank is working on building a number of databases. “So far only one has been turned over to users and it has a small user base. It’s for management decision-making.” He is heading a project to put the bank’s operations group’s performance data and invoicing data into a database that will be updated daily. “The holdup is information gathering,” he says.

Halfmann says he is impressed with the Teradata technology. “The Ynet really takes every requirement and spreads out the process.” Ynet is Teradata’s name for a network composed of inverted Ys. As bytes are streamed up through nodes, pipelining up through levels of the network, one packet gets to the top. Here it is turned around and broadcast back down the network to all processors.

He also likes a backup feature of the DBC/1012. “We did lose a disk once. For awhile we ran a little slower because we were using backup but it [the system] soon recreated the data and spread it out all over again.”

Halfmann says top management in the bank’s operations group has been

A var is now selling an SQL capability for the Britton-Lee machine.

“very impressed” with demos of the 1012. “They like it because they can select anything that’s related and get the information any way they choose.”

Equally impressed by a demo at Wells Fargo were representatives of Natural Resource Management of Dallas. NRM is the first Teradata user in the Southwest. “We needed something to enable high-level users to do high-level inquiry without knowing exactly what they are looking for,” says Ted Pohrte, NRM’s vice president for systems operation. “We are impressed that Teradata took us to see the system at Wells Fargo. They [the bank] have different applications but the same type of thing, high-level inquiry. We’re an oil and gas company that does everything except refining.”

Pohrte says NRM people knew they needed a relational database. “We looked at IBM’s DB2 and at some that were advertised as being relational but turned out not to be.” He says Teradata was chosen because of availability and because “we could understand the concept of parallel processors. You add more and you speed the system up.”
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Without doubt, the proliferation of personal computers throughout your organization has done much to increase personal productivity within departments. But it has also given rise to an increasing—and alarming—decentralization of information, much of which is vital to the whole organization.

The answer, of course, is networking—tying together groups of PCs on a system that allows them to communicate with others. Unfortunately, however, most currently available networking solutions address only part of the problem. Sure, they tie compatible PCs together within departments. But can they communicate with similar networks in other departments? And where does that leave the information needs of the company as a whole? What about communications between non-compatible PCs, LANs, host minicomputers and mainframes?

What is really needed is a solution that addresses all of your networking problems. A solution like Banyan's Virtual Networking System.

Unlike LANs and other partial solutions to the problem, Banyan approaches networking from the standpoint of distributed computing, where one or more LANs must be supported within departments, between departments, between buildings or even in other cities.
In effect, Banyan offers you a low-cost method of standardizing workstation communications at the department level, while allowing each department to install the LAN solution that best meets its requirements.

Banyan's total distributed systems approach allows you to use existing networking applications, to build new applications, and to integrate them into your company's total information system at any time.

It benefits users at the department level, and fits into MIS plans by providing a communications environment which is compatible with the information sharing needs of the entire company.

To find out how Banyan's Virtual Networking can free your company from the confusion of partial solutions, while creating a solid strategy for future communications, call (617) 366-6681, Ext. 22 or write Banyan Systems today.

Banyan Systems Incorporated
135 Flanders Road, Westboro, MA 01581

AIDS does suffer from networking problems.

BANYAN
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Band-Aid® is a registered trademark of Johnson & Johnson, Inc.
The Fenwal Wizards of Odds are unique in the fire protection industry. They're factory trained to design, install and maintain our full line of Halon 1301 Systems. As experts thoroughly versed in the latest fire codes, they know businesses with sensitive computer and communications equipment require special protection. That's why they stand ready to answer your call now. Fenwal needs no introduction. We were the first to offer Halon 1301 systems, the very best way to protect your valuable equipment from the threat of a serious fire. We're the only company that backs our systems with an exclusive five year limited warranty. Don't ignore fire protection where you need it most. Find your local Wizards of Odds in the Yellow Pages under “Fire Protection.” Or, call Fenwal at 617-881-2000 today. Fenwal Incorporated, A Division of Kidde, Inc., 400 Main St., Ashland, MA 01721.
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NRM put its first 1012 job into production in February. "It's a small job with fewer than 12 users, engineering people who run production," says Pohrte.

Britton-Lee users are more numerous and more experienced. There even exists a user group of some 450 members. Bob Thompson, a branch chief of Reynolds Electric and Engineering, Las Vegas, recalls that when he got his Britton-Lee IDB 500 (intelligent database machine) two years ago, "they had a user group that had no meetings. For the last year and half we've been meeting every six months."

Thompson says he's used the Britton-Lee machine to bring together three databases, all in different formats. "Software packages we could have used would have required us to go to a large host." He has a VAX 750. "At the time we thought we would have to go to a 780, which would have cost us $200,000 more than the $395,000 we paid for the IDB. As it turned out we actually would have had to go to an IBM 3084 to do what we've done."

Will Zachmann, vice president of corporate research, International Data Corp., Boston, says Britton-Lee had a good year in 1984 but "not as good as I had expected." The company had revenues of $21.6 million.

By comparison, Teradata is targeting $3.5 million in revenues for the year ending this June. "This is influenced by the fact that we have established a leasing and rental program," Clements says. "If it were pure sales, it would be much higher." After nine months in beta test at three sites, Teradata began active selling last July.

Early last year, Zachmann predicted that 1984 would be the year database machines would "achieve a significant level of familiarity and acceptance." Now, he says, "They haven't made quite the headway I thought they would, but I still think it's not a question of whether but of when the potential of database machines is going to be fully realized." He thinks now they will not be a big success as back ends for midsize systems, but will see "enormous growth" as network servers.

Bill Carpenter, manager of the Computer and Information Sciences Department at Inco, a McLean, Va., software systems consulting firm that is both a user and an oem of Britton-Lee machines, says internal use of four IDMS has taken over a task formerly done manually, and has overwhelmed "the people trying to do it." This task was the creation of an employee skills inventory, which has simplified the firm's ability to write proposals and staff projects more quickly.

Inco has developed its own front end for use with the Britton-Lee machine, which it calls SQL/Universe. It gives full SQL query capability and can run with IBM and North Star micros, Prime and DEC-PDP 11/70 minis, and the IBM 4300 family with VM/CMS. Carpenter says Inco has sold about a dozen Britton-Lee machines, most with SQL/Universe.

In March, Teradata demonstrated what it called the "largest parallel-processing computer commercially available to the business data-processing industry."

It was a DBC/1012 system with 60 parallel processors working against a multi-million-record relational database. Teradata chairman and chief executive officer Jack Shemer says the system "has the equivalent processing capacity of IBM's largest system, the 3084Q, priced at approximately $6.2 million including storage. The comparable DBC/1012 is priced at $1.7 million."

Who could use this? "Any information-intensive business, such as banks, insurance companies, airlines, the government, and defense contractors—there are literally hundreds of firms out there that have these requirements," says Teradata's Clements.

The jury's still out until someone actually does use the system. But it does sound tempting.

FACTOR TOLERANT

IBM's entry into the fault tolerant market represents a serious threat to Tandem, but meeting the MAP standard may be more important.

by Charles Howe

Rumor has many bodyguards. Their names include the true gen, the hot skinny, the straight dope, and the ubiquitous scuttlebutt. What follows are the facts on the recent accord between IBM and Stratus Computers Inc., and the meaning behind Tandem Computers' new low-end EXT product and the multibillion-dollar factory automation marketplace that all three companies are eyeing. Like any story involving the machinations of IBM, some of what follows is also the true gen.

IBM, of course, broke tradition when it cut a nonexclusive deal with Marlboro, Mass.-based Stratus for perhaps $20 million worth of its fault tolerant product...
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line a year. These machines should appear on the marketplace late this year as the System/88 and will arrive with unspecified value added. Why did IBM at long last decide to go the oem route?

"IBM sees the strategic need for a fault tolerant product," says John C. Levinson, an analyst with the brokerage firm Goldman Sachs & Co., New York. "IBM has publicly expressed this need for several years. With this in mind, we find it hard to view the Stratus arrangement as much more than a stopgap. IBM must eventually have its own fault tolerant product capable of running IBM's own operating system and receiving the full backup of IBM's sales force."

"Don't expect any significant volume of System/88 sales soon," adds Omri Serlin, head of the consulting firm Tran Tech in a bare-bones configuration.

Tandem recently won a J.C. Penney contract—worth perhaps $10 million—that is said to have sent some in Armonk straight up the wall.

International in Los Altos, Calif. "IBM has a very tentative marketing program, which is going to be handled in a very special way. It's not going to be handled by your standard national accounts salespeople. IBM will maintain a special sales office in Gaithersburg, Md., called the High Availability Marketing Information Center. If the national accounts salesperson gets a request for a fault tolerant machine, he will go running back to Gaithersburg. It's clearly a tentative thing." IBM declined to comment.

Shortly after IBM made the deal with Stratus, Tandem Computer in Cupertino, Calif., let fly with a low-end salvo that may better equip it to deal with the new competitive environment. Tandem has sold minicomputer-type processors to the high-end marketplace for the past few years, while Stratus has positioned its microprocessor-based system somewhat lower (see Fig. 1). Now Tandem abruptly adds the NonStop EXT to its line, at the identical $120,000 price point of what used to be the Stratus low end, the FT200. Like the rest of its current product line, the device runs Tandem's SNAX software, allowing integration into existing IBM Systems Network Architecture systems. It also comes with a Fox fiber-optic cable connection for networking applications. Many view the machine, which will mainly be used in nodal applications, as an attempt to crimp Stratus at the low end.

As Fig. 1 shows, each company has almost evenly matched product lines. Stratus's new FT250, introduced to establish a new low end in the fault tolerant market, is only $5,000 cheaper than the EXT in a bare-bones configuration. It appears the two companies are playing one-upmanship with each other.

"I think the direction here is that Tandem has repackaged the NonStop II for smaller operational plug-in-the-wall environments," says Peter Lowber, a senior analyst with the Yankee Group in Boston. "There's no real new technology involved here. The price differential is really insignificant. I think that's significant is the packaging." Without the raised floor and special air conditioning requirements, Tandem can go after departmental computing and other distributed data processing placements previously outside its big-shop marketing campaigns.

In that light, many are asking why IBM made a deal with Stratus. Tandem, after all, is the industry leader in fault tolerant and on-line transaction-processing machines, not to mention the pioneer in the technology. With sales last year of some $565.9 million, Tandem is substantially larger than Stratus, which posted revenues of $42.1 million for the same period. On the other hand, Stratus is almost doubling in growth each year while Tandem showed an increase of 26% in revenues in 1984.

"I think that IBM went to Stratus because Tandem has consistently and ill-advisedly positioned itself as being a direct competitor," speculates Serlin. In other words, there's lots of bad blood between Big Blue and feisty Tandem. He adds that Tandem recently beat IBM out of a J.C. Penney contract—worth perhaps $10 million—that is said to have sent some in Armonk straight up the wall. "Besides, I think that the IBM technical evaluators were much more impressed with the Stratus approach for solving fault tolerance than with the Tandem approach."

The FT and OLTP technologies and applications are well known (see "Fault Tolerant Blues," March 15, p. 82). "In the Stratus machines, the recovery from faults is entirely done at the hardware level," explains Serlin. "In Tandem products, there is active cooperation by the software to require recovery from faults."

The machines made by both vendors are used in such environments as banking and airline reservations, where downtime is anathema. Tandem and Stratus both claim to have a solid handle on running their systems in an SNA configuration. Most observers, however, give a slight SNA edge to Tandem.

Both firms have a list of blue-chip customers that salespeople wave in the faces of prospective customers as if they were selling laundry powders with testimonials. "They do a damn good job managing our incoming ticker lines, and for on-line applications on our trading systems," says Merrill Lynch's dp manager Vince Grillo. "I'm a happy Stratus customer."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAULT TOLERANCE AT A GLANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TANDEM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPs/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. no. of processors in a system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. memory/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAX/6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry price (dual cpu)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>STRATUS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FT200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPs/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. no. of processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. logical memory/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry price (one duplicated processing module)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ITOM International Co.
user... I have no idea right now just what the implications of the Stratus deal with IBM will be." Stratus claims more than 200 customers with some 350 systems. Recent users include General Motors at its new Buick plant, U.S. Steel, and the U.S. Air Force at its Cheyenne Mountain installation.

Tandem claims a longer customer list, including Wells Fargo Bank and Mobil Oil, plus a number of the divested Bell operating companies. Automakers General Motors and Mercedes Benz are big customers, too.

Opinion differs considerably on just what IBM will be getting from Stratus, which will not be including some of its applications software packages in the deal. "IBM will get our operating systems," is how John Morgridge, vice president of marketing for Stratus, explains it. By this reasoning, IBM could be getting the technological short end of the Stratus stick. "IBM's products will lag behind ours," he adds. IBM is keeping mum.

System/88 may arrive in the marketplace hotter than a gunfight in Dodge City if you can believe some of the gurus picking over the scarce scraps of official information. "I think the product will support a very strong high-level capability that will be DIA and DCA-compatible," says analyst Levinson. "This means that it can share information with IBM's office systems. There is in fact IBM-specific software being added to this product." IBM just said it was developing software to link the 88 to its other systems, with no elaboration. So it's anybody's guess as to what will come out.

Others wonder about IBM's level of commitment to software development for a foreign box. A number of analysts and industry observers agree that IBM will not be aggressively marketing the System/88. Some, like Levinson, think that IBM is cobbling up its own fault tolerant supermini, with a release date more than a year off—if ever.

"IBM just wants to have Stratus machines in its back pocket," says Serlin. "So if they get in a situation where the customer says either you have a fault tolerant machine or you leave the room, then they reach into their hip pocket and whip it out. Basically, the offering will plug a hole." Serlin is not sure that IBM will ever build its own FT machine. "IBM is becoming aggressive in terms of dropping all the old traditions," he notes. "It's completely conceiv able that if this thing succeeds, they may be more aggressive in marketing Stratus and other products than in funding their own in-house efforts. This could be the start of something big."

Just how big is anybody's guess. In the beginning of the FT era, around 1978, Tandem sold its machines for their fault tolerance capabilities. Then Jimmy Treybig and Tandem's other Hewlett-Packard alumni discovered that many users were buying the devices for their OLTP capabilities. The marketplace for such applications may exceed $27 billion, according to InfoCorp. The combination of an IBM/Stratus entry and the new bottom-of-the-line Tandem and Stratus products may, in the great tradition of the computer industry, expand the market even further.

"Manufacturing is going to be our fastest growing marketplace in years to come."

Industry, expand the market even further. Notes industry consultant Lorraine King, president of San Francisco-based Adam Cobb and King, "If a cheap enough, truly fault tolerant machine were available, you would find many companies going ahead."

Any deal has winners and losers. Stratus tells prospective investors that it expects to continue to double its revenues each year for the next several years. The arrangement with IBM has already helped it win new ones, says Morgridge, a former Honeywell executive. He notes that several large potential customers are now willing to listen to his pitch as a result of the IBM connection, which is as close to the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval as the computer industry can get. When pressed, Stratus officials guessestimate that up to 30% of Stratus's revenues may come from IBM.

Tandem seems humbled by the good fortunes of Stratus, after several years of trying to ignore its rival's existence. "We certainly take this as a serious thing for us," says Gerald Peterson, Tandem's vice president for product management. "IBM is a super marketing organization. Instead of fighting two or three skirmishes to win an order, now we'll have to fight five or six."

Almost overlooked in the imbroglio is another gathering storm, IBM's quiet entry into factory automation and robotics (see "R2D2 Meets Goodwrench," May 1, p. 50). Stratus and Tandem are both taking a long, hard, cold look at this area and both like what they see. And so they should. Market research firm Frost & Sullivan estimates that American corporations will spend some $63 billion building these automated plants in years to come, with the automakers accounting for a big chunk of that. "This is going to be our fastest growing marketplace in years to come, though it would be pure guesswork for me to come up with numbers right now," says Bill Elliot, director of systems support at Stratus. About 10% of its sales are to manufacturing sites, while 25% are to brokerage firms such as Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley.

Tandem has done its homework a shade more fine in this area. "If you include instrumentation applications, I'd guess up to 30% of our installed base would be interfacing with some kind of device that would be on a factory floor in a networking capacity," says Ronald Potter, Tandem's manager of manufacturing industry marketing. Potter adds that the market is "gonna blow open. We think there are tens of billions of dollars there. I think Tandem would look at a 20% marketplace within that $63 billion Frost & Sullivan figure."

Potter says that Tandem experienced a 43% growth last year in manufacturing industry sales—from 11% to approximately 21% of gross sales. After a late start, Tandem is trying to position itself as a big player in General Motors' Manufacturing Automation Protocol scheme. "This November we will go public at the Autoforum trade show with a Tandem MAP function. We look to 1986 to have the first levels of MAP for delivery and our intention is to continue and develop all seven layers of the protocol as soon as possible," Potter promises. In the short and medium term, the race to develop MAP-compatible systems may mean more to the future of Tandem and Stratus than new low-cost boxes.

Readers can expect the hot skinny on further developments as they break...
Not so, says Marv Goldschmitt, vice president of industrial relations for Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge, Mass., and chairman of ADAPSO's software piracy committee. "Site licensing itself is a phantom. It's really an opportunity to negotiate an interest in an increased fee for the vendor in return for increased use by the corporate customer. They're trying to maximize their use. We're trying to protect our revenue stream.

"But we're cardboard figures to each other. The corporations want control over their use. But they're our salesmen, too."

That cuts both ways, as the Microcomputer Managers Association (MMA) of New York made crystal clear in its recent correspondence regarding ADAPSO's proposed Software Authorization System copy protection method. That system would consist of a hardware lock and key designed to allow only a specific number of copies of a particular software product to be used. Any other product would require a separate key and code.

The MMA can put its money where its mouth is. The group represents over 80 Fortune 500 companies, government agencies, and educational institutions from the New York metropolitan area. It also has affiliates in nine other cities. The New York crew bought more than $100 million in software in 1984 and expects to double that this year.

The MMA rejects ADAPSO's proposal outright as an infringement on its right to do business as its members see fit. "Look at our environment and how we use software," says Alan Gross, president of the MMA and a PC user at a New York securities firm. "Five years ago we couldn't give a damn if a particular piece of software was available at 2 a.m. to make $100 million deals. Now, I don't want some software company whose total sales for the year don't reach $100 million to tell me what I can do with my software and how to use it."

But the MMA does want to tell vendors what to make, so that major corporate users can buy it. The organization recently formed the Technical Assessment Through Strategic Cooperation Task Group, based in Detroit, to serve as a focal point for airing major user grievances. They intend to make sure that the vendors listen.

"We want large users to act as a single voice to facilitate innovation in the marketplace," task coordinator Adria Anunzio says. "There has been a definite lack of innovation in the workstation marketplace and major corporate users are suffering because of it. What's more, dealers have more influence with vendors. We need a forum for vendors and users to discuss their problems."

Goldschmitt concedes, "They have valid and legitimate concerns. They want to control how the product is being used. That's a marketing issue."

Thus cometh the site license, carrying some heavy baggage. Can it stop pi-
racy? Who's to say that corporations and their suppliers can even trust each other to abide by site licenses? "The relationship has been adversarial so far, and we'd like to see it become cooperative," Anunzio says.

While the benefits of site licenses are clear for customers, what's in it for vendors? If they don't show, site licensing doesn't go. Well, say the vendors who have begun site licensing programs, everything's in it for them. These companies aren't more than 10% of the industry, but they forge on, convinced that where they lead, their competitors must follow.

"You've got a love-hate relationship with site licensing," says Walt Feigenson, marketing manager for Sorcim/1US, San Jose. "You want to protect your retail chain. They can't compete, but they feel they should. So it's green pastures for the major software companies to go directly after customers. Then the dealers scream and the companies back off."

No better example exists than the industry leader, Lotus. It's been in and out of site licensing enough times to see both sides clearly (see "Out of Thin Air," Jan. 1, p. 36.) Initially, Lotus had supported both dealer channels and direct large-volume corporate sales. Last fall it yielded to dealer pressure and renounced its direct sales efforts, but then said it would modify its products for corporations, giving the software network capabilities designed to accommodate large-volume sales via single licenses.

Three months later, Lotus abandoned that plan, deciding that selling packages one at a time, with the ADAPSO copy protection, was the best way after all. Then in April, Lotus agreed to negotiate a possible site license with the Air Force, which wants to buy 7,000 copies of 1-2-3 on the condition that it can duplicate the software itself.

The most fervent promoters of site licenses are often not the micro giants, but the second-tier vendors. "It's easier for the smaller companies like us to do this," Feigenson says. "It gives us a competitive edge against companies that aren't so cooperative with customers, like Lotus. We have to try harder than they do and be nicer than they are."

But that doesn't mean Sorcim/1US has to finish last, which is where nice guys supposedly hang out. Sales of the company's SuperCalc3 took off last year when it introduced corporate site license agreements. "Once customers buy 500 units, they have an unlimited site license whether they want it or not," Feigenson says. "By then, they've paid so much we can give them the rest free." After all, big licenses like that go for over $100,000. "Our price is higher than a lot of main-

frame software. Only the Fortune 100 can afford this. But this is a defensive maneuver in the sense that we're responding to customer demand."

So is MicroPro, which is putting the finishing touches on its site license program. The company will provide the licensee with a master diskette from which a certain number of copies per company workstation will be made. The size of the license depends on the size of the company. At a predetermined point, the licensee will max out and get unlimited use for an incremental charge. Since each copy will have a MicroPro serial number, MicroPro expects to know exactly how many copies are in each company.

"We think we can discourage casual copying by making the product more available," says MicroPro's Mauer. "That helps us make our product the de facto standard in the company. The companies are as interested in controlling their legal exposure as we are in protecting our software."

---

**The New Price-Performance Leader of Statistical Multiplexers.**

A new line on savings with Astrocom's Statistical Intelligent Multiplexer, ASIM-3, the intelligent 3-port stat mux.

**Features:**
- Lowest priced stat mux on the market today.
- 3-port capability.
- Easy set-up from terminal keyboard.
- Remote terminal set-up capability.
- Parameters stored in non-volatile memory.
- Automatic error detection and correction.

**Benefits:**
- Saves money—equipment pays for itself.
- Save line and modem costs.
- Ease of installation (no internal switches to adjust).
- Enables you to control system set-up from a location of your choice.
- Set-up parameters are not destroyed if you lose power.
- Error-free transmission.

*Delivering solutions in data communications.*
The #1 3270 alternative for people who need a name they can trust.

Sooner or later, the search for truly compatible low-cost 3270 terminals, better service and product flexibility comes to a question of confidence. And nobody answers the question better than Telex.

Who is Telex? The #1 supplier of 3270 alternatives. Next to IBM, nobody sells more 3270 displays, printers, controllers and intelligent workstations than Telex.

Why Telex? Because Telex terminals are a lot more than just 3270 plug compatible. Product for product, they offer
extra features. So they're more than an alternative . . . they're an advantage. With cost efficiency only a high-volume manufacturer can offer.

And every Telex product is backed by over 2,000 Telex-dedicated service and support people worldwide.

What kind of company is Telex? Strong enough to have earned the confidence of a market that demands stability, dependability and innovation. That's why more and more companies are trusting Telex to be their #1 3270 supplier.

For more information, contact John Hawkins, 6422 E. 41st Street, Tulsa, OK 74135/1-800-331-2623.

The #1 3270 Alternative
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TELEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
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Maybe more so, if Select Information Systems knows what it's talking about. It's rushing in where fools, wise men, and everyone else fear to tread.

For $7,000, companies can make unlimited copies of Select's Freestyle word processing program and documentation for on-site use. That's what 25 individual programs would cost, so even the little guys have a shot at springing for that. For another $2,800, Select offers the Personal Use Option. Employees can make unlimited copies for their personal use and the company risks no piracy liability. That's none, as in zero.

"One of the ways to obviate a legal difficulty is to bypass it," says Martin Dean, a lawyer and the chairman of Select's parent, Summa Technologies, Kentfield, Calif. "Termination of legal liability is much more important than price."

The policy is designed as much to meet Select's needs as its customers' needs, of course. "Corporate people want to buy either cheap or famous. We're neither, so we decided to try and accommodate them on the most important issue out there right now. How difficult is a sale in a corporate environment when someone has just come back quaking from a piracy seminar?"

Not very, according to Select's figures. It says it's concluded about 50 site license agreements and sold 75,000 copies of Freestyle. "We got rid of piracy by making the software an institution," says Zev Ratette, Summa's vice president for major account sales. "If it's used within the organization, who cares how many there are?"

Lifetree Software, the Monterey, Calif., publisher of Volkswriter, claims to have been the first company to introduce site licensing to customers. It has scored points with Citicorp's U.S. Financial Division in St. Louis.

"It's working out very well for us," says Fred Lewis of U.S. Financial's information management resources group. "At the time we decided to standardize our word processing, we knew we needed high volume. A site license made the most sense from cost and use standpoints. Unless users have specific requests that Volkswriter can't satisfy, we coerce them into going with it."

U.S. Financial is using 200 packages in its 600 IBM PCs. Employees can use the product as often as they like in the office, but they can't take it with them when they leave.

"We do not copy software, period," Lewis says about potential piracy problems. "Our license is based on the number of workstations, not the number of employees."

That's the exception, rather than
the rule, in site licenses. Many companies have been unwilling so far to back their rhetoric with action. Most firms are waiting either to see what ADAPSO's Software Authorization System (scheduled for membership vote in June) will bring on or for their competitors to go first.

"I don't know any company that has its site licensing act together," Sorcin's Feigenson says. "Most are pretending they're ostriches and putting their heads in the sand."

Then they'd best look up in a hurry. The longer they wait, the less they'll enjoy the view.

**MICROCOMPUTERS**

**OF MICE AND XEROX**

With a raft of new products on the way, the copier company is trying again in office automation.

by John W. Verity

Four years ago, an ambitious Xerox Corp. marched boldly into the office systems market with a few boxes connected by a yellow Ethernet wire, a clever ad campaign, and much determination to show it could grow beyond the copier business. Industry, Wall Street, and customers watched closely as the company strived to leverage its way into a market that Wang, IBM, and a host of others were eyeing with anticipation. As many had predicted, Xerox seemed to stumble more than it marched and the best of its technology seemed to find its way into other vendors' systems.

Had Xerox been a wild success in the office automation market since then, the company might not have made such a big deal late last month when it unveiled a revamped Ethernet product line at New York City's Lincoln Center. However, after a series of fudged products, defections by key management and engineering talent, and slow sales, the company vitally needed to show all concerned that it is in the office systems market to stay.

"They don't have a choice," explains one early Xerox user who has been through it all with Xerox's iconoclastic Office Systems division. "For those of us who are committed, these new products put to rest once and for all the questions about Xerox's commitment to us."

Xerox claims it's finally on a roll, with its information systems business—
How we improved Structured Query Language.

Actually, we didn't change a thing. We just combined it with the best relational database management system. Introducing INFORMIX-SQL. It runs on either UNIX® or MS®-DOS operating systems. And now with IBM's SQL as part of the program, you can ask more of your database. Using the emerging industry-standard query language.

To make your job easier, INFORMIX-SQL comes with the most complete set of application building tools. Including a full report writer and screen generator. Plus a family of companion products that all work together. Like our embedded SQLs for C and COBOL. So you can easily link your programs with ours. File-it!, our easy-to-use...
file manager. And C-ISAM,™ the de facto standard ISAM for UNIX. It's built into all our products, but you can buy it separately.

And when you choose RDS, you'll be in the company of some other good companies. Computer manufacturers including AT&T, Northern Telecom, Altos and over 60 others. And major corporations like Anheuser Busch, First National Bank of Chicago and Pacific Bell.

Which makes sense. After all, only RDS offers a family of products that work so well together. As well as with so many industry standards.

So call us for a demo, a manual and a copy of our Independent Software Vendor Catalog. Software vendors be sure to ask about our new "Hooks" software integration program. Our number: 415/424-1300.
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electronic printing and office systems—having reached revenues of $1.72 billion last year and come within 2% of breaking even. The new products, it claims, will help it capitalize on the quiet success of some two dozen previous Ethernet-based products and more than 1,000 Ethernet-based office system installations, and regain momentum in its coveted niche of the office market: preparing and distributing documents.

To that end, Xerox came out with a workstation designed to replace its technically impressive but overpriced Star product, a line of 16-bit personal computers, two laser printers, and the first of a series of "workgroup" clusters. Not above reaching outside when it needs help, the company is getting its pcs from Olivetti, software from Microsoft and others, and, for one of the clusters, a VAX supermini from Digital Equipment Corp.

"We want to build on and broaden each range of products," says Dave Springett, vice president of strategic planning at the Xerox Systems Group in El Segundo, Calif. "We've learned a lot in the past four years and we're showing the world Xerox isn't in this market as a one-shot deal." He adds that three more "major" product introductions are planned for the coming 18 months; over 50 different products are said to be under development by the Systems Group.

The key items in Xerox's roster of new products are the 6085 workstation, the successor to the Star product introduced four years ago, and IBM PC-compatible microcomputers. The latter have been packaged with Xerox's own keyboard and software to sell as word processors or as standard personal computers for managers and professionals. Xerox has no illusions about pushing the IBM PC out of the office as a software standard, and is therefore even marketing popular third-party and in-house PC software.

John Shoch, president of the Office Systems division in Palo Alto, describes the 6085 as a "fusion of the best of the multiwindow workstation and the PC." Xerox originally developed the mouse-icon interface for the Star and related machines, only to see the technology show up in Apple Computer's Lisa and Macintosh and in the machines of other vendors as well. Shoch gives the impression that with the 6085 Xerox is trying to show how to exploit mice properly.

"Many people have tried to squeeze this technology down to a small box," he says, "but you need a big screen, large memory, and a high-performance processor to..."
Choose Precision Visuals graphics software and you’re in the best company.

"DI-3000 has saved our company a lot of time and money."
David Millard
Advanced Software Analyst
Marathon Oil Company

"Superior documentation makes our customers successful."
Rick Maule
Director of Product Marketing
Harris Corporation, Computer Systems

"Support from both corporate and the local office is outstanding."
Leland Freeman
Manager of Decision Support Software
Management Decision Systems, Inc.

Over 1,000 customers depend on the safety and reliability of our software. Demanding end users and systems integrators worldwide—including many Fortune 500 companies—choose Precision Visuals graphics software as their corporate standard. They choose safety in machine independence, from mainframes to the leading supermicros. They choose reliability in products that offer device-intelligent support for every major graphics hardware vendor. And they choose peace of mind by investing in graphics software that commands 92% repeat business from our customers.

A complete graphics toolbox means one-source problem-solving. Graphics champions in diverse industries, including aerospace, petroleum, electronics, and scientific research, choose Precision Visuals’ integrated family of standards-based packages. Our device-independent subroutine libraries, DI-3000® and GK-2000™, are used in applications ranging from interactive 3D modeling to VLSI design. Our Contouring System is used widely in cartographic and geophysical applications. GRAFMAKER™ is our powerful chartbuilding system, and PicSure™ is our new, easy-to-use data presentation graphics package.

Responsive support and industry-acclaimed documentation make our users more productive. A HelpLine offers quick answers to keep them on schedule. National training programs help get their applications operating on time and within budget. User’s groups exchange creative and timesaving ideas. And example-intensive documentation adds value to their investment.

Choose Precision Visuals graphics software and you’re in the right company. Call Rob Look today at 303/530-9000.
Announcing
8380
dual capacity
disk subsystem

Field upgradeable
from 8380 serial no.

000001
Our 8380s—all of them—are field upgradeable to our newest enhancement, the dual capacity 8380E. So no matter when you joined the 8380 family, you have the best current technology, and a piece of the future.

That's because we've anticipated the future by designing our 8380 with the flexibility to accommodate changes in technology as they occur. Upgradeability is inherent. But we've done more than that.

**Dual Port:** Storage Technology pioneered Dual Port. This architecture set the industry standard and is now recognized as the best way to configure disk subsystems.

**Thin-Film Heads:** Based on our thin-film technology, the model E will double the capacity of our 8380 while maintaining the present footprint. Storage Technology assures reliable high-performance processing because we manufacture our own thin-film heads.

**Cache:** Our 8890 Sybercache intelligent disk controller bridges the performance gap between the CPU and the disk. Expanded to contain up to 72 megabytes of cache memory, the new cache management software further optimizes this product. Attached to the enhanced 8890 Sybercache controller, our disk products yield the best performance in the industry.

The 8380E is a dual-capacity enhancement to our family of disk products which already includes Dual Port, thin-film head technology and Sybercache. If you haven't invested in our 8380 technology yet, there's still time to join the family.

Storage Technology Corporation,
2270 South 88th Street, Louisville, Colorado 80028.

Call us at 1-800-STC-8380.

The new StorageTek starts now.
NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE

make it work right."

Apple might not agree, but the 6085 uses a bit-mapped screen up to 19 inches across that is backed by a 32-bit, bit-slice processor offering a 16MB virtual memory addressing space. With an optional 80186-based add-in board, standard PC software runs in a 6085 window even as other non-PC windows are active, Shoch says, claiming that data can be moved among the different windows. Also, for the first time, Xerox is offering a program-development package for its workstation so that outside vendors and users can build their own icon-driven applications. Best of all for the Xerox sales force, however, are the 6085's delivery schedule—immediate—and price, which, at between $5,000 and $7,000 depending on options, will do much to remedy a major criticism of the original Star: its $15,000 and up price tag.

Like Star, the 6085 is designed to help workers combine text and graphics into documents that eventually are published by laser printer. Shoch claims the machine's Viewpoint software offers better performance and function than that available on Star. Its facilities include a spreadsheet, foreign language options, terminal emulators, and document and graphics editors.

"It is especially pleasing to note a lower-priced workstation with the same technology as Star," commented the Xerox user, who asked to remain unidentified.

In addition to new workstations, Xerox added two laser printers to its line. The 4045 is a desktop printer/copier capable of producing up to 10 pages a minute. It will sell for about $10,000 and can be attached either directly to a 6085 or up to four personal computers. The model 3700 printer, an upgrade of the Xerox 2700, is capable of 24 pages a minute and attachable to the Ethernet print-server controller.

Of course it is printing that is Xerox's main strength in the office, and the company is continuing its strategy of leveraging off copier installations into the electronic office market. The three workgroup clusters are combinations of Ethernet products selected to handle specific types of documents. One is aimed at office workers preparing everything from correspondence to reports and manuals; another is a complete in-house publishing system; and the third, developed in part by Xerox subsidiary Versatec, is designed for handling engineering documents. Pricing is claimed to reflect a discount over buying components separately. Xerox quotes a market study indicating that 2.5 trillion pages were printed by U.S. businesses in 1984, a number that will rise to 4 trillion in five years.

BENCHMARKS

BUYS ELXSI: If you can't build 'em, buy 'em. The latest firm to subscribe to that view is Trilogy Ltd., which nearly self-destructed trying to cram more MIPS onto chips than many thought feasible. The company, based in Cupertino, Calif., has agreed in principle to merge with Elxi, a privately held San Jose manufacturer of multiprocessor-based systems, in a transaction worth $45 million to $60 million. Under the terms of the agreement, Trilogy chairman Gene Amadahl and president Henry C. Montgomery will share a new chief executive's office with Elxi chairman Joseph Rizzi. "This is exactly what we were looking for," Montgomery says. Meaning that he had product but no market, while Trilogy had the opposite—since Trilogy deep-sixed its development of wafer-scale integration superchips, the financially strapped firm has been shopping for a business partner with marketable products; it has maintained a $70 million war chest (part of its $270 million in venture funding) for that purpose. Elxi's large-scale systems, offering 4 to 10 MIPS, have been shipping commercially for a year—largely to engineering and scientific users—but the firm has not yet turned a profit (see "Elxi System Debuts," by Edward K. Yasaki, January 1984, p. 85). Last year, Elxi posted a loss of $7 million on sales of $18.5 million, although the losses are narrowing, Rizzi says.

Separately, Trilogy also signed an accord with Electronic Data Systems. The GM subsidiary will manage Trilogy's CAD facility and integrate it into its own nationwide dp network. EDS will close its Santa Clara facility and move 20 to 30 workers to Cupertino to manage the CAD facility, which was built at a cost of $10 million. In return, Trilogy will receive a royalty share.

RETRIEVE: The great international software protection war appears to be over, and U.S. partisans couldn't be happier. Japanese officials have decided to propose legislation to the Diet specifying that software should continue to be protected under Japanese copyright laws. The decision caused the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) to beat a hasty retreat from its position that software should be considered an industrial product subject to patent law and a shorter duration of protection. The MITI plan also would have forced software developers to register their programs and possibly require them to sell rights to a third party if a program proved important to the public welfare. By treating it as copyrightable material, Japan is removing software from MITI's realm and giving control to the Ministry of Education. The U.S. government and software vendors have pushed Japan to abide by the Universal Copyright Convention, in the belief that the MITI proposal would have undermined the American software industry. "The change in their law will not only protect companies from infringement," says Oliver Smoot, executive vice president of the trade group CBEA, "but will also cover the programmer or developer of the software."

TWO-TIMING?: Days after being bought by Eastman Kodak, Verbatim Corp. announced it would sell a major part of its Data Encore disk duplication service to Kodak's archrival, Polaroid Corp. The assets Polaroid will acquire include an exclusive U.S. license to use all of Verbatim's proprietary data protection systems, duplication equipment, customer lists, accounts receivables, and packaging inventories. Polaroid, based in Cambridge, Mass., is picking up only Data Encore's U.S. operations. Some duplication equipment, currently at a Verbatim plant in Sunnyvale, Calif., will be integrated with Polaroid's data duplication facilities, and part will be transferred to a new Polaroid facility in California.

JOINT EFFORT: Proving that Jazz is not only the music to its ears, Lotus Development Corp. announced that it is working with Cullinet Software Inc. to develop three products that will link Lotus micro software packages with Cullinet mainframe DBMS products. The packages, which may not be available until early next year, will enable users to integrate their 1-2-3 or Symphony spreadsheets with mainframe IDMS/R databases, via Cullinet's recently announced Information Center Management System. Cullinet is developing two of the packages, each of which will cost $300: the Cullinet-Symphony Link to connect IDMS/R with Symphony, and the Cullinet Universal Link to connect IDMS/R with 1-2-3. Lotus, for its part, is working on a microside link for Symphony; no such product is needed for 1-2-3, the company says. Lotus said the micro product will be available this summer, but Cullinet conceded that it won't have the mainframe products in beta test until the end of the year. Customers wishing to use the link need to buy software from both companies, since the two will not market each other's products. While 1-2-3 can currently be connected to several competing databases, Lotus said that the Cullinet agreement marks the first joint development effort.
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TOKYO—There's a Fujitsu bird of prey circling around Mount Fuji, waiting for a chance to swoop down upon IBM's Sierra series. Japan's top mainframer has its Hawk wares under wraps at a development center outside Tokyo. When Big Blue reveals more of the Sierra terrain, Fujitsu is expected to unveil cheaper MIPS, microcode, and peripherals in a bid to make users reconsider a pc option for the post-Sierra world.

COLOGNE—Is Big Blue ready to enter the supercomputer race? Sources at the SHARE European Association (SEAS) are convinced IBM is getting ready to launch a 30MFLOPS machine that will be an add-on system, perhaps to the 3090. SEAS seers say Big Blue's big boy will run under MVS and have 32MB of main storage and two I/O processors.

LONDON—A union between two of the U.K.'s biggest electronics companies may be in the offing. Rumored to be tying the knot are GEC and Plessey. The cash-rich GEC could indeed do wonders for the punier Plessey, which has been in a financial squeeze lately. The twosome will first have to overcome British antitrust hurdles before heading for the altar.

TOKYO—Japan's master of the miniature, Casio Computer, wants little things from Big Blue. The deal in the works is an oem tie-up to produce one of the low-end pcs on IBM's drawing board. Casio has been itching for a long time to add a major maker's pc to its line of precision digital widgets. With manufacturing prowess in microelectronics and displays, which IBM craves, Casio might be able to offer low enough oem prices to entice Big Blue to seal the deal.

PARIS—There may be less national legislation on transborder data flow and fewer tariff barriers if the 24 member countries of the OECD abide by their word. That's the latest from Paris, where the OECDers have agreed on a principle that other TDFers have known all along—that the free flow of data between countries is of vital economic importance to a nation.

STOCKHOLM—Datema, the largest dp services company in Scandinavia, is up for sale. Deluged by deficits of $5 million, Datema was put on the block by its parent, shipping firm Nordst Jernan, which decided that its offspring had been swimming in a sea of red for too long.

BEIJING, CHINA—Sperry, which has taken a fancy to the Far East, is setting up a pc plant in China in cooperation with local honchos. In addition to the micro, the plant will also churn out a new pc card that provides fourth generation Mapper facilities.

LUND, SWEDEN—Lund University in Sweden became the first university in Europe to ink a cooperative pact with Apple. Lund, which can now get Macs at half price, developed software in return for its Apple mate.

STOCKHOLM—Watch out SBS, here comes EBS. A Swedish-Norwegian consortium called European Business Satellite plans to shoot up two business communications birds in 1986. The $200 million venture is the first privately owned satellite project in Europe. The EBS birds will go live in 1988 if rival PTTs okay the plan.
Direct PC to System 34/36/38 Connections Using Standard Twinax Cable

It's Easy With AST-5251/11:™
Fast Hookup, File Transfer And Extra Capabilities

Standard Twinax Cable Support Makes Installation A Snap.
AST-5251/11 and twinax connection means easy, cost effective direct cable attachment of your PC to your IBM® System 34/36/38 — no expensive communications adapter necessary. Just plug our AST-5251/11 emulation board into your PC/AT/XT, portable or compatible and connect the twinax cable. With this complete hardware/software solution that's all it takes to use your PC just like a standard IBM 5251/11 terminal.

File Transfer Is Only The Beginning. Use your PC as always, and emulate a Model 11 terminal — with powerful extra capabilities — to access your host minicomputer. Then transfer files bi-directionally between your host and PC, in a ready-to-use format.

Use Your Favorite PC Software. AST's file transfer support not only eliminates the burden and the errors of re-keying, it adds the ability to manipulate transferred data using your favorite PC software packages, like Lotus 1-2-3™ and WordStar®. And our Hot-Key support lets you conduct concurrent DOS and host sessions, while our applications program interface (API) makes integrating PC and host applications simple.

Even Greater Efficiency.
AST-5251/11 also provides host-addressable 5256 printer emulation for your PC printer in a background mode.

See your dealer today, or call our Customer Information Center (714) 863-1333 for more information. AST Research, Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714 TWX: 753699ASTR UR.

KEY FEATURES
• Plugs into PC/XT/AT and compatibles; connects to System 34/36/38 via twinax cable and supports cable thru.
• Emulates 5251-11, 5291, or 5292-1 display terminal.
• Provides host-addressable 5256 printer support (background mode) on PC-attached printer.
• Selectable DMA and I/O interrupt channels.
• Application program interface and bidirectional file transfer included.
• Complete package includes hardware, software, twinax cable assembly, and comprehensive user manuals.
• Supports fixed or hard disk.
• Hot-Key assist for concurrent host and PC sessions.
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MULTIFILED?

TO QUERY AND REPORT FROM ALL THE FILES IN YOUR DATACENTER,

YOU’D NEED TO KNOW ALL THESE PROTOCOLS

OR ONLY THIS ONE.

FOCUS

You can leverage the value of all your existing data files with FOCUS, the industry's leading 4GL/DBMS. It's powerful, non-procedural language enables you to easily create reports, graphs, financial models and sophisticated spreadsheets from any existing file in your installation, including QSAM, VSAM, IMS, SQL/DS, DL/I, IDMS, TOTAL, ADABAS, MODEL 204 and SYSTEM 2000 ...preserving your investment in them.

Plus, FOCUS' relational technology permits you to dynamically JOIN data from different files such as VSAM and IMS, without cumbersome programming and file merging activity.

Cross CPU Data Sharing

And for installations with multiple CPUs, or multiple operating systems under VM/CMS, FOCUS' Cross Machine Interface (XMII) enables data sharing! For example, a VM/CMS user can easily generate reports or populate a spreadsheet from data stored in a DOS/VSE DL/I database on the same or different CPU.

Multi-level Security

You can protect data access in FOCUS at the file, logical record, data field and "value-within" data field levels. This extensive file security complements FOCUS' powerful data analysis facilities, and works hand-in-hand with virtually any other security system you may have in place, such as ACF2.

PC Compatibility

You can also have all these FOCUS facilities on your PC, with PC/FOCUS. It enables you to easily download, manipulate and/or upload data that FOCUS can extract from any mainframe file. The extracts can be in ASCII, DIF, SYLK or LOTUS PRN formats.

So turn your "computer center" into a real Information Center with FOCUS. The 4th generation language that makes sense of your multi-files.

For details, write to Don Wszolek, Dept. F4
Information Builders, Inc., 1250 Broadway,
New York, NY 10001.

ADABAS is a registered trademark of Software AG of North America, Inc. DL/I, IMS and VSAM are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation. IDMS is a registered trademark of Cullinet Software, Inc. Model 204 is a trademark of Computer Corporation of America. System 2000 is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc. TOTAL is a registered trademark of Cincom Systems, Inc.
When you want the best of both worlds in graphics, we'll be there.

Now you can shape the future in black-and-white or brilliant color...at prices that are really down to earth.

Qume's two new terminals provide powerful graphics capabilities for a multitude of engineering, scientific, and business decision-support applications. They're worlds apart from other graphics terminals, with the latest in people-pleasing ergonomics, space-saving design, a detached, low-profile keyboard, and a full tilt-and-swivel display.

When you're ready for the beauty and precision of color graphics, our new QVT 511GX terminal is the ideal choice. For much less cost than ever before, it provides flicker-free, non-interlaced raster scan graphics with a selection of up to eight colors from a palette of 64. It's fully compatible with the Tektronix 4105 and accepts all of its software, including PLOT 10 packages. The QVT 511GX can also be used in Tektronix 4010, 4100 and 4110 series environments, and works beautifully with the Tektronix 4695 color graphics copier. What's more, it conforms to both ANSI X3.64 and ISO 6429 protocols for text editing. A mouse device is standard equipment on the QVT 511GX.
Qume's new QVT 311GX monochrome graphics terminal provides full compatibility with both Digital's VT 125 and Tektronix 4010/4014 series at a price substantially lower than either! It's the first terminal that gives you the mobility to draw on an entire universe of graphics software - both PLOT 10 and ResGIS - plus full ANSI text-editing capabilities. It provides full bit-mapped graphics on a 14" non-glare white phosphor screen, with four shades of gray. And an optional mouse device is available to provide complete flexibility in graphics editing.

These graphics terminals measure up to Qume's exceptional standards for performance, quality control, and reliability. What's more, they're backed by our experience and resources as an ITT Company. So wherever your imagination may take you, you know we'll be there with a dazzling display of technical support.

For more information about these and other Qume graphics and alphanumeric terminals, or our full line of dot-matrix printers and disk drives, call (800) 223-2479 or write Qume Corporation, 2350 Qume Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.
Announcement of the 3090 line has made the future a little foggy for IBM mainframe users.

SIERRA: WHERE WILL IT LEAD?

by Norman Weizer

In February of this year, IBM announced its long-awaited line, the 3090, or Sierra, mainframes. Now that the dust has settled a bit, along with some of the arguments about the importance of the announcement and the aggressiveness of IBM's actions, it seems appropriate to look to the future and try to see what this announcement will mean for the IBM mainframe product line over the next five years.

Users of the current generation 308X and 308X-x systems especially need to know if, and how quickly, their systems will be made obsolete by the 3090s. To leasing companies, this question can mean the difference between large profits and bankruptcy. To most of the rest of us ordinary users, it means the difference between a relatively long period of concentrating on our applications in contrast to preparing rather quickly for yet another machine swap.

Since I am in the "fearless forecasting" business, later in this article I will stick my neck out and discuss my views of how the current 308X and the new Sierra systems will operate together in the same computer room.

Since the 360 product line announcement, IBM has held a rather consistent mainframe product line strategy. It has maintained the image of a single, upward-compatible product line that makes it easy for a user to upgrade from any system to the next larger system. This strategy appeals to customers because it protects their investment in their existing application software (the famous software lock-in). The strategy also gives them confidence that their business growth will not be inhibited by computer limitations.

During the '60s and '70s, a rapidly growing firm would have to swap out entire processors every few years to obtain the additional throughput capacity it needed.
It is very unusual that IBM is not supporting CMS on the new version of VM.

Starting with the introduction of the 3033 in the late '70s, IBM began to make upgrades even easier by expanding individual processor families. Thus, fast growing users could meet their throughput requirements by enhancing their in-place processors instead of swapping them out for new ones.

Just prior to the Sierra announcement, a small IBM mainframe user could grow from a capacity of 4MIPS to 1.6MIPS, within the 4361 family, without swapping out his processor. Similarly, a medium-sized user could grow from a capacity of 2MIPS to 4.7MIPS within the 4381 family; and a large user could grow from 3.1MIPS to 28MIPS within the 308x-x family.

This increase in processor family size had two effects.

First, it increased IBM's lock on its customer base by making it more difficult for customers to cost-justify the purchase of a different vendor's system—including one from a pc/m. Even if the competing vendor's system price was significantly lower than IBM's, the additional cost and inconvenience of swapping out instead of merely upgrading the IBM system in the user's shop could not be justified.

Second, it encouraged increased use of the mainframe by significantly decreasing the cost and inconvenience of the resulting mainframe growth.

STRATEGY HAS SUCCEEDED

It is well known that IBM's strategy has been very successful. Its grip on the mainframe market has steadily tightened over the years. For example, in 1981, pcbs held 56% of the $21.1 billion U.S. general purpose large system market. In 1984 they held just 4.5% of a $131.1 billion market. In addition, IBM's customers' use of mainframes, even in this era of personal computers, continues to accelerate at a rapid rate.

This mainframe power hunger is currently generated by strategically important new computing applications in the office automation and engineering/scientific areas. These new applications require so much computing power that the mainframe MIPS requirements of some of IBM's customers are growing at the rate of 70% to 90% per year.

To meet the need for increasing computer mainframe throughput, IBM has been rapidly increasing the power of its largest systems. Fig. 1 shows the major large system announcements for the past 20 years, ending with February's Sierra announcement. By our calculations the 3090-400 has a performance of about 50MIPS and a price/performance of about $190,000/MIPS. This represents approximately a 25% per year improvement in high-end system performance and approximately a 15% per year improvement in price/performance over the past 20 years. (To determine a system's price, we use the price of the central electronics complex, minimum main memory, a console, and any cooling and power equipment required.) Since 1980, the throughput of IBM's largest announced systems has increased by a factor of five.

Over the years, IBM has also attempted to protect its revenue stream and its customers' investment in installed systems by not announcing new systems too soon after the beginning of the delivery period of the previous generation of systems. As can be seen from Fig. 1, IBM has not always been successful in executing this strategy. The intervals between large systems announcements have been irregular.

The announcement of the virtual storage 370/158 and 168 systems in 1972 caused quite a stir (and many angry complaints) among IBM's customers. This was because IBM had started delivering the predecessor, nonvirtual memory 370/155 and 165 systems, less than two years before. With the 158 and 168 announcements, the almost new 155 and 165 systems had suddenly become obsolete. Now, with its Sierra announcement, IBM has once again made the relatively new 3084-QX obsolete. Any downward extension of the 3090 line would also make other 308X-X processors obsolete.

Has history repeated itself? If so, why?

There are other still unresolved questions about the 308X-X product line. This line was also announced a relatively short time after IBM began delivering the original 308X systems. In addition, the 308X-X systems showed only a 6% performance improvement over the older systems. Finally, the 308X systems could not be field-upgraded to 308X-X configurations. Why announce these systems when, in retrospect, the Sierra announcement was so imminent?

A clue to this puzzle might be found in the one important architectural difference between the 308X and the 308X-X systems. Major pieces of the system controller (memory interface logic) were moved from their central location in the 308X systems to the individual processor printed circuit boards in the 308X-X systems. (In both systems, each individual processor is implemented on a single printed circuit board.) While this type of change generally implies an increase in the total number of semiconductor chips—and therefore cost—in a system, it usually allows such a processor to be easily interfaced to one or more memories of varying speeds.

The Sierra announcement contained about 40 products. The major ones were the two new 3090 computer systems, and most of the others were software products that emphasized a new version of the VM/SCP, VM/XA. This is the first version of the VM system that supports the new XA hardware architecture in a generalized way. It supersedes the previous version, the VM/XA Migration Aid, which provided only limited XA support. VM/XA does not, however, support CMS in a production mode. Those users who want to run CMS on the 3090s must run a version of VM under VM/XA.

The VM/XA announcement, however, also raised some interesting questions, like, "Why doesn't VM/XA support CMS?" Since most of the VM customers also use CMS, it is very unusual that IBM is not supporting this facility on the new version of VM.

CRITICAL PRODUCT ANNOUNCED

There was one other critical hardware product announced, the 3044 Fiber Optic Channel Extender Link. This device (actually a pair of devices linked by a fiber-optic cable) allows low- and medium-speed peripherals such as printers, terminal controllers, and communications controllers, to be directly connected to processor channels up to 2km away. The 3044 operates at speeds up to 1.25MbpS in data streaming mode. It also allows any two processors (43XX, 303X, 308X, or 3090) up to 4km apart to be channel-linked using the 3088 Multisystem Channel Communications Unit. These linked systems can communicate at speeds up to 1.25MbpS.

Thus, with the use of the 3044 and 3088 units, as well as other channel-to-channel linkage devices, IBM has already provided the ability to mix and match 308X and 3090 systems in loosely coupled configurations. The real question is, "Will IBM provide a mechanism to allow even closer coupling between these two types of systems?"

Let's look more closely at the current capabilities of the announced systems before attempting to forecast this aspect of the product line's future.

The major new features of the 3090 systems as compared with the 308X-X include:

• a new semiconductor technology for IBM mainframes (emitter-coupled logic, or ECL);
• a new storage hierarchy level, "expanded storage," which dramatically improves the paging and hence the throughput of the systems;
Getting ready to take advantage of digital data service (DDS)? Then you'll want a DSU/CSU from a company that's already a leader in the conventional modem business.

Universal Data Systems now offers the DDS-56 and the DDS-9.6 for access to the DDS network at 56 kbps and 9.6 kbps respectively. Each combines DSU and CSU in a single package. They are FCC certified for connection to the DDS network and are direct replacements for Bell units.

Both UDS devices offer built-in diagnostics, WECO compatibility, automatic line equalization and for the DDS-9.6.

For prices and complete specifications, contact Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. Phone 205/837-8100; Telex 752602 UDS HTV.

Universal Data Systems

Inquiry Hotline: 800/633-2252, Ext. 363

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
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WHAT WE
BELIEVE:

AS THE LEADING SYSTEMS SOFTWARE COMPANY WITH MOST PRODUCTS INSTALLED WITH MORE CLIENTS THAN ANY OTHER IN INDUSTRY, SOFTWARE VENDOR, WE COMPUTE ASSOCIATES BELIEVE IN PROVIDING THE INDUSTRY'S MOST ECONOMICAL, MOST POWERFUL, MOST COMPLETE INFORMATION CENTER SOLUTION.
CA-UNIVERSE™ AND CA-EXECUTIVE™ LINKING THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGIES IS THE SIMPLE, POWERFUL, TOTAL SOLUTION THAT CONVERTS YOUR DATA CENTER INTO AN INFORMATION CENTER.

CA-UNIVERSE and CA-EXECUTIVE represent the latest advances in their fields of information processing. CA-UNIVERSE is a true relational DBMS, much more comprehensive than earlier SQL or DBMS, that gives programmers the application independence they've needed. CA-EXECUTIVE is the industry's most versatile and powerfully integrated micro workstation software with a secure, intelligent link to the mainframe. Both give end users the easy access and multiple facilities they've always wanted.

Companies are discovering that when they combine these two products, they get both an information management solution and an applications development solution. Instead of a backlogged data center, you get a smooth-running Information Center in less time and for less money than you ever thought possible.

This integrated total approach is by far the most cost-effective Information Center solution—at less than half the cost of doing it with fragmented "building block" type products. And it's better, too. For example, programmers can develop programs at both the PC and mainframe levels. And instead of a multitude of different query, reporting, data manipulation, and report design languages, there is a single unified English language common to both products. The entire system is portable across IBM DOS, MVS and VM environments. Leave the rest behind. Start your Information Center by calling us at 800-645-8008, or (in NY) 516-358-6700 and ask for Dana Williams.

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
Software Leadership Through Excellence

125 Jericho Turnpike, Jericho, NY 11753
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IBM could announce a uniprocessor tomorrow that has more than 50% of the 3090-200's throughput.

- performance improvement of almost a factor of two (in a commercial environment), on a per processor basis;
- 1.9 to 2.9 times the internal throughput rate of the corresponding 3081 model in an engineering/scientific environment; and
- significant improvements in the ability of the systems to continue uninterrupted operation in the event of many types of hardware failure.

IBM has firmly stated that the 308X-X systems cannot be field-upgraded to the 3090s. The differences in the basic semiconductor technology between the two product families and the addition of the expanded storage to the new systems can easily explain this restriction. As we all know, however, there are almost always capabilities in an IBM system that are not revealed in the first announcement. The famous 370 virtual storage "midlife kicker" announcement in the mid-1970s is a classic example of this phenomenon. Therefore, we cannot assume that this IBM statement forever rules out mix-and-match configurations.

In any forecast of the future of an IBM system, one of the major items to be accounted for is the nature and form of these "midlife kickers." Could one of them be a way to closely link 308X-X and 3090 systems?

3090-RELATED FORECASTS

Looking back over the 20 years of modern (360 architecture-based systems) IBM mainframe history, a few 3090-related forecasts can easily be made.

First, the product line will be extended downward during the next few years. Since the current smallest Sierra is a dyadic processor, IBM could announce a uniprocessor system tomorrow that has somewhat more than 50% of the 3090-200's throughput. Perhaps they'd name it the 3090-100!

With an expected performance of about 14MIPS to 15MIPS, however, there will still be a major performance and price gap between the fastest 4381 and the hypothetical 3090-100, a category in which there is no new product. In addition, the 3090-100 would make the entire 3081 product line obsolete. Assuming there are no replacement products for the 308X-X systems, IBM would have a modern, dyadic processors in the upper middle of its mainframe product line. In this age of emphasis on system fail-soft capabilities, this is an unlikely scenario.

Second, we believe that IBM will be forced to maintain its recent growth rate in processing power at the top of the large system line. Fig. 2 contains our forecast of the speed of the fastest IBM mainframe for the next five years. To give this forecast a more meaningful perspective, we have included a history of the fastest mainframes.

To reach the forecast 90MIPS to 120MIPS by 1990, IBM would have to announce a system with approximately twice the performance of the 3090-400. We believe IBM will use several techniques to reach this speed, the most important one being an increase in the number of processors that can be tightly coupled onto a single system image. So with a moderate midlife performance kicker in 1988 or 1989, the 90MIPS to 120MIPS high-end system forecast could be easily met.

Now for the hard part. What about 308X-X and 3090 mix-and-match configurations? I forecast that in 1986 or 1987, IBM will announce a multisytem coupler that will permit 308X-X systems and 3090 systems to be linked into single-machine image, tightly coupled configurations. The overall architecture would be very close to the one Fred Withington and I forecast earlier this year (see "IBM: Mainframes in 1990," Jan. 1, p. 97).

I believe that these combined systems would run only under VM/XA. All of the current SCPs could run under this VM/XA hypervisor (a hypervisor is an operating system or SCP that runs other operating systems or SCPs). A single SCP will probably not be able to span the two machine generations. So, if a user wanted to run only MVS/XA, two distinct copies would be required to run as guest SCPs under this special type of VM.
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If history is a guide, this price/performance anomaly will be corrected in a relatively short time.

Such mix-and-match configurations would have several competitive advantages. They would reduce the cost and difficulty of upgrading from the 308X-X systems to the 3090s. They would also allow customers to buy additional capacity in less than $2.5 million increments. Even for large customers, laying out $2.5 million for increased processing capacity can be a burden. This machine coupling announcement would also satisfactorily answer most of the questions discussed above.

First, IBM would not have re-created its 370/155 customer problems with the "untimely" announcement of the 3090. The installed 308X-X systems would be fully usable in state-of-the-art system configurations for a significant period of time.

Second, the announcement of the 308X-X systems could be explained by IBM’s need to introduce a new memory interface for the 308X processors so that they could work with the 3090 central and expanded storage systems.

Third, the VM/XA announcement without a production CMS capability could be explained by IBM’s need to have a hypervisor that can control systems containing processors of unequal performance. This control problem has been studied in the universities for a long time. It is not easy to schedule such a system in a way that optimizes the processing as well as the peripheral resources, while still being reactive to external priorities. Adding the necessary algorithms to a standard SCP could noticeably reduce a system’s throughput unnecessarily, especially in those systems that do not contain unequal processors.

What about new products?

Now, what about the lack of new products or dyadic processors between the top of the 4381 line and the bottom of the combined 308X-X and 3090 lines for the next several years? At the current time, the 438X and 3090 systems have approximately the same performance. Their price/performance is between 25% to 30% better than the price/performance of the 308X-X systems. This is unusal for IBM products. If history is a guide, this price/performance anomaly will be corrected in a relatively short time.

The smallest potential dyadic system, a 3083-CX/3090-100 combination, would have a throughput of approximately 10MIPS to 18MIPS. This is still a long way from the almost 5MIPS 4381-G3 system. Even IBM sales personnel could sell that transition as an easy upgrade to a customer who wanted a relatively fail-soft dyadic configuration.

There are a number of ways in which IBM could solve that problem, including 4381 and 308X-X mix-and-match configurations. These configurations would have almost all the same advantages discussed above. They would significantly reduce the psychological barrier between the 43XX and 30XX systems. In addition, the price/performance of these dyadic systems would be much closer to that of the other mainframe product lines than is the 308X-X's.

Such mixed, dyadic systems would also significantly ease the transition between DOS/VSE and MVS/XA. Using the VM hypervisor, a user could slowly make such a transition without major upset to his daily data processing work.

Of course, IBM could instead announce, in the next year or so, a new line of dyadic systems to fill the gap. Such an announcement would make the entire 3083-X product line obsolete. Then we have the same problem all over again. This solution would also represent a reversal in the trend of increasing the size of individual processor families. For these reasons, a new family announcement does not seem all that likely.

So here we have a nice solution to a number of apparently vexing problems in the IBM large system product line. Will it actually come to pass? Only time (and the wizards of Armonk) will tell. In any event, the next several years should be very interesting. There is probably still a lot hidden beneath the Sierra's blue covers.

Norman Weizer is a senior member of the consulting staff at Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Mass., where he specializes in technology forecasting, information processing system design, and strategies for participants in the information processing industry. During his 25 years in the dp industry, he has helped design three generations of systems.
Where can you find a powerful data processing system that integrates voice, uses multiple operating systems, and delivers voice and data at 2.56 Mbs to the desk over twisted pair telephone wire?
Northern Telecom invites you

The Meridian DV-41 DataVoice System. A direct result of our commitment to OPEN World® and the simultaneous integration of data, voice, text and graphics.
The Meridian™ DV-1 is a system designed for departmental and branch office use for up to 100 users, moving data and voice over twisted pair telephone wire at speeds of 2.56 Mbs to the desk. Because of its multi-processor architecture, users can have multiple applications running simultaneously, enabling them to switch from application to application at the touch of one or two buttons. They can access their preferred UNIX®, MS-DOS® and CP/M® based application software, running on multi-user industry standard operating systems.

Users can develop their own applications using standard languages including "C", COBOL, FORTRAN, or BASIC with the aid of application development tools like generators, editors and debuggers. Applications can be programmed to interact with the call processing capabilities, delivering integrated voice and data solutions.

The Meridian DV-1 links the Meridian M4000 series of integrated terminals and IBM™ PCs at a speed of 2.56 Mbs to the desk. Other vendors' switching systems and computers may also be easily accessed. The Meridian DV-1 allows all relevant media—data, voice, text and graphics—to be handled in a single, integrated system. With voice access through the new Meridian M4000 integrated terminals or standard telephones, users have not only a multi-functional data terminal but also sophisticated phone features from which to choose.

And, because it's based on Northern Telecom's digital telecommunications experience, the Meridian DV-1 is a system that has the reliability you'd expect from a telephone system. And with the same ease of relocation.

For more information on the Meridian DV-1 Data Voice System, write Northern Telecom Inc., P.O. Box 202048, Dallas, TX 75220; or call (800) 328-8800, ext. 404. In Canada, call (800) 361-5883.

When there's business to be done, business meets on the Meridian.
With hardware prices on a long decline, IBM is moving to boost software rental revenues significantly, says one industry observer.

**UP THE SOFTWARE CURVE**

by Bob Djurdjevic

IBM's software announcements at the time it unveiled the 3080 Sierra machines underscore significant product and pricing trends that have been discernible for the past few years. Mainframe and workstation users have seen their basic systems software costs more than quadruple since 1980—4.3 and 4.6 times higher, respectively.

The combined effect of users migrating to the 31-bit Extended Arch...
architecture (Wx) and various software price hikes also means that in 1985
upon 3000 mainframe users will spend about 15.5% of their total three-year
annual operating costs on systems software alone. By contrast, in 1983 sys-
tems software accounted for only 6.5% of the major operating costs of 3000
users.

The dramatic price/performance improvements in large main pro-
cessor, a result of increased competition that began in June 1975
when the plug-compatible hardware
entered the marketplace. Even if the overall operating costs for the
largest computers have nearly doubled in five years, to $8.1
million for a 3130 from $6.6 million for
a 3150 (see Fig. 2), this growth has not
kept up.

There is no doubt about the
strategic importance of software to IBM. In 1983, the company's
software revenues were only about
$20 million. In 1984, they reached a
record $2.2 million, at a 45% compound annual growth. This reason
for the dramatic rise in software's stra-
tegic importance is IBM software rev-
ues represent a partial replacement
for those declining hardware rental
revenues. As IBM's chief financial
officer, Allen Kravec, recently con-
formed software's importance to the
company when he told financial ana-
systs that by the 1990s software and
The emergence of plug-compatible processors in the mid-1970s prompted a boost in IBM's software pricing.

services may represent "up to a third of IBM's business." To understand the importance of software to IBM, one must try to put oneself in the vendor's shoes. If you were a vendor who in the future intends to raise the prices for a given product, what would you do, sell the product outright or rent it?

Rent it, of course. That way your revenues rise with each future price increase. The market value of your rental inventory also increases in the process, giving you additional capital gains income when it is sold. Besides, renting enables you to retain ownership of the product, so you can control your customers' migration when the product comes off rent.

Now, consider the opposite situation. If the product you were marketing were in a declining price market, would you still rent it?

Probably not. By selling outright, you lock in the sale at the higher current price. If you rent, you also have to carry a rental inventory, which would be devalued each time the price dropped. An outright sale makes it possible to transfer this liability onto other people's balance sheets, namely those of your customers.

In the computer industry, everyone knows the price of hardware is rapidly declining. The only question is not if, but by how much. Our Annex Value Index, one of the computer industry's price gauges, registered IBM CPU price declines of 32% and 30% respectively in 1983 and 1984, while IBM peripherals' values declined 19% and 4% during the same period.

OUT OF RENTAL BUSINESS

What has IBM been doing meanwhile? Trying to convert its hardware rental revenues to purchase so as to get out of the rental business in a declining price market (see Fig. 1). By doing so, however, IBM is effectively borrowing from its future, while temporarily inflating revenues and earnings. What's IBM going to do for an encore when most of its rental revenue is gone?

John Opel, IBM's chairman, answering this question at the company's 1983 Boston annual meeting, stressed "the growing effect of software and service revenue which is coming on pretty strong." At the time, his comment didn't seem particularly relevant, since IBM's 1982 software revenues represented only 4.9% of total revenues (compared to 7% in 1984).

Of course, our perspective then was based on the historical information available at the time. But, Opel was privy to a much better type of market intelligence, his own business plan. Perhaps subconscious-ly, he tipped us off about how IBM will try to replace lost hardware rental revenue—by upping software prices and bringing in new marketing policies for program products. At a Boca Raton, Fla., meeting of financial analysts in March 1984, John Akers, IBM's new chief executive, echoed Opel's earlier remarks.

Following the 1983 annual meeting, Allen Krowe expanded on Opel's remarks. In May of that year, Krowe asserted to this writer that "purchase is a natural order of things." He said that as a means of explaining the reasons for a change in IBM's hardware pricing philosophy. When it comes to computer software, however, purchases are notably less "natural."

People with long memories will remember a time when systems software was "free" of charge, when its price was included in the hardware price. IBM "unbundled" its software and support charges in June 1969, five months after the U.S. Justice Department's antitrust suit was filed.

That was many years before plug-compatible mainframes emerged. Prior to 1975, when Amdahl Corp. began to ship 370-compatible processors, IBM controlled the 370 mainframe market so completely that it didn't need software as a major source of revenue and profits. In fact, with so little competitive pressure in the years before 1975, IBM was able to put through two successive hardware price hikes.

But, along with IBM's first response to the compatible mainframes, the 3033 processor unveiled in 1977, the company introduced MVS/System Extension (SE), which was termed an enhancement of the basic systems control program (SCP) and continued to be offered at no extra charge. MVS/SE, which required special microcode to operate properly, had a price tag of $1,250 a month. The same product is now priced at $2,074 per month including maintenance.

In 1979, even the basic SCPS became subject to the licensed program support, or software maintenance, charges. In August 1980, IBM introduced the separately priced MVS/SP, an enhanced version of MVS, which was followed with MVS/Extended Architecture (XA) in October 1981. MVS/XA now has an initial fee of $12,840 and a monthly tag of $4,953 including maintenance (see Fig. 3).

"MVS/XA is not an end. It's more like a journey," said Dick Williams, IBM's vice president of Data Systems, addressing a group of IBM users in February of last year. "Users can expect at least two major releases of XA per year between now and the end of the decade," he prognosticated.

Knowing what we do now, we cannot help but wonder how many of those releases will be accompanied by price hikes?

A company speaker at another IBM large-systems presentation in early 1984...
for endorsing our concept of using fiber optics to extend IBM channels. We concur that users should be able to place their high-speed printers and graphic workstations where they're needed in their organization. But we don't agree with degrading the data transfer rate.

Only the Data Switch 8044 delivers the features users are really looking for in fiber optic extension. **Compare:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IBM 3044</th>
<th>Data Switch 8044</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum speed at 2 km</td>
<td>43 Kbytes/sec</td>
<td>650 Kbytes/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum distance</td>
<td>2 km</td>
<td>5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance degradation over distance</td>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on Channel Busy Time</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power redundancy option</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote console control option</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum price/link</td>
<td>$17,000*</td>
<td>$16,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Does not include cost of dedicating new channels, if needed, at $12,500 per channel because of performance limitations.

For more information on the 8044 or other channel extension systems, write to Data Switch Corporation, 444 Westport Ave., Norwalk, CT 06851, or call John DeSantis at (203) 255-4164.
Introducing the DPS 90
Honeywell's latest very large scale information system.
It's ideal for companies with growing information management needs. The DPS 90 was designed to be the core of a modern company's mainstream information network. Capable of giving you enough control to meet challenges for years to come.

Power
The DPS 90's advanced technology and multiple processor configurations make it possible for the system to handle a company's central workload and thousands of remote users as well.

The DPS 90 provides a range of power and performance significantly above that of our newly expanded DPS 88 family. And DPS 90 is fully compatible with other Honeywell large systems.

DPS 90 can support a full spectrum of general business functions. In addition, it is capable of very high performance for large scientific and engineering applications, often executed on array processors and "super" computers.

Reliability, Availability, and Service
Operating under control of the highly interactive GCOS 8 system, the DPS 90 is engineered for maximum availability. And maximum reliability.

The DPS 90 is built to be fault-tolerant. Diagnostic capabilities have been designed into the system's hardware, firmware, and software to make fault detection easier.

And because Honeywell understands how important up-time is to customers, the DPS 90 can be configured as a completely
redundant system—making it one of the first information systems ever created offering so much performance and availability.

And like all our large systems, the DPS 90 is backed by Honeywell’s worldwide service network. Available 24 hours a day and able to be tailored to your specific needs.

Managing Your Most Important Asset

Honeywell is proud to introduce the DPS 90. With 30 years experience in the computer business, we understand how vital a company’s information system is. In fact, information may be your most valuable asset. How well you manage and control that asset will play a large role in how well your business meets future productivity and competitive challenges.

Honeywell is committed to helping your company widen its horizons. The new DPS 90 is a key element of that commitment.

For more information on how the DPS 90 can help your company meet the future in full control, call 1-800-328-5111 extension 2758. Or write: Honeywell Inquiry Center, MS 440, 200 Smith Street, Waltham, MA 02154.

Together, we can find the answers.

Honeywell
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ADAPSO criticized IBM's restriction of source code in 1983, claiming the company could effectively bundle all systems software into a single package.

declared $480,000 as the amount a user would save in software licenses by installing a 3084 processor instead of two 3081-K processors. When questioned about the meaning of this figure, the IBMer said that a conservative estimate of monthly software charges in large dp shops was about $10,000 per month. "The $480,000 figure, therefore, represents the software savings over a four-year period," he explained.

“But, why not use the present value?” he was asked by a member of the audience. “Wouldn’t the cost of money be a factor in any such real-world analysis?”

“That’s to provide for some future price increases,” the IBM speaker replied after a slight pause.

RESTRICTS SOURCE CODE
To users, and to vendors competing with IBM, last February’s software announcements also brought a continuation of IBM’s restrictive practices regarding the availability of source code for certain products—VM/XA, DFSORT Release 7, IMS/VS—and/or the bundling of software products that were previously available separately (e.g., IMS/VS Version 2). Still relatively new for IBM, restrictions on source code and the prohibition against decompiling object code started about two years ago, on the eve of the first customer shipment of XA in March 1983.

ADAPSO, the Washington, D.C., software and services trade association, took a dim view of IBM’s actions at the time. In May ’83, ADAPSO’s board passed a resolution stating that such IBM policies “have the potential to be anticompetitive and to constitute unfair uses of market power.” Criticizing specifically IBM’s bundling practices, ADAPSO’s 1983 White Paper concluded that “if IBM follows the trend to its logical conclusion, IBM will eventually market all of its systems software in a single bundle.” (ADAPSO has subsequently withdrawn that White Paper from circulation and claims it is in negotiation with IBM over the matter.)

ADAPSO’s charges seem to have had little effect on IBM’s subsequent moves. As evident in its February 1985 software announcements, the company has additional new software marketing and pricing tactics that may turn out to be historical IBM milestones.

With its new version of the Unix operating system, for example, IBM will for the first time charge a license fee that depends on the level of the software’s usage. The fee will be determined by the number of Unix-user terminals attached to the licensed processor. While one might have expected IBM eventually to implement usage-based pricing as another means of raising revenues and therefore profits, it is interesting that IBM chose Unix as its first usage-priced program product. By using it on a new product first (and a non-IBM product at that), the company is at least showing some sensitivity about not aggravating current products’ users too much all at once. But before relaxing, users should remember that many of IBM’s current, widely used practices had their beginnings with some relatively inconsiderable products. For example, the volume purchase agreements (VPA) started in July 1980 with the lowly 3277 terminal. Now VPAs are spread right across the company’s major product lines.

Based on past experience, one might also have expected IBM to implement some of its XA software in microcode. The reason would be that, in similar fashion to the MVS/SE introduced on the 3033, XA microcode would make it harder for IBM’s plug-compatible mainframe competitors to keep up with IBM. The carrot for users would be that certain software would perform better with the microcode than without it. Well, IBM’s DFSORT Release 7 represents the first such move by IBM for an XA product. The company claims the product offers better sorting performance than previous releases.

It is also interesting to note that IBM’s announcement did not specifically state that a part of the DFSORT’s function would be implemented in microcode. Instead, a new term—sorting assists in 370-XA mode processors—was used. Since the implementation of these sorting assists for DFSORT required a specified engineering change (EC) level of the 308X and 4381 processors, it seemed that the term might have meant an implementation in microcode. Upon checking with IBM, a company spokesman confirmed that that is indeed what is meant.

ALLEGED BUNDLING PROTESTED
Possibly the foremost instance in February’s software introductions of IBM employing a traditional anticompetitive practice is the merging of several formerly separate products into one in the XA version of IMS/VS, known as Version 2. It was the similar, alleged bundling of the previous IMS/VS Release 1.3 (the last non-XA release of IMS, which was shipped late on a “managed availability” schedule last June) that is the focus of a private antitrust suit against IBM filed last August by BMC Software Inc., Sugar Land, Texas (see “BMC Goes After IBM,” Jan. 1, p. 72).

The new IMS/VS version, like the contested Release 1.3, combines the once-separate database, logging, and database recovery control (DBRC) functions into one package, which IBM termed the database system. The price of the database system ($3,900 per month for Version 2 versus $2,427 for the equivalent Release 1.3 products) is equal to the sum of its individually priced components, which IBM says are optional and can be ordered separately.

On the surface, it seems that there is no problem for either a user or a software competitor. The IBM software features seem available as a bundle or separately, at the user’s option. But there is a catch. Since the logging and DBRC features “are fundamental to the installation and operation of the IMS/VS Version 2 Release 1,” according to IBM, “all IBM system testing includes these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIG. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THREE-YEAR COSTS OF LARGEST IBM COMPUTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (MIPS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price/Performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Maintenance = present value (PV) of 36 monthly payments, 12% discount rate
2 Systems software costs = initial fee + PV of (basic fee + LPSC + SCP) [LPSC = licensed program support charge]

Source: Annex Research
Some people just ask for trouble.

Isn't it amazing just how many people go around looking for trouble?

Why, we're willing to bet there are people in your DP department this very minute flirting with disaster.

They're running the risk of a JCL error, a network breakdown, or some other equally unpleasant catastrophe bringing the whole kit and caboodle to a screeching halt.

When all they have to do to keep things running smoothly is use one of our incredibly efficient software programs.

**JCLCHECK™ software catches all JCL errors.** And gives you complete, on-line validation and concise diagnostics. Plus full documentation on a job stream or entire production system, suitable for insertion in the run book.

**The ProDict™ program puts time on your side.** It's an automatic, on-line dictionary of all your production jobs, data sets and programs, that can save you the hours, days, even weeks now spent manually searching listings.

**NetCheck™ software takes the stress out of taking control of your CICS network.** It lets you organize your network into manageable groups with easy-to-remember names. It also lets you bring up the network in just minutes. And troubleshoot problems in seconds. So things get done faster, with you in control of your network—instead of the other way around.

All in all, our software programs offer a reliable, long-term solution for making life in the DP department a lot less troublesome.

Still, some people are destined to find these things out the hard way.

To that we can only add, better them than you.

Yes, I want to stop living dangerously. Send me details on:

- The JCLCHECK program.
- The ProDict program.
- The NetCheck program.
- Have a representative call me.

© 1985 Triangle Software Company. JCLCHECK, ProDict and NetCheck are trademarks of Triangle Software Company.
functions." This means that the customer must first install all three features and then de-install those he does not want. For example, if he wants to use a competitive logging product, he must first install IMS's as part of the database system and then remove it.

This means some extra work and inconvenience, to be sure, but it still does not seem to preclude an independent software vendor from selling its logging product to an IMS user. So, what then got BMC Software so agitated as to file an antitrust suit?

The software vendor alleges that when removing the optional features from IMS Release 1.3, the IMS system generation (sysgen) produces error messages. We'll have to wait until the first quarter of 1986 when the new IMS/VS product is shipped to see if it suffers from the same affliction. By the way, BMC had marketed a logging product of its own before IBM announced in November 1982 that it would also start offering its own logging feature within IMS/VS.

IMS's alleged bundling notwithstanding, the most significant part about the IMS/VS Version 2 announcement from the users' standpoint was, once again, the planned increase in prices. For a complete IMS system that includes both the database and the data communications features, IBM's basic monthly fee is $8,900; software maintenance charges account for an extra $1,465 a month. That's a twofold increase over the charges for equivalent products in the previous IMS release (designated 1.3, which is not yet generally available), and about a threefold hike over the charges for IMS/VS Release 1.2 (which is the only one currently available). Since 1980, the prices of IMS/VS have increased fourfold.

**IMS NOT HIGHEST INCREASES**

Although substantial, the IMS increases are not the highest among the XA-type software. The top place belongs to commercial customers' favorite compiler, one of the program products most widely used by users and vendors alike, COBOL. Its prices have increased fivefold in the last five years.

It is not surprising, therefore, that IBM is driving users so hard toward XA. To convert to MVS/XA, IBM's February announcements included a limited time offer worth up to six months of "free" software. (IBM will waive or defer charges.) For an average new MVS user, the offer may be worth about $11,000 a month for up to six months. Considering the tripling and quadrupling of XA vs. non-XA software prices, however, it is easy to see that users' apparent initial savings may soon be erased by subsequent cost increases.

That is why each XA prospect should try to justify, on economic grounds, its decision to convert to XA on economic grounds. When asked to quantify the benefits that were attributable to MVS/XA (as compared to MVS/SP), several large IBM users could not readily do so. Some mentioned the advantages of virtual storage constraint relief resulting from XA's 31-bit addressing, but none could quantify exactly what that was worth to them so as to justify increased monthly charges. In the meantime, the benefits of XA to IBM are indisputable and are easily quantifiable from its financial statements.

It should surprise no one that the most widely used products have experi-
enced the greatest price increases under XA.

Are there any limits to how much IBM can charge for software? In 1956, the company signed a consent decree to settle the 1952 antitrust lawsuit brought on by the U.S. Justice Department. One of the provisions of the consent decree was that IBM from then on was to offer customers products on a purchase as well as lease basis. IBM's previous lease-only policies were viewed by the government as giving the company too much power in the data processing market. In 1956, IBM was an $892 million company and virtually all of its computer and punch card tabulating equipment was installed on lease.

IBM's 1984 revenues were almost $46 billion, or over 51 times greater than in 1956. Today, most of its hardware is purchased by customers. That is not the case with software. IBM offers software on a lease-only basis. Maybe that's why, as the trade press has recently reported, IBM is seeking to have the Justice Department scrap the 1956 decree.

IBM's lawyers have actually argued in court that IBM doesn't really lease its program products, but rather "licenses the use of copyrighted software." By trying to make a distinction between licensing and leasing, the company is hoping to get around the provisions contained in Section 3 of the Clayton Act, an antitrust statute that some of IBM's marketing practices described above (notably bundling products under a single price) would have violated.

But, the assertion that IBM does not really lease its software seems to contradict the company's own actions in the marketplace. In order to boost profits, IBM lately has been resorting to charging one-time software fees for a growing number of software packages in lieu of, or in addition to, continuous monthly payments. These one-time fees have sometimes been financed by the company's leasing arm, IBM Credit Corporation (icc), using ICC's Master Lease Agreement—the same agreement ICC uses to lease hardware—and a software amendment. Yet, IBM argues that it does not lease its software. To understand the full implications of restrictions by vendors such as those contained in IBM's software agreements, we should try to think of software, for the moment, in terms of a common industrial product, the family automobile.

BUYING IN THE DARK

Suppose a car vendor asks you to pay an amount equivalent to the purchase price of an automobile, but he still retains the title. That's to prevent you from ever reselling it. Suppose the vendor further forces you to have the car serviced only at his garage. This he accomplishes by not releasing the technical specifications of his car so as to prevent independent mechanics from learning how to work on it. Furthermore, to ensure that you keep on spending money for new models, the vendor regularly refuses to service your old car after a period of time. To top it off, the vendor's agreement also prevents you from being legally able to take the car apart, fix it yourself, reverse-engineer it, or rebuild it into a different type of vehicle. In effect, he sells you a black box whose contents only he is privy to.

Would you ever accept such a one-sided deal? Neither would I. And yet, that's exactly what tens of thousands of IBM users did when they signed the standard IBM Agreement for Licensed Programs. In many cases, of course, users had no choice, for IBM was the only supplier in town. But, in other instances, these users simply weren't aware of how restrictive a deal they were signing.

Understanding these issues is particularly important now that the computer software business is reaching significant global proportions. According to a December 1984 report by the Commerce Department, the worldwide software market reached $18 billion in 1983, with U.S. companies enjoying a 70% share of that total. By 1987 the Commerce Department expects the software industry to grow to $55 billion. Such a rapid growth will be reflected in the increased portions of users' dp budgets that will be spent on software and, therefore, the increased importance of software-related issues to user executives.

So far, American computer users haven't grumbled too much about IBM's software pricing and marketing policies. But elsewhere, users have been less reticent about speaking out.

In Britain, for example, the IBM Computer Users Association became agitated over the relatively small software price increases (12% to 15%) that IBM declared in 1984. Roger Dale, the group's chairman, even went so far as to recommend that members try to find alternatives to IBM software products.

Of course, that's easier said than done. When it comes to the operating systems software, such a recommendation is meaningless, since IBM is the only vendor supplying such products.

Users' only remaining course of action in a one-vendor environment is to try to exert political pressure on IBM through their elected representatives and the Justice Department's Antitrust Division. Other than that, there is precious little they can do in the marketplace to alleviate their situation.

Legal technicalities notwithstanding, IBM's lease-only software policies give the vendor the leverage to force the users into migrations such as the one to the costly MV/TA. The absence of a clear legal position with regard to the lease vs. license status of software gives the industry leader added advantages.

If users don't act quickly to try to remedy the economic disadvantages resulting from a software environment dominated by a single vendor, there is little doubt they'll continue paying through the nose. The three- to four-fold software price increases the XA represents are obviously just the beginning of what lies ahead. If IBM is to meet its stated financial objectives, more price hikes are yet to come. Users can ignore such prospects only at their peril.

Bob Djurdjevic is a computer industry analyst, president of Annex Research, a Phoenix-based computer research and consulting firm, and publisher/editor of Annex Computer Report, a monthly newsletter.
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CIRCLE 77 ON READER CARD
The debate continues over using Social Security numbers for other than their original intended use.

YOU KNOW MY NAME, LOOK UP THE NUMBER

by Robert Ellis Smith

In Pennsylvania there is a four-year-old Native American who has become the unlikely focus of the escalating debate over the use of Social Security numbers in the nation’s largest computer systems.

Ever since the conversion to automated data processing, just about any governmental or private organization that keeps personal information has demanded a person’s Social Security number (SSN). In the 1970s there were constant fears about the implications of this, but now there is a real chance that each person may for the first time earn the right to refuse to provide a Social Security number and still be able to receive a government benefit and perform commercial transactions.

The 1973 landmark report by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare that led to most of today’s array of privacy laws says, “We recommend against the adoption of any nationwide, standard, personal identification format, with or without the SSN, that would enhance the likelihood of arbitrary or uncontrolled linkage of records about people, particularly between government or government-supported automated personal data systems. What is needed is a halt to the drift toward a Standard Universal Identifier.” But that drift continued through the 1980s and now the Social Security number provides not the likelihood but the actuality that personal information in disparate databanks may easily be linked. That, in fact, is the main reason that SSNs are collected. Government agencies use the numbers as a means of matching computer records to detect fraud or duplication, and commercial organizations use them because credit bureaus, the switchboard for much of the personal information exchanges in the private sector, usually retrieve data by Social Security numbers.

The leader of the nascent anti-Social Security number movement, if that is what she is, is named Little Bird of the Snow. Her father, Stephen J. Roy, is of the Abenaki nation. After the little girl was born in Williamsport, Va., in 1980, Roy and his other child, Renee, buried the baby’s placenta so that her spirit could take root. An imprint of a bird in the snow appeared to the father to be a sacred sign—hence the baby’s name.

Roy feels that Social Security numbers are part of a “great evil” used by computers to rob people of their spirits. The great evil, he says, consists of three parts: the widespread use of computers, people’s acceptance of that use, and the proliferation of weaponry that employs computer technology. Roy and his wife, along with Renee, have SSNs, and Roy does not object to receiving numbered food stamps or numbered checks from the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) assistance program. Roy refused, though, to provide a Social Security number for Little Bird of the Snow and so she has not qualified for food stamps, AFDC, or state medical assistance. Roy filed suit in federal district court, asking the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare to provide benefits to his family anyway.

NUMBER CREATED BY NAME

U.S. District Judge Malcolm Muir, who presided over the trial last May, was sympathetic. He found Roy’s religious views “sincerely held” even though the government agencies found the views irrational. After hearing Roy’s objections to computerization and the government’s plans regarding Social Security numbers, the judge said that he was not convinced at all that Roy’s beliefs are irrational. The judge even looked down from the bench and made a suggestion of his own. Would Little Bird accept a number created from her name? The judge himself converts numbers into words as a way of remembering telephone numbers and other digits. As an example, Muir calls the chief judge in his court Philippino Ovenpot, simply as a way of remembering his colleague’s phone number. Using this system, the judge determined that the little girl’s number translates to 515-94-1802. A government witness said that, yes, the bureaucracy could go along with this, even though the first three digits would indicate that the number was issued in Kansas, not Pennsylvania, and even in Kansas the judge’s created number would be 30,000 numbers ahead of SSNs currently in use. (The first three digits indicate the state in which an SSN is issued, counting from east to west. The middle pair indicates approximately when it was issued, though it does not directly represent the year of issue.) Further, the Social Security Administration computers reject “impossible” account numbers (the administration makes this program available to other users and verifies numbers submitted by various state agencies), and so some accommodation would have to be made. Ultimately, however, the father, although intrigued with the idea, refused to accept it on grounds that it was still an enumeration.

On the last day of the trial, Stephen Roy dropped a bombshell. In testifying, he disclosed that Little Bird of the Snow, in fact, had an SSN assigned to her at birth. That is not unusual for babies born to families receiving public assistance. But the parents had returned the number and asked that it be revoked. Had Roy’s lawyer been told this? Yes, responded Roy, but the lawyer had not paid attention at the time because he was playing with a Rubik’s Cube.

Judge Muir did not order the case moot. Instead, he held that the SSN require-
Little Bird of the Snow's case, a key test of SSN necessity, has reached the U.S. Supreme Court.

WHO'S GOT YOUR NUMBER?

Here are some examples of organizations using Social Security numbers.

Credit bureaus. These computerized clearinghouses of data about consumers' use of credit cards and charge accounts generally retrieve files for their subscribers by Social Security number. The number is also used to prevent mistaken identities.

Retail stores. They ask for Social Security numbers on credit applications so that they may query the credit bureau and also report the SSN to the credit bureau for credit applicants on whom the credit bureau has no file.

Banks. Federal regulations require depository institutions to collect Social Security numbers on account holders and to report numbers and interest paid to the Internal Revenue Service. There is a fine for tax information reported to the IRS that does not include an individual taxpayer number. Banks often require an SSN on a loan application and use it to access the credit bureau. Federal law does not extend to loans, safe deposit boxes, and other bank services, but banks usually request that customers supply the number on each of these as well.

Major oil companies. They ask for the SSN on credit applications in order to query the credit bureau. Some service stations now demand the number, and often the card itself when a customer uses a credit card.

Supermarkets. They demand SSNs on applications for check-cashing privileges. Some food stores query check validation services by SSN.

Check validation services. For a fee, these companies answer telephone or computer inquiries from merchants with regard to personal checks presented by customers. Most services use a driver's license number or a bank account number for retrieval. In many states, the driver's license number is the Social Security number.

Utilities. Local telephone companies regularly demand SSNs from new customers who do not post a deposit or have well-established payment records for telephone service. The companies claim they need the number to track down non-payers at a later date. Although telephone company representatives do not announce this, they will acquiesce if the customer objects to providing a number. Gas companies and electric utilities have similar practices.

Insurance. Many companies use the SSN as a policy number, and just about all keep the number on file at one point. Casualty companies use it to match motor vehicle data. Life insurers have less need for the number, but most collect it. Most health companies have begun to use the National Electronic Information Corporation in New York City to channel claims from hospitals and doctors. The SSN is not required on claims processed by NEIC.

Hospitals and doctors. Consequently, most health providers need to collect the number, although there is disagreement as to whether it is advisable to use the SSN as a patient ID as well. Just about all publicly supported hospitals use the SSN as a patient ID. Veterans Administration hospitals, of course, simply use a retiree's military service number, which since 1965 has been the Social Security number.

Motor vehicle departments. The federal National Driver Register was an impetus for motor vehicle departments to begin collecting SSNs on licensed drivers. Later the register reversed its policy and discouraged its use. Now just about all states collect the number; about a third require it. Fifteen states use it as the driver's license number. Thus, it is displayed on the face of the permit. Each of the 51 motor vehicle departments are asked by the Selective Service System to provide names, addresses, and Social Security numbers on all young men eligible for draft registration, and all but one comply with this request.

Employers. The most legitimate demand for the SSN is by an employer, who must report earnings by number to the IRS, Social Security Administration, and state unemployment compensation boards. Consequently many companies use it as an employee ID, displaying it on badges, mailing labels, bulletin boards, and elsewhere. Many ask for the SSN from an applicant so that they may query a credit bureau or other clearinghouse of "black lists" about potential employees.

Schools and universities. Just about all colleges now use the SSN as a student number. State-supported institutions are restricted under the Privacy Act from requiring students to disclose their numbers, but few students—or college administrators—are aware of this. High schools generally do not collect or use the number, but the Social Security Administration in the welfare and food stamp programs is unconstitutional as applied to this family because it violates their religious freedom. He enjoined state and federal agencies from denying benefits to the family, as they had done. Further, he barred the Department of Health and Human Services from "using or disseminating" the SSN it had assigned to Little Bird of the Snow at her birth.

In a pending appeal to the Supreme Court, the federal government claims that it has a compelling interest in getting numbers from all beneficiaries to verify sources of income and to combat fraud. The Department of Justice says, "Each year [computer matches] uncover more fraud and abuse. Interjurisdictional matches cannot be performed without SSNs because they are the only common element in the data systems of the various states. SSNs are required for all members of a household, including children, because the various databanks that are consulted to verify eligibility and detect fraud may contain information about each member of the household. . . . Although certain types of intrastate matches may be performed without SSNs, the reliability of those matches is significantly less than matches performed with SSNs."

The government is certainly right that just about all government databanks use the SSN as a numerical identifier, either as a means of retrieving information or of accurately identifying persons with similar names. But government officials who conduct matches will tell you that the SSN is a very unreliable basis for a "hit"—an instance in which a person shows up on two computer lists that are being compared.

The numbers are notoriously inaccurate in government and business files because they are rarely verified. Only when they become the basis for a computer match does the accuracy of SSNs become important. Eighty percent of the hits in one recent Veterans Administration match turned out actually to be nonhits because of faulty Social Security numbers.

CONFUSION REIGNS SUPREME

There is much confusion in this country about just when a Social Security number is required. "Although many people are under the impression that use of the SSN for other than Social Security program purposes is forbidden by law," says the 1973 HEW report, "this is not the case and never has been. The impression may in part have arisen
In the same year it was passing the Privacy Act, Congress was also amending the Social Security Act to require all members of a household receiving public assistance to supply Social Security numbers. This requirement was added to the food stamp program in 1977. The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, enacting some of the recommendations of the so-called Grace Commission on government efficiency, further authorized collecting Social Security numbers from recipients of public assistance, including AFDC, Medicaid, unemployment compensation, food stamps, and aid to the aged, blind, and disabled. The 1984 act specifically directed states to use the Social Security number to conduct computer matches to detect fraud and abuse. Another law authorizes the Selective Service System to use SSNs, and, of course, since 1961 the Internal Revenue Code has authorized their use as individual taxpayer identity numbers.

With a couple of exceptions, there are no comparable requirements on Social Security numbers in the private sector—no laws that say a person has to provide a Social Security number and no laws that say a business has to provide service if the individual chooses not to provide an SSN. One exception applies to financial institutions, which, under Department of Treasury regulations, are required to "secure and maintain" a taxpayer identification number of each person maintaining a "depository or share account." And the Internal Revenue Code requires people to provide Social Security numbers to any organizations paying them wages, dividends, or other interest.

START WAS IN CREDIT BUREAUS

The proliferation of Social Security numbers in the private sector really began with the computerization of credit bureaus in the 1970s. Formerly, the credit bureau was a small, cooperative venture established by department stores in town to keep 3 by 5 file cards on how consumers paid their charge accounts with the various stores. By the 1960s, credit had become national, not local, with the emergence of major oil company cards, travel and entertainment cards, and later, bank cards like Visa and MasterCard. The population of the U.S. was mobile, and people wanted instant credit approval when they moved to a new city. The credit approval mechanism, which essentially involved moving ledger data, lent itself well to computerization.

It was thought at the time that computerized records required a numerical identifier to verify identity and to eliminate mistakes involving persons with similar names. The Social Security number was the handiest number. Everyone knew his or her SSN. It was thought that everyone had one (not true) and that everyone had no more than one (not true). Soon, credit bureaus began to program their records so that they were retrieved by Social Security number, not name.

Any private company that did business with the credit bureau directly or indirectly now had to have the Social Security number on file. Department stores, insurance companies, major credit grantors, landlords, automobile dealers, banks, and credit unions all began asking for SSNs on applications. Because insurance companies use SSNs to process claims, hospitals and doctors' offices began requiring them. Employers, of course, had always had to report income by SSNs, but many of them began demanding the number from applicants before they were hired so that the company could query a credit bureau or similar clearinghouse about the applicant's background.

What is wrong with all this? Complaints about the Social Security number trend fall into four categories.

1. "Social Security numbers allow computers to talk about me behind my back." In fact, Social Security numbers in a database do permit easier linkage of records. This means that a whole lifetime of information—from a bank, credit bureau, mailing list firm, school, employer, and hospital—can be pooled together and used to make decisions about a person without his or her participation. Data that were gathered for one purpose then are used, with other data, to determine whether a person is qualified for benefit or transaction. The trouble is that the information used may not have been verified in the original database because it was not vital to the purpose for which it was gathered there. Those data, whether erroneous or simply out of context, take on major importance when used as the basis of a computerized decision about a person.

People want to know when data about them are being exchanged so that they can correct the data or supplement them. Often the only way to prevent abuse is by not disclosing the key to the linkage, the SSN, in the first place. For example, a Louisiana oil rig worker was unable to get work wherever he applied because a clearinghouse consulted by oil drilling companies included him in a list of persons who had filed workers compensation claims in previous jobs. The man felt this was unfair so he applied for work under his wife's Social Security number. Since doing so, he has been successful in finding work.
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at the IBM Users Computer Security Workshop

July 15-17, 1985
Marriott Crystal Gateway
Washington, DC

Here's a great opportunity to combine business with pleasure... to update your computer security skills and at the same time enjoy the attractions of our nation's capital!

THE BUSINESS...
This year's expanded program is built around hard-working, half-day, shirt-sleeve workshop sessions which focus on security topics important to microcomputer users and to users of larger IBM and IBM-compatible systems. Optional full-day seminars will be conducted before and after the two-day Workshop program. In addition, Special Interest Sessions encourage you to share problems and solutions with fellow practitioners. The entire program is aimed at putting you in touch with the information...and the people...you need to know to do your job effectively.

THE PLEASURE...
Spouses' Tour: Spouses or others in your family can enjoy a 1½ day tour taking in the sights which have made Washington world-famous. Tours include Washington's landmarks and historic buildings, Mount Vernon, Old Alexandria, and Arlington.
Washington at Twilight: After a busy Monday, attendees can relax in the evening hours, touring the most beautiful avenues in our nation's capitol while viewing the magnificently lighted monuments. Both programs are available to you at CSI's cost.
WORKSHOPS
You can attend four of the 24 half-day workshops being offered—two on Monday and two more on Tuesday. Here’s the lineup:

Monday, July 15th:
1. Strategic Planning for Small System Security—Colen H. Emerson, Fidelity Investments
3. Protecting Software in a Microcomputer Environment—Ronald J. Palenski, ADAPSO
7. Security & Control in an IMS Environment—Stewart S. Morick, Price Waterhouse
8. VM/SP Security—Frank F. Witham, IBM Corporation
9. Security and Control of CICS—Jeffrey M. Keltz, Price Waterhouse
10. Selecting the Best Vendor(s)—Jeff D. Burrus, Visn Unlimited

Tuesday, July 16th:
15. The Challenge of Securing 2000 PCs at Hughes Aircraft—William C. Boni, Hughes Aircraft
17. Guarding Against the Small Systems Threat to Mainframe Data—David R. Wilson, Ernst & Whinney
18. Lessons Learned from a PC Disaster Recovery—Steven Sklochenko, US Postal Service
21. Your Communications Skills: Key to Effective Performance—Patricia J. Gill, Alexis/Gill Associates
23. MVS Security—Anne B. Lescher, IBM Corporation
24. RACF Protection Experiences—William L. Lane, JCPenney

OPTIONAL 1-DAY SEMINARS
Sunday, July 14th:

Wednesday, July 17th:
27. Computer Crime: Prevention, Detection, Investigation—George E. Caldwell, Bell Atlantic

BARGAIN AIR FARES & HOTEL RATES
Participants can fly Eastern Airlines for 45% off regular coach fares with no restrictions. Attendees can also take advantage of deeply discounted rates (at least 36%) for luxurious accommodations at the Marriott Crystal Gateway. Exceptional values in both cases!

Here’s What Attendees Said about MICRO SECURITY ’84
“This is the best organized and administered program I have attended in over 20 years as a professional.” — Rex Crowder, Mgr. Tech. Svcs., Public Utility Comm. of Texas
“As always, well organized, a mountain of information and a pleasure to attend.” — Anne Sheridan, Sec. Admin., MONY
“Professionally planned and executed. Top-notch speakers, relevant topics.” — M. Musiant, Staff Spec., New York Telephone
“Best I’ve been to in the last 5 years.” — Clinton Marks, Dir. Sec. Adm., Gulf Oil Corporation
“One of the best conferences I have attended.” — Maria Pesella, Jr. EDP Auditor, Com/Energy Services Company
“CSE workshops/seminars are always worth attending for content, organization, contacts. The emphasis on micro security was certainly an attractive feature, but I would have attended anyway. I was very pleased to have the opportunity to see the films, all of which were new to me.” — David Puttock, Data Sec. Spec., Bank of Montreal
“One of the best seminars I have attended. Would definitely recommend it.” — Noshir Chinwalla, Sr. Sys. Sec. Analyst, ITT Financial Corporation
“To the point, informative, mind opener.” — Jeffers Hypolite, Asst. Sec., Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
“Gained invaluable insights as to direction to be taken in establishing the security function besides specific information on security products.” — Katherine McDonald, D.S. Officer, Old Kent Bank & Trust Company
“Very well organized, excellent range of security issues.” — Cathy Redwine, Data Sec. Anal. AmSouth Bank

COMPUTER SECURITY INSTITUTE
Computer Security Institute, established in 1974, is a membership organization devoted to helping its 3,000 members safeguard their information resources. Members receive the Computer Security Newsletter, Computer Security Quarterly, and a hot line service.

ACTION
For an immediate registration, or to get more information, call Computer Security Institute at (617) 845-5050. Ask for Diane.

CIRCLE 55 ON READER CARD
clearinghouse used Social Security numbers to process queries from employers.)

2. “Someone else who knows my number can do me great harm.” In 1979 the Internal Revenue Service revealed that it will provide taxpayer information to anyone who calls and claims to be the individual taxpayer. How does it verify the identity of the caller? By asking for a Social Security number. This means that someone with your Social Security number can pose as you and get information from the IRS as well as many other organizations. This can be used for investigations, extortion, or harassment.

In 1980 an investigative commission on medical confidentiality in Ontario described how this ruse was pulled by crafty investigators, like one old hand named “Ike” Eisenhauer. “Mr. Eisenhauer admitted that he frequently telephoned OHIP [Ontario Health Insurance Program] and identified himself as the person he wished to locate. . . . He mentioned the OHIP number [equivalent to the U.S. SSN], which he had obtained from the person instructing him, and expressed concern that his employer was not making the required contributions and that therefore he was without OHIP coverage. The person handling the inquiry at OHIP would then begin to discuss the nature of the coverage. By feigning confusion, Mr. Eisenhauer could usually extract the name and address of the debtor’s employer and the address of the debtor if he was a pay-direct subscriber. Mr. Eisenhauer said that this technique was common in the investigation field, and was used, for example, by finance companies, like banks and private investigators, regularly when they were attempting to locate debtors.”

A PERSON, NOT A NUMBER

3. “I want to be known as a person, not a number.” This objection is largely symbolic, but it is still real. Remember that the first rallying cry of student demonstrators in the 1960s was not “Stop the war,” but “I am a student. Do not fold, bend, or mutilate!” A Birmingham, Ala., woman has begun crusading against Social Security number use because “I am not just one of a mass of numbers in a computer.” One woman complained to Congress, “I had to give my Social Security number in order to make funeral arrangements for a friend.” A father was outraged when a hospital nurse asked him for the SSN of his newborn baby. He said that he and the mother had not yet selected a name. “That doesn’t matter,” said the nurse, “all we need is a Social Security number.”

4. “My religious beliefs prohibit enumeration.” The father of Little Bird of the Snow is not the first person to raise this objection. Most religious objections are similar to that of Robert Callahan, a California father who argues that the SSN is the “mark of the beast” by which the Anti-Christ will control mankind. Callahan refused to get a number for his infant daughter in order for her to qualify for AFDC payments. The mark of the beast reference is to a Biblical passage in Chapter 13 of Revelations about a great beast that resembles Satan:

“And he causeth all . . . to receive a mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. And that no man might buy or sell, save that he had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. . . . If any man . . . receive his mark in his forehead, or his hand . . . he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone . . . And [the beast’s] number is six hundred three score and six.”

The fear that the number 666 is the mark of the devil ossesses many fundamentalist Christians to the extent that it crops up frequently in literature circulated through informal channels in different parts of the nation. Whether or not by design, the Social Security Administration has never issued SSNs in the 666 series (nor even in the 600 series). True believers see 666s in Uniform Product Codes, assorted ID numbers, product serial numbers, and credit card voucher forms.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco last year said that Callahan’s views must be weighed against the government’s “compelling state interest” to run its social programs efficiently by computers. On the narrowest possible grounds, the court forced the government to prove at the trial level that allowing a handful of religious persons here and there to do without Social Security numbers would seriously impede administrative efficiency.

Some custodians of large databases have shown that they can keep personally identifiable files without Social Security numbers, and often without any numerical identifier at all. The best example of this is the Medical Information Bureau in Boston, which keeps computerized medical information for 700 insurance companies in the U.S. and Canada. In setting up its system in the 1960s, MIB was advised by Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Mass., to avoid using the Social Security number as an identifier.

“We were aware of the Social Security Administration’s objections to its use outside of its intended purpose,” says Neil Day, MIB’s executive director. “The number is not universal, many people have more than one, and many numbers are erroneous.”

MIB keeps a constantly changing database of 12 million to 13 million individual files, yet it has done without Social Security numbers ever since converting to automation. When an insurance company sends an inquiry on an applicant or a claimant, MIB’s system automatically retrieves the file by name, or its next logical possibility, through the grouping of similar sounding names. Two key-name dictionaries are maintained, one for surnames, one for given names. Alternate group codes are also picked up through a set of cross-references linking nicknames, maiden names, and aliases. (For more on this topic, see “Privacy and File Design Without the SSN,” Oct. 1977, p. 227.) A few other systems work the same way, with address, birthplace, birth date, or other information as backup verifier.

FBI HAS SSNS OF OFFENDERS

The FBI’s National Crime Information Center stores Social Security numbers of many of the 8 million offenders in its Interstate Identification Index, but the SSN is not at all the means for retrieving a name or verifying a hit.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service Center stores Social Security numbers on them. It uses a modification of the Soundex system, a procedure for automatically grouping similar names in a search. IBM developed an Alpha Inquiry System that eliminates the need for numerical identifiers in a large database. It is a part of its in-house privacy policies, IBM Corp., as an employer, long ago quit asking for Social Security numbers from job applicants. The number isn’t required until a person is hired.

Despite this evidence that large databases can be run well without enumeration, and regardless of the outcome of Little Bird’s case in the Supreme Court and Callahan’s in California, it is doubtful that the trend toward universal use of the SSN in personal data systems will be reversed or even retarded. Misgivings by enough people throughout the nation, however, seem to have prevented any final move to require a universal identity number, most likely in the form of the Social Security number, to be assigned for all time to each American for required use in all transactions.
PARADYNE.
FIRST WITH THE FASTEST.
AGAIN.

19,200 BPS MODEM FOR LEASED LINES
12,000 BPS MODEM FOR DIAL LINES

An unbeatable combination from the leader in high-speed data communications, the VHS 19.2 leased-line modem and the HDX 12000 dial modem. Both for voice-grade lines, both fully featured. And both backed by Paradyne's worldwide service network.

For more information on the world's fastest modems, write P.O. Box 2826, Largo, FL 33540.
Because they're so easy to upgrade, DCA's flexible network processors and statistical multiplexors can easily grow with your company. So can our modems, our network management software and our advanced 56KB-to-T1 time division multiplexors.

You see, ever since 1974 when we introduced the first commercial stat mux to the marketplace, we have built our entire product line around modular hardware and software. Every network we sell incorporates error-controlled transmission and virtual circuit switching. Plus every
part of our network is transparent, so everything is compatible.

And what's more, DCA network systems also support synchronous protocols, X.25 interfacing, camp-on, broadcast and contention functions.

So it's no wonder DCA customers feel they've made a wise, long-term investment. They have. To find out more, call DCA at 1-800-241-5793.
I just want to get my PC's on-line. With no expensive 3270/PC upgrades, no extra boards, and no coax cables. Is that so tough?

Datasync is just what you want to put your PC's online. Our Execulink™ software, together with our 874 SNA controller, will connect your IBM® PC's to your IBM mainframe—complete with full file transfer capability.

There are no hidden costs for hardware installation, logistics, or support. Instead, we add software to the PC and keep additional hardware where it belongs—at a convenient central location.

Use whatever type of network you want. The Datasync system will let your PC's go on-line to the mainframe through, around or over almost anything and everything—from cables and phone lines to PBX's and LAN's. You can even change it or rearrange it anytime you want.

And with Datasync, you also get 3278 emulation, 3270 PC-compatible file transfer, multiple session support, system print support and more. On whatever IBM personal computer you may have.*

Get on-line (and on the line) today. Call Roberta LaGasse at (408) 986-8022 for more information on Datasync systems for your IBM personal computer.

*The minimum configuration for the IBM PC is 128K RAM, PC-DOS® release 2.0 or higher, and an asynchronous communications card.
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System security is more a matter of confidence than cost-effectiveness.

by Joel S. Zimmerman

This is not the typical article on computer security. For example, the word hacker will be used only once. There—now that we’ve given the obligatory mention we can consider the real problems of security instead of tittering endlessly about freckle-faced, amateur electronic trespassers.

The purpose of this article is to challenge well-established and widely accepted computer security principles. While security is the wealthy beneficiary of lip service and sensationalism, it is a starving orphan in terms of serious industrial attention. This state of affairs may be a result of the misleading manner in which computer system security typically has come to be evaluated and justified in today’s corporate environment.

Somehow, people have accepted the idea that computer security pays for itself. Our security assessment methodologies equate secure with cost-effective. Is this a sound approach? Further, cost-effectiveness is measured against expenses of elephantine proportions to be incurred because of hypothetical threats of infinitesimal probabilities. No wonder arguments based upon these foundations have failed to convince managers to invest in security.

A radically different perspective is needed. The principle of cost-effectiveness should have the same relevance to computer security that it does to the health of the CEO’s child. Within broad limits, get the best you can afford. A child is either sick or healthy; a system is either secure or not secure. A child is given medication in prescribed dosages not because the dosages are cost-effective, but because they successfully combat the illness. Security needs to be justified not on the basis of hypothetical problems and unlikely threats, but on empirical evidence of successful challenges to system integrity. Security must be enhanced to the point that we are confident in our systems.

Today, the most commonly used approach to computer security is don’t spend more money protecting your assets than you would lose if the assets were endangered. As an alternative, I suggest we start to view confidence in our systems’ security as more important than cost. The first approach can help determine if a security system is cost-effective, but that may or may not establish our confidence that the system is secure.

The key to this difference is in the criteria “informed managers” use to decide whether or not they have achieved the best system security they ought to. When management decisions are entirely money-based, the two approaches will lead to the same conclusion. The next step, then, is to investigate whether security decisions should be based solely, or even mostly, on money. Is it wise to restrict security decisions to a money criterion? And even if it is, does this approach give us the necessary guidance in security decision-making?

It is easy to imagine how life and death might depend upon the security of a computer system. In health care facilities that use computers as real-time assistants in medical procedures and to maintain records, patients’ lives may be jeopardized if a computer fails or if data are inaccurate. Computers that monitor nuclear power stations can be called upon to react to emergencies in which a processing fault might lead to a nuclear disaster. Shall we be satisfied, in these cases, to place a dollar value on the lives at stake and seek a cost-effective level of computer security?

LIFE & DEATH & THE LAW

Besides matters of life and death, other circumstances seem to demand more than a simple dollar-bill metric for security. If state and national laws require full auditability on a particular system, or if a government contract requires classified information handling, the proper security measures must be incorporated to comply with the law and to protect the public welfare. Questions of cost should come only after determining that security has been ensured at the required level.

More mundane, but no less important, security is required for an array of psychological reasons. Every company’s success depends upon its image of stability and reliability. Management, workers, and customers all want to believe that the company’s systems are safe and dependable. The price of confidence, credibility, and a good reputation is hard to establish.

For example, suppose a bank’s computer system is compromised, resulting in a small loss. The bank makes a public statement that this small loss is less than it would cost the bank to build in protective safeguards. Therefore, claims the bank, the current security strategies are cost-effective and vindicated. Wise managers of money, the bank will continue to accept these losses due to “minor” security breaches rather than enhance its security posture.

In the opinion of this author, a scenario such as this will never be seen. One of the most valued assets of any bank, even beyond its concern for wise money management, is its reputation for security. Public confidence is an asset for which banks will pay gladly.

Suppose everything at risk in a computer system could be valued accurately with a dollar amount. Even then, today’s commonly used risk assessment methods lead to erroneous decision-making. These methods are based upon statistical fallacies and a decision criterion that is inherently too conservative.

The risk assessment methods found in most security literature, including that published by the National Bureau of Stan-
One of the most valued assets of any bank, even beyond its concern for wise money management, is its reputation for security.

Risk assessment formulas, is based upon the following type of formula: ALE = P(L) x V. ALE is the annual loss expectancy or the expected amount of money that will be lost in a year, calculated from P(L), the probability of a loss occurring in any year due to some collection of threats to an asset, and V is the value of the asset. Various methods make use of lookup tables, logarithmic transformations, and other variations on the theme, but retain this calculation approach as their base.

An example of a simple ALE calculation is shown in Fig. 1. Presume a data center is worth $3 million. Presume, too, an accurate expectation that one in 10,000 such data centers will be totally destroyed in any year by some set of threats. Using the ALE approach, the dp manager would multiply $3 million by 1/10,000 and estimate that his expected annual loss due to this particular set of threats is $300.

Now consider the sense of this approach. Who loses $300? Clearly, no one does. While 9,999 dp managers lose nothing, one poor soul loses the whole pot.

The ALE formula is based upon an actuarial perspective of the world. It is useful for an insurance company to figure out the premiums that would be necessary for a group to share a risk. Actuarial statistics are properly used to study individuals to make inferences about a group. But the inverse, studying a group to make decisions about an individual case, is not statistically valid.

Using the risk assessment analysis formula means that the expenditures for security measures could be justified up to the cost of $300 per year. Past that amount, the argument goes, more is being spent to provide security than would be lost by not providing it. This is the break-even approach to computer security.

The probability that this expected value will be wrong is 100%. It is a "point" estimate. Even in the best circumstances, you cannot expect to get an estimate exactly right, to the penny. The best statistical point estimate, the expected value, is characterized by the fact that 50% of the time it will prove to be too high, and 50% of the time it will prove to be too low.

How does that relate to security planning? If the break-even amount is accepted as the correct amount to counter your data center’s security threats, this approach virtually guarantees that you will come up short half the time. As many years as not, the threats to your system will get the better of you. This is not characteristic of a security system in which management can be confident.

While it has never been graced by a National Bureau of Standards publication, an old management proverb appeals to the common sense: "Hope for the best, be prepared for the worst, and plan for the most likely." To make management decisions based upon an expected loss of $300 is to be planning not only on the unlikely, but on the impossible. Realistically, managers should make plans based upon having no crisis whatsoever. Being security-minded, they should also be prepared, if at all possible, to confront the worst. A solid, dependable security investment against this particular threat, if one were available, would probably be approved by management even in excess of the cost-effective $300 per year.

The idea that security pays for itself is grounded in the use of break-even analysis. Few homeowners expect to break even on their homeowner's insurance. Most are glad never to collect a single penny on it. They pay for the security. Security does not pay for itself; it costs.

SECURITY BASED ON FEAR

Selling the case for computer security has not been easy or successful in corporate America. Most computer security is sold on the basis of fear. Case studies are cited to prove that enormous losses may result. Persuasion is based upon hypotheticals. Pressed for the facts, security administrators are forced to admit that the likelihood of serious problems is actually quite slim. Senior managers must divide scarce company resources among the real problems being faced right now and the hypothetical, low-probability problems prophesied for the future. Their decisions are predictable—we'll take care of security next year.

Further, as a result of buying security the company will not be any better; it is merely less likely to be any worse. Security, even at its best, seems to make little positive impact on the system. The megadollar uninterruptible power source hums along in the back room, receiving neither recognition nor praise for the power regularly the staff takes for granted. Uncounted are the number of broken confidence successfully deterred or thwarted by the firmly applied policies of password administration. When security works well everything is quiet. There are no problems. There is no praise. What impact security makes is likely to be negative and resented—rules, restrictions, delays, and costs. Systems programmers grumble about restrictions on SuperZap. Encryption eats up cpu time. Badge clips mess up blouses. It should not be surprising that many companies fail to prepare adequately for computer system security.

Americans are problem solvers, not problem avoiders. "If it ain't broken, don't fix it" is part of the American lore. We are clearly not interested in problem prevention. Schools find it necessary to send home notes threatening to have children expelled from school if their immunizations are not brought up to date. Advertisements implore us to fasten our seat belts and quit smoking. But the sons and daughters of the pioneers who won the West are not intimidated by threat of danger.

On the other hand, when a problem comes up Americans respond in a microsecond. Americans might pay attention to the possibility of an earthquake in San Francisco, but if one ever hits, the rest of the country will mount an inspirational relief and rebuilding effort. Back in the computer center, doing regular data system backups is seen as a chore, but restoring a lost database under severe time constraints would be an exciting adventure. Americans love a challenge.

Computer security is failing because it is un-American. The idea of rules and restrictions goes against the free-country nature of American employees. Security managers are pessimists who foretell of evil doings and ask people to prepare for problems that don’t exist. When security is working well, there are no challenges and no rewards.

If it ever is to succeed, computer security must be sold in an entirely different manner. The following changes are necessary.

1. Security must be based upon concrete experiences, not the fear of potential disasters.
In the 25 years since the birth of the world’s first laser at Hughes Research Laboratories, the “light fantastic” has grown from a laboratory curiosity into an indispensible tool in medicine, industry, electronics, data processing, communications, and scientific research. That first laser, built by Dr. Theodore H. Maiman, was operated on May 15, 1960. It used a flash lamp coiled around a solid ruby crystal to produce an intense pulse of red light with a wavelength of precisely 6943 angstroms. Lasers today employ various gases or crystals and operate throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. They are used as tools for cutting, welding, drilling, and marking metals; as alignment and measuring devices; as the sources of signals in fiber-optic communications systems; and as rangefinders and target illuminators in military systems. Promising new medical uses include advanced eye surgery techniques, internal cauterization, and treatment of cancer. Already used in some computer printers, lasers one day will be widely used in high-speed optical computers to process and store data.

Building blocks for what will become an electronics factory of the future are being set in place at Hughes to cut costs in manufacturing airborne radars and other avionics programs. Lasers, fiber optics, remote fiber fluorometry, and advanced optics play a part in an Industrial Modernization Incentive Program (IMIP) contract awarded by the U.S. Navy with Air Force participation. IMIP is a share-the-savings concept to reduce costs of the F-14, F-15, and F/A-18 radar programs by more than $10 million, while improving the quality and reliability of the systems. Three projects employing new manufacturing technology focus on solder joint inspection, metal fabrication inspection, and continuous chemical analysis of solutions used in electroplating printed wiring boards.

An advanced factory management system model, developed by Computer Aided Manufacturing International and Hughes, will help optimize use of manufacturing resources. The model will address interactions of all work areas within every level of the organization. It will precisely identify department production capacities, queue bottlenecks, and resource flow. Managers now must make decisions without knowing all interactions among workstations, cells, and departments.

Fine gold and aluminum interconnects in high-reliability gallium arsenide microcircuits can be bonded more efficiently with the new Hughes Model 2470 automatic wedge bonder. Designed for high-density pin grid arrays and complex microwave circuits, the computer-controlled ultrasonic bonder features a rotating bond head and digital pattern recognition and uses deep-access bonding tools. Gold or aluminum wire is fed vertically from a gas tensioning apparatus, eliminating the 30-degree feed and wire clamp used in conventional bonders. Its small “footprint” means that bond wires of 0.7 to 1.25 mils in diameter can be bonded to pads typically 2x3 mils on 3.5-mil centers.

Hughes Research Laboratories needs scientists for a spectrum of long-term sophisticated programs, including: applications of focused ion beams; electron beam circuit testing; liquid-crystal materials and displays; nonlinear optics and phase conjugation; submicron microelectronics; plasma applications; computer architectures for image and signal processors; gallium-arsenide device and integrated circuit technology; optoelectronic devices; and growth, characterization, and process technology development for new electronics materials for high-speed, infrared detection and optoelectronic applications. Send your resume to Professional Staffing, Hughes Research Laboratories, Dept. S3, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265. Equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required.
A total system solution to bar code data collection is now available for your IBM mainframe, System 34/36/38 as well as your PC/XT. Only INTERMEC can provide IBM users with total printing, reading, scanning, media, communications and software solutions that are ready-to-Implement today.

By simply plugging in an INTERMEC 5251, 3278, 3278/76 or PC compatible Wedge Reader, your IBM terminal can accept bar code data as if it were keyboard input — all with no changes to your current software.

With INTERMEC’s System Control Unit, bar code readers and printers can easily be integrated into interactive SNA/SDLC or BSC communication environments with only minimum application software changes.

For the only single source of all your IBM compatible bar code data collection solutions, take advantage of INTERMEC’s Systems Approach. It includes the industry’s broadest integrated product line, sophisticated programming languages, systems integrators and worldwide factory service. It’s all backed by INTERMEC — the world’s leading bar code equipment manufacturer.

To learn more about our IBM compatible products and Systems Approach, contact INTERMEC, 4405 Russell Road, P.O. Box 360602, Lynnwood, WA 98046-9702. Call 206/743-7036. TELEX: U.S. 152447. Int’l (ITT) 4740080.
As a result of buying security a company will not be any better; it is merely less likely to be any worse.

Confidence in the system's ability to counter this threat, on the other hand, can range anywhere from none to complete and will vary substantially from person to person.

THREE WAYS TO BE SURE

Confidence is gained in one of three ways. First, one might believe a threat will not occur. While one in 10,000 computer centers might be expected to experience an earthquake from an actuarial perspective, managers of computer centers located near known geological faults should be more worried than managers in other centers. Bombs should be of more concern to managers in organizations that are connected to the military, have ties to strongly political issues, or have received explicit bomb threats. If informed managers believe a threat will not occur, they can be confident even in a security system that has no controls. This suggests that management might rightfully reject the installation of controls that a risk analysis shows to be cost-effective. If managers believe a threat will not occur, controls are not needed to counter the threat regardless of how inexpensive they are.

The best way to gain confidence is through empirical demonstration that system controls work. Conversely, it is precisely when a threat inflicts great harm that confidence in a security system is at its least. The security officer's dream is for a monumental disaster to befall the guy next door. It proves conclusively that a problem can occur, completely changes the psychology of confidence, and often opens the door to security requests that had been long denied.

But the most common situations that organizations confront are those in which a threat is believed possible but no empirical evidence is available. In these cases, confidence is based solely on the guess that system controls will protect assets against the particular threats. This is the weakest situation and the most frustrating for security officers. If the organization receives a bomb threat, the security officer's job may face the same jeopardy as the data center. The security officer's guess may be that the system's controls are not adequate to counter a radical bomb plot. Senior management, who must authorize funds for additional controls, is guessing the other way. If the bombing is attempted, empirical evidence will show who was right. Nonetheless, the security officer will lose in either event—having needlessly cried wolf if the bombing fails, having failed to provide enough security if the bomb goes off.

If, as is argued, confidence is best
The FPS 64-bit Family: Consider Why the Most Accessible Supercomputers May Be the Fastest Way to Do Your Job.

The new 38 MFLOPS FPS-264, with 64-bit accuracy, large storage, and architecture refined to achieve a high percentage of its peak speed. For many applications, it can provide half the performance of the most popular supercomputer. Its moderate price and exceptional support liberates supercomputing from the realm of major corporate investment and puts it within practical reach of departments and teams.

How fast can you get a supercomputer up and running is as important as how fast it runs. When you look beyond peak computing speeds to the practical realities of compute-intensive analysis and simulation, odds are that nothing else can take your job from start to finish as fast as the FPS 64-bit supercomputer family. Here's why:

1. FPS protects and utilizes your existing software resources. FPS offers you an exceptional, proven software tool set. If your investment in FORTRAN is typical, the FPS Compiler will alone be a compelling advantage.

2. More applications software than for any other comparable computer. Compare quantity and quality of compatible third party software packages— for structural analysis, circuit design, reservoir simulation, fluid flow analysis, chemistry and much more—and the FPS advantage widens.

3. The FPS 64-bit family makes supercomputing speeds affordable at the department level. Even teams with remote access to Crays® and Cybers™ are
likely to find that the advantage of immediate, local access is well worth the sacrifice of standing in line for the “fastest” machines. System prices start at $300,000 (U.S.) for the 11 MFLOPS FPS-164. The new 38 MFLOPS FPS-264, starting at $640,000, achieves 4-5 times the speed of the FPS-164 on many applications programs. The multiple parallel processing units and peak 341 MFLOPS of the FPS 164/264 can run many matrix computations faster than supercomputers, for less than one-tenth the price.

The FPS optimizing FORTRAN-77 Compiler lets you easily adapt code to FPS’ pipelined architecture in a form that is nearly as efficient as hand-coded assembly language. With extensions for asynchronous I/O and for enhancing compatibility with other compilers, it is one of most comprehensive tools of its kind.

Family Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS-264</th>
<th>FPS-164/MAX</th>
<th>FPS-164</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak speed, MFLOPS</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33-341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-30}$ to $9.0 \times 10^{-30}$</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-30}$ to $9.0 \times 10^{-30}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word size</td>
<td>64 bits</td>
<td>64 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory capacity</td>
<td>4.5 MWords</td>
<td>15 MWords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum disk storage capacity</td>
<td>16 Gbytes</td>
<td>3 Gbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>15 decimal digits</td>
<td>15 decimal digits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector registers</td>
<td>4 x 2K</td>
<td>124 x 2K (max.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar registers</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>184 (max.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host interfaces</td>
<td>IBM, DEC</td>
<td>IBM, DEC, Sperry, Apollo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program Development Software: FORTRAN Compiler, Overlay Linker, Assembler, Object Library, Interactive Debugger.

Family Performance Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPS-264</th>
<th>FPS-164/MAX</th>
<th>FPS-164</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak MFLOPS</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15 accelerators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak MIPS</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak MIPS (Instructions are multi-parcel)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical MFLOPS, LINPACK Benchmark</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetstones, KWIPS (64-bit)</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 x 1000 matrix multiply, seconds</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1K$/MFLOPS (system price/peak speed)</td>
<td>$17K</td>
<td>$2.5K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cray is a registered trademark of Cray Research, Inc., Minneapolis, MN. Cyber is a trademark of Control Data Corporation. Copyright © 1985 Floating Point Systems. All rights reserved. FPS Sec5227-1
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Security does not pay for itself; it costs.

gained from an empirical demonstration that the security system works, the organization needs a way to tell what is working and what is not. As shown in Fig. 2, three concepts underlie the empirical demonstration of system effectiveness. First is the notion of quality control. The second and third relate to questions of protection. As a group, these define the most important goals of any computer security system.

The primary goal is to maintain the best possible information system assets. Herein lies yet another opportunity for shortsightedness and disagreement. For a complete security system, assets must be defined broadly. Along with computer hardware, assets include software, dp staff, documentation, and supporting facilities, all of which are critical to the organization's information resources. The security officer has a legitimate concern for all.

The most frequently ignored element of computer security is quality control. The first question every security program must ask is whether the information assets in the computer system are reliable and valid. Before worrying about protecting assets, one must ensure that assets include both the raw data and the programs used to process them. Programs, like data, can contain accidental and malicious alterations (logical errors and Trojan horses) to threaten information integrity. Hardware, staff, and documentation all must meet minimum standards of quality before they become part of the system.

QUALITY CONTROL NECESSARY

Some organizations believe that information system quality control is not part of the security officer's job. Security is viewed more narrowly to include only the domain of asset protection. This is like hiring a mechanic to keep your automobile running, but refusing to let the mechanic look at the car before deciding whether to purchase it. System integrity is what a security system keeps secure. Security's concerns include the integrity of assets as they enter the system, which is the essence of quality control, as well as the protection of their integrity as they function within the system.

Once on the system, information assets can be grouped into two broad (overlapping) classes; those that are protected from harm and those that are not. If a staff member's skills are easy to replace in the labor pool, if a data set can be replicated quickly and its loss involves no violations of confidentialities, if a new machine can be purchased cheaply to replace a broken one, then threats to these assets are inconsequential and the assets do not need special protection. For threats such as fire, one is never fully confident the threat can be avoided. Confidence is then enhanced by knowing that if the threat occurred, recovery could be accomplished satisfactorily.

The other type of assets includes all those for which protection is provided. For such resources, loss, inappropriate modification, or degradation in quality would cause significant harm to the organization. The system works insofar as it effectively shields these assets. System controls are needed, for example, to maintain the privacy of confidential data, the availability of critical data and critical staff skills, and a constant flow of electrical power to a real-time, on-line database system.

This set of postulates, then, is the framework for a different view of computer system security. It guarantees that security is pursued until managers are confident of its success, instead of only as long as it pays for itself. It has been argued that the security officer must take security out of the realm of hypothetical thought and into the world of reality. Security systems can be evaluated empirically in many cases. Two basic strategies are available: actively monitoring control systems as they are challenged, and challenging the security system under controlled, simulated conditions.

Control monitor reports are being built into many commercially available security controls. Operating system reports are being designed to print summaries of the number of times attempts were made to access data sets or execute programs for which inadequate levels of privilege were held. Some power supply regulators generate logs of the times that power spikes are suppressed, lines are filtered, and supplemental power is supplied from battery reserves. Many "user assistance" offices maintain records of the number of callers and how their information system problems are solved. These are empirical evidence that the security system is real and working. Many control system monitors and measures can be devised with some creative thought by the security officer.

An important and often overlooked use of this information is to demonstrate that the security system is not hypothetical; it is real and it is working successfully. The judicious display of control monitor information to management and staff can completely transform their perception of and confidence in computer system security. If the system is currently well secured and everything is working smoothly, people can draw several conclusions, including "We do not need security because everything is working well," or "Everything is working well because we have a good security system." Reporting data from control system monitors leads to the more desirable second conclusion.

GAMES SECURITY PLAYS

For many events, however, it is impossible to measure how well controls work because they are called upon too infrequently. Empirical demonstrations are still conditions controlled by the security officer; the system can be challenged with a simulated threat and the system response can be monitored. In the best American traditions, security becomes a game, staff become a team, and winning the game is everyone's goal. Security games serve two functions. They demonstrate how well the system works, and they get staff involved with security.

Games for computer security are easy to fabricate. Games should be designed to simulate real system threats. As security officer, hire a stranger to walk into the facility and plant a phony bomb hidden in a briefcase. How far does the person get into the facility before he or she is challenged by a security guard or staff? For advanced versions of the game, give the stranger props such as an expired identification badge or a priest's clothing. To test data controls, ask someone to try to enter a controlled error into the database system. Does the error get caught by the quality control system? See if one of your staff can make a copy of the accounting department's payroll files and deliver it to you.

Many security administrators are familiar with the so-called "penetration study." A "tiger team" is appointed and given the assignment of penetrating the system in some predefined manner. The goal may be to bring down the entire system, to gain access to a protected data set, to execute a privileged program, or to implant a Trojan horse. No matter how the game comes out, everyone is a winner. If the penetration fails, the system is demonstrably secure (at least to some extent). If the penetration succeeds, a system weakness has been uncovered and appropriate remedial actions are required. Assuming the penetration study was well designed, the question of a system threat is no longer hypothetical; it has been demonstrated empirically. Security games can thus eliminate, or at least reduce, disagreements over hypotheticals.

When nature is the opponent, games are frequently referred to as drills. Many organizations have plans for recovery from disasters such as fire, storm, or complete loss of power.

Another major advantage of these games is the opportunity they present for
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learning. Security plans carried out under emergency conditions are bound to face problems. Whether recovering from a flood, a major data theft, or a logical program failure in the middle of the busy season, staff will be working under conditions of stress and performing unfamiliar tasks. In the urgency of the moment, normal quality control procedures will be suspended. The disaster game, or drill, makes it possible for staff to become familiar with emergency conditions are bound to face.

The potential new controls are proposed. The method, then, analyzes risk around assets. Assets are enumerated, some scalar is attached to each one, reflecting its joint function of value and threat, and the scalars are added to express total risk.

An alternative is to focus an analysis on threats rather than assets. This is a useful procedure because most controls counter some particular threat (e.g., malicious file destruction, unauthorized network access, computer fire, or unspecified program code) and simultaneously protect several assets rather than being asset-specific. Further, it may be more important to address every system threat than to address every asset. Assets come and go. Although new assets get added frequently, new threats do not necessarily result. Threats are more constant.

For the security system to merit confidence, all system vulnerabilities need to be examined. For computer security to ensure the value of information assets, it must effectively guard against threats to those assets. This suggests another way of evaluating system security.

ELIMINATE THREATS FIRST

Let's consider the vulnerability assessment. Begin with an inventory of threats to system security. What possible forces could lead to the introduction of substandard information assets? Once these threats are on the system, what forces might lead to their loss, inappropriate modification, theft, or degradation in quality? Eliminate all threats that management believes will not occur. Also, eliminate those threats that would result in inconsequential harms.

The items remaining on the list are threats that have a nontrivial likelihood of happening and, assuming they were unchecked, would cause significant harm to the organization. As explained above, confidence in the system's abilities to counter these threats comes from two sources—empirical demonstrations and guesses. Whenever possible, of course, the former are preferred. Sometimes, particularly when a system is being built, guesses afford the best information available.

Within computer security, the best source of information about system threats (in the absence of empirical data) may well be the collective judgment of informed staff. Staff will be most able to identify threats to the data system and judge the ability of system controls to counter these threats. If this information is gathered carefully and scientifically, it can fill the void when empirical evidence is unavailable.

Next, management must view the list of threats and decide how confident they are in the system's security controls. This can be measured on a subjective rating scale if so desired, or it can be as simple as a bivariate consensus of satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Vulnerabilities are identified as those threats for which management does not have satisfactory confidence in the security system.

The vulnerability analysis can become the basis for decision-making, in just the same way that risk assessment was. Unacceptable vulnerabilities can become priority items for additional controls. Where confidence in preventive controls is low, new importance may be assigned to the process of contingency planning until the confidence in recovery plans is suitably high.

Cost-effectiveness, needs to be redefined, not abandoned. Control mechanisms should be studied to identify alternative ways of counteracting threats that may cost less yet retain a satisfactory level of system confidence. Using simulation games, less costly controls can be attempted, to see how well they function under attack.

In the end, computer security will not be viewed as an exercise in fear of the unknown. It will be established as the careful management of threats. Staff will stop thinking of security systems as restrictions against their freedoms. Rather, they will see themselves as members of the team, working together for the protection of information resources.

Joel S. Zimmerman is president and founder of Computer Security Inc., a Williamsburg, Va., firm that provides advisory services on computer system security and data integrity. In addition to his consulting work, Dr. Zimmerman is an adjunct faculty member in the graduate MIS program at George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

Reprints of this article, as well as all other DATAMATION articles, including those printed in 1984, are available in quantities of 100 or more. Details may be obtained by telephoning Suzanne Tecza, (212) 605-9731, or by writing to DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.
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Data-driven screen design gives new power to those designing mainframe applications.

PAINTING A NEW PICTURE

by Frank Sweet

Two forces—widespread computer literacy and the advent of today's application generators—are transforming the way dpers develop mainframe applications. Together, these forces can help us achieve a three-to-five-fold improvement in functions delivered per person-day. This two-part series begins here with a look at the impact of data-driven prototyping on on-line screen design. Next, in "Managing Data Driven Development," we'll consider the effect of modern tools.

Our users, veterans of the micro revolution, have become more interested in substance and less in form. Instead of expecting us to tailor each on-line screen to individual taste, they assume we have a stock reperto­ry of standard designs into which their data is inserted. Yesterday they wanted to specify whether the page number or date went at upper right or upper left. Today, as long as we’re consistent, they really don’t care. Instead they ask for partial-key searching, scrolling, and hierarchical data menus.

What seems to be emerging is an application design approach that differs in three ways from what we’ve done before. First, it emphasizes off-the-shelf components that we assemble into finished applications. Second, it focuses more on data to be processed than on procedures to be automated. Third, user-developer design negotiations center on selecting features or functions from a catalog listing each option's usefulness and price.

Consider such an approach applied to on-line database updating. We’ll examine a prototype screen and see how to derive a screen-flow diagram. We shall see that some functions come with a standard prototype while extras cost more.

The prototype screen, shown in Fig. 1, is a general purpose building block. It doesn’t include every feature a user might want, but it does the job as effectively as many handcrafted screens would, and it’s implemented at minimal development cost. It is not meant to handle every conceivable requirement, but merely as a starting point for opening negotiations with our customer. With it, we can derive a screen-flow diagram from any given data structure diagram. Indeed, data-driven design is so named because we’ve found that we produce rugged designs quickly by developing a data structure diagram for a proposed application, then deriving the screen flow from it.

The prototype has two sections: screen top and screen bottom. Screen top displays one occurrence of a database record (a vendor, in the example). Screen bottom shows several occurrences of a record subordinate to the one at screen top (e.g., the vendor’s purchase orders). In other words, each screen displays data from two record types: a single parent or owner record, and multiple occurrences of a dependent member record. We stack such screens hierarchically, as deeply as required by the application. Each application's screen top expands one line from the prior screen bottom.

The screen provides many functions to the crt operator, which we will list. We shall see that some functions come with a standard prototype while extras cost more. In other words, designing on-line applications is rather like selling automobiles. Each off-the-shelf screen comes with standard functions already built in. Once its data content is negotiated, it can be delivered in this form almost overnight. We “standardize” those functions that users consistently buy. Additionally, we offer a selection of extra-cost features. Some are performance options, others are vanity options, all cost more.

A selection list of standard and optional functions has two uses: it helps us avoid reinventing each new application, and it enables our customers to choose functions intelligently. It avoids reinvention by providing developers with a shared set of terms and concepts. By sharing our understanding of the functions, we share our solutions, which yields application-independent code we can all use.

Intelligent choice by users avoids the most common negotiation pitfall—the way we listen. When users ask, “Can your system do [whatever]?” we too often hear, “Given the state of the dp art, is it technically possible to program a digital computer to do [whatever]?” That’s not what they asked. What they asked was, “Is [whatever] included in your proposal?” There are only three valid answers: “Yes, it comes with the standard model,” “Yes, but it would cost you X dollars and Y days more,” and “No.”

WON'T TOLERATE SURPRISES

Experience teaches that people will gladly pay if they know the price in advance. They will wait patiently if they trust the delivery date. They will even accept our inability to provide something economically. But they will not tolerate being surprised. In short, a list of functions and their costs gives our customers a firm base on which to select what’s worthwhile. It helps avoid the time and effort to build marginally useful features which, if they’d known the cost, they never would have requested.

Screen functions come in three categories: data control, window control, and data validation. There are standard and optional functions in each group. When a modern application generator with skeleton code is used, each screen costs between five and nine person-days to develop. This cost, as well as those given below for optional functions, includes time spent nego-
tating about features and writing the users' instruction manual.

Data control lets you update the information in the database. The three standard data control functions are add, modify, and delete. Two optional functions we furnish at extra cost are screen-top add and automatic audit trail.

Add. You may add records by finding an empty line at screen bottom, typing the appropriate column data into the line, and pressing the add function key. You may not add a screen-top record, but every record in the application appears at screen bottom on at least one screen. Also, all the data elements of the record may not fit on a screen-bottom line. In this case, put in what does fit and use the modify function of the next lower level screen to finish the job. (See also the "blank" standard window-control function and the "screen-top add" optional data control function.)

Modify. You may type data into the slots on the face of the crt, overlaying what's already there. When you press the modify function key, the file is updated. There are some slots into which you will be unable to type data. Each is protected from keyboard entry for one of two reasons: it is a record's ID number and can't be changed without jeopardizing the integrity of the database, or it is derived data, displayed for information purposes only (a summary total or a code translation, for example) and updating it would be meaningless.

Delete. If you put the crt cursor on a line at screen bottom and press the delete function key, that record will be erased from the database.

Screen-top add. This optional function provides a dataless screen top into which you may type all the data for a new record. It avoids the two-step add described above for records too big to fit into one screen-bottom line. The cost is three person-days.

PERMANENT RECORD OF CHANGES

Automatic audit trail. With this optional function, the program keeps a permanent record of every change made to the database from the screen. Automatic audit trail records the author, time, and date of each change. Cost is four person-days.

Window control functions let you browse through the database and control whatever is displayed on the crt. Standard window controls are scroll, search, select, pop, top, out, swap, blank, and help. Extra-cost options are skip-screen select, in-place select, and inhibit first-time list.

Scroll. The standard scroll function provides four function keys—page forward, page back, line forward, and line back—to manipulate screen bottom.

Search. The prototype screen has two search-key slots. If you type a screen-bottom record's ID number into the left one and press the search function key, the list of lines will appear in ID number order starting with the number you specified (or as close as it can get). The right-hand search-key slot similarly sorts and searches based on the names or descriptions of screen-bottom lines.

Select. The prototype provides two methods of selecting a screen-bottom line to be expanded into full detail at screen top. First, put the cursor on the screen-bottom line you want to expand and press the select function key. Second, if the line you want is not presently showing on the displayed screen-bottom page, you may type its ID number into the left search key (or its name into the right search key) and press the select-function key. Either way, the crt screen is replaced with one showing the selected record at screen top and a new list of more detailed items at screen bottom.

Pop. Returns you to the prior screen, the next higher level, the one from which you last did a select. It essentially collapses the screen-top information into a single line at screen bottom.

Top. Has the effect of a large number of pops; it takes you back to the first screen in the application.

Out. Has the effect of an even larger number of pops; it gets you out of the application entirely.

Swap. Switches screen bottom between two or more lists. For example, given a screen showing a vendor at screen top and a list of purchase orders at screen bottom, swap replaces screen bottom with a list of invoices or with a catalog of products for that vendor.

Blank. Clears all the data out of screen bottom so you have room to add lines. The top line is left in place as an example of how to type new lines in.

Help. Displays an explanation of all the functions available on the screen you are using.

In-place select. This extra-cost option provides an additional search-key slot in screen top. If you key a new screen-top
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Experience teaches that people will gladly pay if they know the price in advance.

record ID number into it (a different vendor number, say, on a screen that already gives vendor details) and press the select function key, the new record will be displayed. This lets you switch screen top from one

Skip-screen select. This second extra-cost optional function lets you invoke a detailed screen without working your way down to it hierarchically. It would display a single purchase order in detail, for example, without making you first select its vendor. Cost is one person-day.

Inhibit first-time list. The third extra-cost option conceals screen bottom the first time you invoke a screen. If you select a vendor from a screen-bottom list of vendors, for example, the vendor would be expanded to screen top, but its list of purchase orders would not be displayed. (Of course, you could then force it to be displayed by pressing the search function key.) This option is offered when the user feels the CRT operator could become startled but · confused first time you invoke a screen. If you attempt to delete a line from screen bottom (a vendor, say), the program checks that there are no lower-level lines under it (purchase orders, for example). If there are, you'll see an error message and the line will remain.

Soft-set validation. When you add to or modify a record, this extra-cost option verifies that a specific piece of the record's data is valid by looking it up in a table or in another file. It is useful but cannot guarantee data integrity, because someone could change the table or file after you've updated the record. Soft set is available in two levels of severity. The first (warning) means that invalid data produces a message, but the update is accepted anyway. The second (error) means the update is not allowed. The cost, for each piece of data so validated, is one person-day.

Hard-set validation. This extra-cost option also looks up a piece of data in another file to see if it's valid. But, in addition, it locks out subsequent updating of the other file, which would risk data integrity. Hard-set validation of purchasing agent ID number in a purchase order record, for example, would prevent any application from erasing that agent from its file as long as any purchase order refers to it. Cost is three person-days for each piece of datum.

How many screens should an application have? What data should be on each one? How should the CRT operator navigate among them? The answers hinge on the fact that in a finished application, screens are arranged hierarchically. In other words, if the operator selects a vendor from a list of vendors, it invokes a screen detailing that vendor at screen top and listing its purchase orders at screen bottom. Selecting a purchase order summons a screen with that PO at screen top and several line times at the bottom, and so forth.

This means an application's process flow—the way CRT operators navigate from screen to screen—depends on its data structure. Bachman diagrams show data
There's no argument that in today's business arena, 2400bps full duplex dial modems provide the lowest cost and fastest route to data communications. But of all the modem manufacturers that are promising you great dial line savings, there's only one company delivering the modem products you really need—Concord Data.

We offer the largest family of 2400bps modem products on the market, with features that you can mix and match to get just the data performance your business application requires. Choose from autodialing, error correction, statistical multiplexing, complete diagnostics and more. We even have the world's first central site, rack-mounted modem card that operates at 2400, 1200, and 300bps. We've installed over 50,000 modems worldwide, and we're shipping thousands more each month. And naturally, we're offering revolutionary prices on our complete line. If you've heard enough talk about 2400bps dial line modems, and are ready for action, call us at (617) 890-1394 or write 303 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02154, telex 951793.

Concord Data Systems
Leading the Communications Revolution
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Bachman diagrams show data structure. Screen-flow diagrams show how screens are linked.

Structure. Screen-flow diagrams show how screens are linked. We can translate any Bachman diagram into its equivalent screen flow. We will see how.

First, though, let's review diagramming conventions. The Bachman diagram, on the left of Fig. 2, shows two boxes connected by an arrow. The boxes mean the database contains two entities: vendors and purchase orders. The arrow points hierarchically downward and means each vendor may be related to an indefinite number of purchase orders, but every purchase order must be related to only one vendor. In COBOL, entities (boxes) are called records, and relationships (arrows) are called sets. These are the terms we'll use from now on.

The screen-flow diagram, on the right, also shows two boxes connected by an arrow, but their meaning is different. The boxes mean the application has two on-line screens. One shows a list of vendors at screen bottom (and nothing at screen top). The other details a single vendor at screen top and lists its purchase orders at screen bottom. The arrow, again pointing hierarchically downward, means application control passes from the first screen to the second when the operator selects a specific record from the list.

THE RULE AND THE EXCEPTION

One rule and three exceptions help us derive screen flow from data structure. The rule is that there's one screen for each set, which means we shall wind up with as many screens in the derived screen flow as we had arrows in the Bachman. Each screen shows one occurrence of the set's owner record at screen top. It lists several occurrences of the set's member records (arrow head) at screen bottom.

The first exception to the one-set-one-screen rule involves topmost records. It applies to the data diagram's highest-level records—the ones with no in-pointing arrows (root segments in DL/I). These records are listed on a screen with no screen top. One way of visualizing this is to imagine a one-of-a-kind record (abbreviated OOK) in every application. It contains global application-control data and serves as a screen-flow entry point. If shown on the Bachman diagram, it points to every record that otherwise has no owner or parent. These OOK sets also require screens.

Incidentally, in some pointer-chain network DBMSs, the easiest way of providing the search function we described (partial-key search with dual sorted lists) is to physically implement a real OOK record in the application's database. In these situations, we could actually draw the OOK record in the original Bachman diagram and this would no longer be an exception.

The upper screen in Fig. 3 represents the vendor record's OOK set. It displays no data at screen top and lists vendors at screen bottom. Recall that screen top and screen bottom are separated by a line containing two search keys. This separator may be at different heights on different screens, depending on the amount of room needed at screen top. Here, the separator is located right under the screen's title line.

The second exception involves some bottom-most records, and is applicable if a lowest-level record (one with no arrows coming out of it) holds too much data to fit across the CRT, as shown by the purchase order line item in Fig. 4. Here, in order to display and update all its fields, we add a screen dedicated to a single line-item occurrence. Since this screen lists no lower-level records, we use the entire face of the CRT for one line item's fields. Because this is a lower-level record, there's no screen bottom and no twin-searchkey separator.

The last exception involves bill-of-material sets, and it applies when two different arrows connect the same two records. Here, both arrows translate into just one screen. Consider a Bachman modeling two different vendors for each purchase order: the vendor from whom the shipment is expected to arrive (a local warehouse, say), and the vendor who will invoice us for the purchase (a headquarters billing location perhaps). As shown in Fig. 5, we need only one screen. When we implement, we provide a function key enabling the CRT operator to swap between the two possible purchase order lists for a given vendor—those to be shipped from the vendor or those to be invoiced by the vendor.

This approach to deriving a screen flow does not mean its appearance must resemble that of the Bachman from which it came. Since the boxes and arrows of each represent different things (entities and relationships in one, screens and control paths in the other), one may have more boxes or arrows than the other. In Fig. 6, the Bachman has three boxes but the screen flow has four. The Bachman has four sets (including two assumed OOK sets) and the rule is one screen per set. The left screen's list of inventories (for a given product) includes each one's location name, pulled from the owning location record. The right screen's list (for a given location) includes product name, drawn from each inventory's product record. Although both screen bottoms are derived from the same database record, their data could be different, and current balance might be the only field common to both lists.

Also, just because each screen originates from a set joining two database records doesn't mean that when we design the screen we include fields from only those physical records. Say the screen top shows data about a vendor. This may include derived fields as well as those actually in the vendor database record. Derived fields are protected from data entry on the CRT and
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This approach may not be appropriate for all situations.

come in three flavors—cross footing, summary, and reference translation.

Cross-footing fields are those resulting from a computation of other fields in the same logical record. We may show new balance, for example, even though the database record only has old balance, debits, and credits.

Summary fields result from adding up many occurrences of the same field in subordinate records. The screen view of a vendor might include the number of purchase orders computed by adding up how many related occurrences of the subordinate record there are.

Reference-translation fields come from using a field in the database record as entry to another file or table and retrieving additional data there. The physical vendor record, say, contains a two-byte state abbreviation with NJ in it. We could display this on the screen as NEW JERSEY by looking it up in a table. Similarly, the vendor record might contain the employee ID number of the purchasing agent of that vendor. This information could be put on the screen in the form of the person’s name by first accessing the employee file.

In conclusion, be warned that this approach may not be appropriate for all situations. It is fundamentally data driven, not procedure driven. Notice, for example, that it offers data menus but assumes the operator knows the functions he or she can perform. Most older screen designs, in contrast, provide function menus and expect the operator to enter ID numbers of records to be accessed. Our reasoning here is that it makes little sense to provide menus for a dozen or so quickly learned functions and force key entry in order to select among tens of thousands of data records.

Another way of looking at this issue is that older design methods, such as functional decomposition, are sometimes understood to say systems should model procedures, not data. This means that if the user has one procedure for adding a new purchase order, a different one (perhaps even a different group) for modifying one, and a third for closing one out, the application should have one screen or group of screens for each procedure. Some of us are more comfortable with this approach. Its strength is in the fact that because application structure mimics what the user does, there's little risk of shoehorning our customer into an ill-fitting system. Its weakness is that it unavoidably models management style, and styles change. Such applications can drag, anchorlike, behind the businesses they were meant to help.

Because the data-driven approach depends heavily on the Bachman diagram, errors here cascade into subsequent work. This makes the method vulnerable if forced into a linear project development sequence. It works best where modern tools reduce programming cost to the point that we can do it iteratively—where we can start over with little cost or delay. In this situation, we may not do it right the first time. But even counting restarts we’ll do it faster, and we’ll make it easy to maintain. Once it’s done, the system will be as rugged as the data it models, evolving in pace with the changing organizations we support. 

Frank Sweet is corporate manager of data administration for the Charter Co., a Fortune 100 firm in Jacksonville, Fla.
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CARTRIDGE DATA MANAGEMENT COMES OF AGE.

Today's business microcomputers have generated an information explosion that today's data storage devices—including the highly touted, high capacity Winchestershave been ill-prepared to contain.

With one notable exception. The Bernoulli Box™ from IOMEGA. Available for the IBM PC, XT, AT, most compatibles, the TI Professional, and Apple's Macintosh, the Bernoulli Box delivers unparalleled data base dynamics. Thanks to its removable 10-megabyte cartridges (6-megabyte for the Macintosh) and its proprietary removable disk technology.

And that, more and more, is what your business needs today. Not centralised, monolithic banks of information, but data bases defined by job function and software application. Data bases that give people the versatility to work more productively.

But there is more. More performance and reliability. Transfer rates and access times faster than most Winchester. No head crashes ever. And cost per megabyte that Winchesters cannot touch.

The Bernoulli Box's cartridge capacity, portability and absolute interchangeability give your business more options. You can easily build primary data bases. You can package individualised data bases, software and all—for payroll, accounting, marketing—in convenient, dedicated cartridges. You can secure them quickly and economically in backup. And you can pack all of the data into a briefcase, an interoffice envelope, or even a file drawer.
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Give us your stains.
Your filthy dirty,
Accidents can be fatal to floppy disks. But now Polaroid introduces a free data recovery service. So, if you spill coffee on a Polaroid Professional Quality Diskette, we can help recover your data. (And most other accidents, too.) Call 800-241-4403 and we will tell you how our service works.

These Polaroid floppy disks boast a 20-year guarantee and are certified 100% error-free. And only Polaroid offers a free data recovery service. Because accidents happen.
CXI is now compatible with what’s-her-name.

That’s good to know.
It means the CXI 3278/79 PLUS coaxial connection is now 100 percent compatible with IRMA. So you can add our new hardware to your network and run all the same software she runs. Without changing a thing.

Not your mainframe application software. Not your PC software. Not even old what’s-her-name.

So if nothing changes, why go with CXI?
Simple.
Our CXI 3278/79 PLUS emulator gives you more to work with. You get one host session, one PC DOS session and two notepads. All on the same screen at the same time. No toggling back and forth between sessions. And no wasted effort whatsoever.

We’re easy to connect, too. Just slip our 5-inch board into any available slot—even a short one—on your IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible. Attach the coaxial cable to a 3274/76 cluster controller. And start sharing information direct with your mainframe.

You should know, too, all our products are now soft-loaded. Not PROM-based like IRMA. So when it comes time to upgrade, you simply insert a new floppy. Instead of new PROMs.

And that goes for our new 3278/79 STANDARD connection as well. It’s feature-for-feature identical to IRMA. Except for one thing.
It costs up to $300 less.

Interested? For a brochure about these and other CONNECTWARE™ micro-to-mainframe solutions, call us at 800/221-6402. In California, call 415/424-0700. Or write CXI, Inc., 3606 West Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

We’ll make you forget all about old you-know-who.

We don’t have all the answers, just more of them.
The EyeDentification System 7.5 could have leapfrogged off the pages of a James Bond novel. It's designed for security environments that require a high level of positive identification of persons seeking access. With the system, each person is recognized by a characteristic even more unique and personal than a fingerprint—a retinal eye pattern. Since every person, even an identical twin, has a widely divergent, unalterable retinal eye pattern, the chance of false acceptance in the verification mode is, according to the vendor, "one in a million." (But then, a lot more than a million people are trying to access computer systems around the world.)

Made by EyeDentify Inc. of Portland, Ore., the system uses a low-intensity infrared light beam to perform a circular scan and 320 readings of the vessel pattern within the eye. Each user focuses on a small pattern within the binocular unit and pushes a button. The system's microprocessor compares the completed retinal scan with the eye signature already on file in either onboard memory or a remote database.

The system's one-time enrollment takes about 30 seconds. With 1,200 signatures on file, identification takes about 1½ seconds. The enrollment and identification procedures electronically record the retinal and choroidal vasculature at the back of the eye using no laser light or potentially harmful rays, the vendor says. The system is available in both desktop and wall-mounted models.

(Such space-age technology always raises the issue of user expectations. The idea of retinal scans, after all, has been used extensively in recent science fiction movies, such as the "Star Trek" series. With such a real-life product, we perhaps unrealistically expect the same ease of use and reliability as we see in the movies, which is to the vendor's detriment; and concurrently Mr. Spock's fictional gizmos lose their luster when we know that they will be as outdated in his time as the cotton gin is in ours, to the movie's detriment. Producers of future sci-fi flicks will once again have to play the role of leading-edge R&D labs to propel new high-tech product development.)

It's been almost a year since IBM Corp. announced the 3480 magnetic tape subsystem. Initial reaction to the cartridge tape product by the dp shops that can get it is generally good. TRW Information Services Division, an early user, installed 16 of the 3480 cartridge drives at its consumer and business credit center in Orange, Calif. TRW reports that the 3480 is twice as fast as the older 3420 tape-drive model and can read 3 million characters per second, compared to 1.125 million cps on the 3420. Martin Marietta Data Systems in Orlando, Fla., just received some 3480 units, which are smaller than the 3420s. This user says it will process more tapes at faster speeds in less space. As for software support, Uccel Corp., Dallas, has announced that its UCC-1 Tape Management System will support the 3480.

In its continued efforts to separate its laptop-sized microcomputer from other models, GRiD has designed the GRiDcase portable for specialized applications within the Fortune 1,000 and the government. The vendor sees this product being used in large corporations by salespeople who calculate intricate pricing structures. It can also be used in departments of companies as well as state and Federal governments. A Tempest version will also be available.

A major difference between the GRiDcase and the vendor's other portable called the Compass is that the new product is IBM PC-compatible and comes with a 3.5-inch disk drive, as well as offering software on its bubble memory. Programs on bubble memory and diskette can both be used on the same unit. The 12-pound portable has an 80C86 16-bit microprocessor running at 4.77MHz and an optional 8087 80-bit arithmetic coprocessor. RAM is available from 128KB to 512KB and ROM is offered in user-installable ROM packs up to 512KB.

The unit's keyboard features PC-like function keys. Displays include a liquid crystal or plasma display with 80 characters by 25 lines. An optional 1,200-baud internal modem is offered. Interfaces include RS232C, Centronics, external bus connector, RGB, five-pin DIN plug, and RJ-11 phone jack. Another feature is a self-charging internal NiCad battery that lasts up to six hours with an LCD. It supports a variety of printers, including Hewlett-Packard's ThinkJet and Epson...
HARDWARE

dot matrix printers up to 160cps with graphics support, as well as most languages and development tools. GRIDCase prices range from $3,000 to $4,400. GRID SYSTEMS CORP., Mountain View, Calif.
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MAINFRAME SERIES

The DPS 90 is a large-scale mainframe computer line that includes dual-, triple-, and quad-processor models, plus a fully redundant version. It can be configured to deliver up to three times the processor performance of the Honeywell DPS 88, the vendor says.

The DPS 90 includes the functional hardware capabilities of an array processor for scientific and engineering computing. According to the vendor, this DPS 90 series has been designed to fill three objectives for the vendor: to meet user requirements for growth platforms and investment protection, to distribute more automated productivity throughout an organization, and to deliver total solutions for manufacturing and other specific industries.

The system is targeted at the Fortune 500 and government accounts with the DPS 88 systems currently installed. The DPS 90 runs under GCOS 8 and supports software running on the DPS 88. A new version of FORTRAN produces the instructions to use the integrated array processor. The system supports the vendor’s Solution Center products for nontraditional end users and Development Center tools for dp professionals.

A large-capacity disk subsystem available with the DPS 90 complies with the Federal Information Processing Standards. It will also be available for the DPS 88, which will continue to be built and supported by the vendor. The mass storage processors can support up to 32 mass storage units, with optional dual, switched, or dual simultaneous channel connections. The price of the single-processor DPS 90/91 is $4 million. The dual version DPS 90/92 is $5 million, and the fully redundant DPS 90/92 T costs $6.25 million. Purchase price of the DPS 90/93 is $7.3 million. The top-of-the-line DPS 90/94, a quad processor, costs $8.35 million. HONEYWELL INC., Phoenix.
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HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT

RUNS PC AT SOFTWARE

The TI Business-Pro computer is a 16-bit 80286-based machine designed for business applications. Features include expanded memory, large data storage, and an improved human interface. It is compatible with MS/DOS software for the TI Professional Computer as well as with software written for the IBM PC/XT.

The product consists of a high-resolution 13-inch bit-mapped display in either color or monochrome, a keyboard, and a cpu that fits under a desktop. It can be used as a single-user workstation, a network server, or a clustered multi-user system that supports up to 50 personal computers. The cpu has a 150-nanosecond memory speed and 512KB of RAM that is expandable to 3.5MB without having to utilize any of the system’s eight full-sized or six half-sized expansion slots. Maximum memory utilizing the option slots is 15MB. Data storage options include a 360KB or 1.2MB flexible disk drive, a 31MB, 40MB, or 72MB Winchester drive, and a 60MB cartridge tape backup. Options include an 80287 numeric coprocessor, mouse, and speech technology.

The system uses Novell’s NetWare/ETI in its local area network configuration. The file server provides fast response time, security provisions, file and record locking, and electronic mail. Ethernet is also available. It will utilize either the MS/DOS 3.0 operating system or Xenix. It will support a variety of programming languages including FORTRAN, C, COBOL, and LISP. The base system, which includes the system unit, keyboard, serial/parallel interface, 512KB RAM, and 1.2MB flexible drive, sells for $4,000. A 21MB Winchester version sells for $5,800. Eight additional configured systems ranging in price from $4,400 to $13,700 will also be offered. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., Data Systems Group, Dallas.
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TWINAX CONVERTER

The Series II+ Twinax Protocol Converter allows attachment of up to seven parallel or asynchronous devices to an IBM System/34, 36, or 38 through the IBM twinax protocol. The product supports most ASCII printers or CRTs. It communicates with the host via standard twin axial, two-conductor shielded cable. The product will appear to the host as a 5225 printer, a 5251 model I or II terminal, or a 5291 terminal.

The twinax converter supports any combination of parallel or asynchronous RS232C devices up to a maximum of six parallel or seven total (parallel and serial) devices. Other features include on-board diagnostics, switch-selectable cable-through or line termination functions, front panel controls for reset and setup and diagnostics. The Series II+ Twinax Converter costs $2,000. Each additional port is $550. KMW SYSTEMS INC., Austin, Texas.
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VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL

The TeleVideo model 955 video display terminal features a case design incorporating a 14-inch green display, full tilt and swivel, and a small footprint. It is designed for office automation applications such as word processing, data entry, and in-house information retrieval.

It has two sets of 32 personalized function keys providing up to 64 function keys with no more than two keystrokes, and can store up to 512 bytes in nonvolatile memory. Users can switch between function keys without reprogramming. This ASCII terminal has an 80- or 132-column display and up to four pages of memory in both column modes.

The terminal also features a reconfigurable keyboard, line-by-line definable scrolling regions, and screen saver to double the life of the CRT. An amber display is offered at no additional cost. The model 955 sells for $700. TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS INC., San Jose.
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WHEN IT COMES TO CONTROLLING YOUR DATA NETWORK,

THE IDX3000® PUTS YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

Control can be a major problem with a large network. That's why our IDX3000 Local Communication System features the IDX-Net™ network controller. With IDX-Net, you handle configuration management on-line. You can manage major network topology changes, such as disaster recovery, with only a few keystrokes.

IDX-Net lets you access network control commands and diagnostics from any terminal in the network, including dial-up. This means that you, or M/A-COM's Hotline Service, can diagnose your problem in seconds without having to be in your computer room.

Programmability
IDX-Net's 68000-based network controller software provides you with the capability to interface host-resident application programs to the network. You can build-in your own custom-tailored network management features.

User convenience
In addition to traditional data PABX port contention and resource selection, IDX-Net provides your authorized users with many of the features offered by modern telephone systems. They can connect, disconnect and hold calls to multiple computer resources and execute third-party connects.

For the office of now
With the IDX3000, you can start with a small system that fits your current needs and budget, then grow to obtain non-blocking, full-duplex asynchronous communication for as many as 3072 lines, all at data rates of up to 19.2 Kbps. The IDX3000's proven T1-based technology is fault-tolerant, with optional redundancy features throughout its distributed architecture, and automatic, continuous self-testing. The IDX3000 isn't one of those products of the future. It's here now—proven, in use, and backed by M/A-COM, one of the nation's largest communication companies.

If you want to get control of your network, call or write the representative nearest you for more information. M/A-COM LINKABIT, Inc., 3033 Science Park Road, San Diego, CA 92121. Outside California, call toll-free (800) 626-6640.

Representatives: San Diego, Mat Akk, (619) 457-2340; Boston, Mike Murray, (617) 863-8420; Washington, DC, Harry George, (301) 428-2720; Houston, Charlie Burke, (713) 683-7834.

IDX3000 is a registered trademark of M/A-COM LINKABIT, Inc.
IDX-Net is a trademark of M/A-COM LINKABIT, Inc.
© 1985 M/A-COM LINKABIT, Inc.
HARDWARE

HIGH-SPEED LAN

ProNET-80 is an 80Mbps local area network. It is a commercially available token passing, star-shaped ring network. Among its features are error detection and a flexible host addressing system.

The product connects to 240 Unibus or Multibus workstations using any combination of twinax or fiber-optic cabling. In addition, the LAN is software-compatible with the vendor's original 10Mbps LAN, now called ProNET-10. Applications include that of transmitter of complex high-resolution graphic data, or a very fast host-to-host network that can be used in a distributed processing environment. The product transmits 100 meters on twinax and 2km over fiber optics. ProNET-80 is priced at $8,000 per host interface. PROTON INC., Natick, Mass.
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HALF-HEIGHT DISK DRIVE

The Q200 is a half-height disk drive that features the Small Computer Systems Interface. The fixed-sectored drive is available in formatted 53MB and 80MB versions. Average access time is under 30 milliseconds. The scsi drive also features a mechanical shipping lock. The Q200 costs $900. QUANTUM CORP., Milpitas, Calif.
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CONTROL SYSTEM

The Tricon 1 is a fault tolerant control system that uses what the vendor calls a distributed modular processing architecture that provides triple redundancy throughout, allowing virtually continuous system availability in both industrial automation and process-control applications.

By providing multiple levels of fault tolerant processing capabilities, the control system is designed to improve control flexibility and speed. The unit has been designed to withstand shock, vibration, noise, electrical emissions, and other conditions in harsh operating environments. It has a scan rate of six to 20 milliseconds for monitoring up to 512 digital points, 256 analog points, or 125 loops. An expansion chassis accommodates field terminal modules located as far as 4,000 feet from the main system.

It has an intelligent I/O. The unit distributes intelligence to the I/O stages as well as to the central processing unit level of the control cycle. In addition, all hardware in the system is triplicated. When data is captured by the system, it is split into three separate signals, each of which follows one of three electrically and logically independent paths through the control system—from input processor to main processor to output processor. Each pathway forms one leg of the system, which operates by exception.

When a signal is received at each input processor, it is examined to determine whether a change in state has occurred. If there is no state change, the input processor simply doesn't report the signal, because no new action is required. If there has been a state change, the input processor forwards the changed reading to the main processor where it is compared with those received by the other two cpus. Control outputs are then transferred to each of the intelligent output processors, voted upon, and the appropriate control measures are signaled to the final actuator.

The unit has an automatic transfer repair feature that transfers control processing to a standby backup when any module fails. The software enables users to develop their own function-block macro instructions to simplify complex programming tasks and permit installation without requiring familiarity with the system. The base price for the Tricon 1 is $12,000. A typical fully configured system would cost approximately $45,000.

TRICONEX CORP., Irvine, Calif.
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STORAGE SUBSYSTEMS

This vendor is introducing an array of data storage subsystems for IBM and compatible microcomputers. The product line features 20MB and 32MB internal and external Winchester subsystems and a combination of 20MB Winchester and 2.78MB Kodak flexible drives for the IBM PC, XT, PC AT, and compatibles.

The half-high 2.78MB Kodak drive is combined with a 20MB half-high Winchester drive in internally and externally installed versions. The vendor says the Kodak drive uses media that resemble standard floppies, but with eight times the storage capacity. The product offering also includes the 1120AT and 1132AT 20MB and 32MB Winchester drives for the PC AT. Both products run off the AT's existing controller and are ready to operate in a basic PC AT model.

With these products, the vendor includes a free copy of Backup, a high-speed backup/restore software program. The software catalogs if, when, and where a file has been backed up, allowing users to backup only files that have actually been altered. Prices range from $1,100 to $2,500.

TEAMMATE, a division of Data Technology Corp., Santa Clara.
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FIBER-OPTIC LINK

The CBE-202 is a fiber-optic interprocessor link. It comprises a parallel-to-serial multiplexer and a bus-interface module that plugs into the backplane SPC slot of a Digital Equipment Corp. computer. A duplex fiber-optic cable links the two multiplexors. The link operates at 250 kilowords-per-second and can be as long as two kilometers. The bus-interface modules are software-compatible with any operating system that's compatible with the DEC DR11-B or DR 11-W modules.

The link can be configured in several ways: for Unibus to Unibus, Q-Bus to Q-Bus, or Unibus to Q-Bus DMA transfers. The price for the CBE-202 is $4,500 per end and includes the multiplexor and the bus interface. CANOGA DATA SYSTEMS, Canoga Park, Calif.
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VIDEO DISK SYSTEM

InteraCTV is a computer-controlled video disk system that interfaces an NCR personal computer to a laser disk player, allowing for the simultaneous display of video disk images and computer generated text and graphics while also offering dual-channel navigation and music. The system provides user control over the presentation of video images, sound, text, and graphics. As an option, a touch screen may be added. Applications can be grouped into three categories: training, product sales, and promotion. The vendor will market the product to value-added resellers.

The system is composed of a specially integrated NCR pc, a laser disk player, an audio module, and one pair of speakers. The personal computer contains a 16-bit processor board with an 8088 microprocessor, a 12-inch color monitor, two 5¼-inch disk drives, 128KB of memory, interface plugs for peripherals, NTSC video signal and computer graphic overlay capabilities, an MS/DOs operating system, GW/Basic, video interactive program software, a laser disk control, video interface module, and a disk interface module. The system costs $8,700.

NCR CORP., Dayton, Ohio.
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—Robert J. Crutchfield
Model 6470 Cartridge Tape System

Thinking Big — really big!

And why not? Kennedy's Model 6470 1/4" cartridge tape drive has every reason to think that it's big — it behaves as if it were a 1/2" tape drive.

Examples:
- It uses standard 1/4" tape interface.
- It has the same functions as a larger 1/2" tape drive.
- The cost is 1/8 less than 1/2" tape drives.
- It is 1/10 the size of 1/2" drives.
- It packs more data per reel than P/E drives (64 MBYTES).
- Finally, Model 6470 operates on the same tape handlers as 1/2" drives.

Model 6470 is a start/stop device with the capability of streaming data at 37.5 IPS, providing much greater flexibility than its comparable drives.

Other features include low power consumption, consuming total power of under 50 watts, diagnostic and fault isolation, with On-Line Self Test and Off-Line Self Test Routines.

Model 6470 = it's not guilty of delusions of grandeur. It really can perform as a 1/2" tape drive. Give us a call. We'll prove it.

KENNEDY
An Allegheny International Company
1500 Shamrock Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016
(818) 957-5531  RCA TELEX 247018 K N D Y U R
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KENNEDY - QUALITY - COUNT ON IT
Now there's a new 1200 bps 2400 bps and falls back

For companies already populated by 300 and 1200 bps modems, the new generation of 2400 bps modems does not always offer welcome relief.

Unless those new modems are Rixon 1224s from CASE.

The new Rixon 1224 modem communicates equally well at 300, 1200 and 2400 bps.

To say the least.

The Rixon 1224 also boasts full autodial capabilities, complete with a speaker and front panel volume control. It even allows switching between DDD and private lines.

It features 11 indicators, 9 switches and synch selection, all conveniently located right on the front panel.

It expresses a CASE design so advanced and compact that you can fit
MODEM THAT SPRINGS FORWARD TO 300 BPS WITH EQUAL EASE

16 Rixon 1224s in a single rack.
And it lists for just $799.
Which is quite a bargain for a modem
that opens future opportunities while it
protects past investments.
It's what future-proof data communica-
tions is all about. And why CASE is
already an international leader in the field.
Find out more about CASE's new
Rixon 1224 modem and other future-
proof CASE products. Call toll free at 800-
422-2724, extension 407.
In the demanding world of financial markets, everything depends on getting the right information. Fast.

For over 30 years, America's leading futures dealers have relied on Knight-Ridder's Commodity News Services. Now, Knight-Ridder is introducing a new service and they're relying on AT&T.

Only AT&T could provide the complete system Knight-Ridder needed for MoneyCenter, one of the most comprehensive financial market information systems ever developed. The system features personal computers, printers, local area networks, and custom-tailored modems. All supported by an unparalleled national service organization.

For traders, just a few seconds can mean millions of dollars in either profit or loss. Knight-Ridder chose the AT&T PC 6300 because of its incredible speed. And also because its high resolution screen is easy on the eyes.

As Knight-Ridder's services expand, their AT&T system can too. Our unique open architecture assures that any AT&T system is flexible enough to meet changing needs and permits our products to work with other vendors' products as well.

To find out why an AT&T system is the right choice for your business, call AT&T Information Systems at 1-800-247-1212, Ext. 535.
**SOFTWARE AND SERVICES**

### UPDATES

**Zork** has sold more than 1 million copies since its introduction four years ago. It is part of Infocom Inc.'s line of interactive fiction, in which users direct the course of a programmed novel by responding to it in the form of conversational English commands on a pc. Zork happens to the user in a science fiction genre, but it is not to the reader's liking, the Cambridge, Mass., firm also offers fantasy and mystery interactive novels on diskettes.

So what does Zork have to do with the serious business of corporate computing? Not much, unless companies find employees are spending too much time fighting aliens from distant planets instead of fighting budget crunches on spreadsheets. But it is the technology behind Zork that Infocom is leveraging into its first business product, Cornerstone, a relational DBMS for the nonprogrammer. Both pc products share the same proprietary language, Zil, a Lisp derivative developed by MIT graduates.

Much of the game's philosophy is also in the database. The fiction products are designed to draw the reader into the game quickly and not take away from the fun of it with too many procedures and commands. With Cornerstone, the vendor is pursuing the same goal by allowing the user easier access to the database. The software provides hand-holding with help screens and messages to assist the novice user. Admittedly, sorting a database is not as much fun as solving a mystery, but with simpler products and better interfaces aimed at non-dp professionals, computing may not be as frustrating or mysterious. Cornerstone costs $500.

Just as Zork and Cornerstone make use of Lisp, a Litton scientist says companies can also make better use of artificial intelligence to improve business profits. Sy Snaar, manager of the Beverly Hills company's AI program, foresees this technology being used in areas such as production management, customer service, marketing, and planning. "AI can be applied to the products and services we sell our customers as well as to make our own internal management operations work better," he says.

It's hard to mention artificial intelligence these days without mentioning the Japanese fifth generation project in the next breath. Dr. Rainer von Königsblow, a technical director of Logicware, a Toronto firm that markets an AI software product called MPROMLOG, attended the fifth generation conference in Japan. He observed that what the Japanese have accomplished was not as impressive as the way they mobilized to tackle the project. Von Königsblow says North America is still ahead of Japan in AI research and development. Evidence of the continued interest in AI is the recent conference in Long Beach, Calif., which transcended the usual AI seminars to a full-blown trade show with exhibits from the rash of vendors that have entered the AI arena. One study puts the number of companies offering AI products at 200—a 40% increase over 1984.

**3270 REMOTE SERVICE**

The Mark*Net 3270 Bisynchronous (BSC) Service connects a 3270 system user's terminals and hosts together via the General Electric Information Services Co.'s (GEISCO) telecommunications network. Users gain access to the network through dedicated access connections at any of 62 cities, or at any of 200 cities by way of local telephone connections.

The product allows 3270 clusters to communicate with 370 compatible hosts through the Mark*Net service. The 3270 display stations connected to the GEISCO network can access 3270 applications on one or several hosts. The BSC connection features connectivity via dedicated leased line, single and multi-drop connections via full-duplex communications facilities, or public dial (switched) connections via half-duplex, two-wire switched facilities. Transmission speeds are between 2,400 and 9,600 baud for dedicated connections and 2,400 to 4,800 baud for dial connections.

The BSC host connection features dedicated connections via full-duplex communications facilities with transmission speeds from 2,400 to 19.2 baud for dedicated connections. There is support at the device level for allowing connections to multiple hosts simultaneously from a single controller. Additional advantages include the ability for terminals attached to a controller to access different host resources simultaneously, network access validation procedures, facilities management of leased lines and modems, and regular 3270 BSC local telephone service for controllers. Access time for dedicated lines costs from $360 to $600 per hour. Other delivery programs are available.
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### TRANSLATES SPANISH

The English to Spanish and Spanish to English translation software basically works on any text stored in an ordinary

---
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

word processor text file. One of the key elements is a built-in dictionary that contains more than 12,000 words. The dictionary size is actually larger because the word count doesn't include adverbs and plural forms of nouns. According to the vendor, advances in the personal computer have reached the point where translation applications are practical on the pc.

The menu-driven program allows users to select the dictionary or translation mode. In the translation mode, the program looks up each word of the text in its dictionary as it generates the translated version. The end product is not a literal translation since the software recognizes the grammatical differences between English and Spanish. The products are geared to small businesses and professionals with activities abroad. The products are also useful for students studying a foreign language.

The English/Spanish and Spanish/English versions each sell for $500. A combined version is available for $800. The software will support other languages later this year. LINGUISTIC PRODUCTS, The Woodlands, Texas.
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RELOADS IMS DATABASES

LOADPLUS is a software product that allows IMS installations to reload IMS databases up to 10 times faster than with the IBM utility programs shipped with IMS/VS, the vendor says.

The product was developed to meet the needs of IMS users for a faster and less expensive way of reorganizing their large databases. According to the vendor, users' databases keep getting larger and the amount of time they can be off-line for reorganization keeps getting smaller. LOADPLUS is said to address this problem by allowing users to reorganize often enough to maintain on-line performance.

The software replaces the IMS Hierarchical Direct Reorganization utility program. It doesn't require any changes to user JCL or applications. Upon installation, all old reorganization jobs begin taking less time and computer resources. Databases created with the product are identical to those created by the IMS utility, with logical relationships, secondary indexes, and database recovery control fully supported.

Speed is increased through a combination of cpu path length reductions and 1/0 optimization. The product also gives the IMS database administrator more control over database free space for better database tuning. It also supports error handling options. For the application developer, the software offers a Load Program Interface, which allows an application, written to load a database in the standard manner with DL/1, to use the facilities of LOADPLUS instead. Changes to the application source code are not required. A perpetual license for Loadplus is $22,500. A monthly lease is available for $1,125. BMC SOFTWARE, Sugar Land, Texas.
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ON-LINE DATA RETRIEVAL

Answer/Db Inquiry is a software product that allows universal on-line information retrieval from an IBM mainframe or compatible database. It provides mainframe terminal users immediate, security checked, on-line data access capabilities from production VSAM databases and IMS/DB or DL/1 databases through CICS/VS and IMS/DC running under OS/VS or DOS/VSE operating systems.

The product interactively processes user-defined requests and output statements, instantly displaying requested data on a terminal screen or routing the data to a system printer for hard copy. It also allows data processing personnel to control users' on-line processing limits, such as I/O calls, page, and sort limits. Database security from unauthorized access is provided through user profiles.

The software is designed so users can retrieve information with a few English syntax queries that are entered in simple statements. French and Spanish versions of this product have been developed using the same query procedures as the English version. Up to 10 database files can be open and viewed at the same time, including any combination of DL/1 and VSAM files. The product can also store and recall frequently used queries in a library. Answer/Db is priced at $20,000 for the OS/VS package and $15,000 for DOS/VS. One year of free maintenance is provided with the product. A two-day user class with workshop is also available. INFORMATICS GENERAL CORP., Woodland Hills, Calif.
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SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

AERODRIVE PC

AERODRIVE PC is a software product for the IBM PC XT and compatibles. The system requires no programming experience in order to use and generate custom business programs, the vendor adds. It is being offered initially as a custom program generator to business people as a productivity tool.

The screen presents questions and choices leading the user step-by-step. The result is a program. No coding is involved, and the process is self-documenting.

To make a change, the user alters the parameters and the effects of the changes show on the screen immediately. According to the vendor, only a few hours of instruction are needed to learn the system, even by people with little or no programming experience. Training is available from dealers and courses are offered by the vendor.

A General Business System, developed in ADEPT PC, will be available in the late summer. It will include accounts payable and receivable, payroll, general ledger, order entry and invoicing, purchase orders, and asset management. The ADEPT PC products require 512KB of memory and 5MB of disk storage. ADEPT PC costs $800. General Business System modules will range in price from $300 to $600. PARAMETER DRIVEN SOFTWARE INC., Birmingham, Mich.
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AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

Trans World Airlines and CompuServe are offering TWA'S PARS reservations system through the CompuServe Information Service. The program is called Travelshopper, and gives CompuServe subscribers direct access to TWA'S reservation system through their personal computers.

With the service, pc users can determine the lowest fares and most convenient flights, in addition to making an immediate reservation. Tickets are either issued by a travel agency or sent to the individual's home, or to the airline ticket counter.

PARS includes current information on domestic and international flights between more than 100,000 pairs of cities for every published airline schedule in the world, and on over three million fares, with basic booking rules for each fare.

Enrollment is free, but there is a surcharge of $20 per hour during prime time and $15 per hour for non-prime time use of the service. Subscribers automatically receive membership in TWA'S Frequent Flyer bonus program with a 3,000 mile enrollment bonus and an extra 500 mile bonus for each completed TWA flight they book through Travelshopper during the first 90 days after enrollment. Other travel databases are planned. A subscrip-
Soup Up System Response Time with the FastDASD Performance and Reporting System!

FastDASD steers you around the potential roadblocks in OS supported data centers. Like evolving user needs. Or equipment changes. Or growing demands on resources. FastDASD, a unique software performance system, automates time-consuming DASD analysis and reorganization.

Here are some FastDASD benefits.

Eliminates CICS and DBMS Degradation. It identifies data set and PDS contention, then recommends reorganization for faster access times. It analyzes across volumes too, so you can balance I/O workloads.

Saves Implementation Time. FastDASD simulates data set reorganizations. It shows you exactly how much system response will improve before you make any changes.

Interfaces With Graphic Display Systems. The FastDASD History File records DASD performance. It interfaces with SAS® and Easytrieve® to present system trends.

Speeds Up Moves to New Equipment. Before the move, FastDASD calculates the optimum data set organization. You spend less time bringing new equipment up to speed and more time doing productive work.

FastDASD focuses on key areas of system performance. It records data set activity, seek activity and volume and global data set accesses; locates defective tracks; and recommends data set reorganization. Its concise reports show you how to implement performance decisions.

And FastDASD is easy to use. It requires minimum training, installs in minutes, needs no "hooks," no IPL's. You can use it immediately.

To find out how you can get behind the wheel and take FastDASD on a 30-day trial drive just fill out and mail the coupon. Or call 800-368-7638.

Software Corporation of America
360 Herndon Parkway
Herndon, VA 22070
Telephone (703) 471-1545
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☐ Yes, send me more information on improving performance with FastDASD.

Software Corporation of America
360 Herndon Parkway
Herndon, VA 22070
703-471-1545

Name __________________________
Title __________________________
Phone __________________________
Company ________________________
Address ________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________ Zip ____________
OP SYS ___________ CPU __________
#DASD spindles ____________
SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc. Easytrieve is a registered trademark of Panophic Systems, Inc.
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Software Corporation of America
360 Herndon Parkway
Herndon, Virginia 22070
Telephone (703) 471-1545
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

tion to the CompuServe Information Service, costs $40. Standard charges are $12.50 per hour from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and $6 per hour for other times. COMPU-SERVE, Columbus, Ohio. TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, New York.
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LOOKS LIKE VT220

SmarTerm 220 allows an IBM PC to function as a Digital Equipment Corp. VT220 terminal, fully supporting A-to-Z and other DEC software packages that require VT220 terminals, as well as EDY and other full-screen text editors. According to the vendor, virtually all features of the VT220 terminal are implemented, including full keyboard emulation, English language setup mode, programmable function keys, multinational character sets, automatic translation of extended ASCII values during terminal emulation and text-file operations.

The removable keyboard layout specifies how the PC keyboard special-function keys are mapped onto the VT220's special-function keys. This package also provides emulation of the VT100, VT102, or VT52 alphanumeric terminals as well as TTY mode. Features include eight separate setup configurations, smart softkeys, logon and file transfer operations, and host control. Support for the 132-column display is available directly, using one of the 132-column video-interface boards.

On systems without direct 132-column display capabilities, the product allows horizontal scrolling of an 80-column display window. European DOS is also supported. User-definable character-mapping tables are included, allowing automatic translation of extended European characters from ASCII values during terminal emulation and text-file operations.

Multinational character sets may be used when the software is running in the 8-bit mode. The file-transfer functions allow the data being sent to the terminal to be stored into a disk file. It also permits ASCII and binary program or data files to be transferred to the host computer without special programming. SmarTerm 220 runs under PC/DOS 2.0 or later and is fully installable on a hard disk. It costs $200. Existing users of SmarTerm 100 can upgrade to SmarTerm 220 for $75. PERSOFT INC., Madison, Wis.
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S/38 PERSONNEL SYSTEM

HRMS/38 is a human resource management software product for the IBM System/38. The product uses S/38 logical files for data access, with the data file externally defined using the native Data Description Specifications (DDS) and Filed Reference File. Extensive use of command function keys and a comprehensive on-line help facility are featured.

The product is a modular system that expands. It contains a total of six separate software packages. Payroll, personnel management, and data security are available now. Applicant tracking, position control, and Canadian taxation modules will be available later this year. Personnel and payroll modules are fully integrated, and may also be used in a standalone mode.

The data security system protects all application modules, authorizing access down to the individual employee and data element level. In addition to the standard reports included with each module, IBM's Query or other report writer products may be used to give additional query and report capability.

The product can be also be implemented on a multiapplication machine or on a computer dedicated to human resource management by a large company.

The software, written in native RPG III, emphasizes on-line, menu-driven processing with detailed field-by-field on-line help that is context sensitive. HRMS/38 Modules are priced from $35,000, including user training, implementation, and one year of system maintenance. INTEGRAL SYSTEMS INC., Walnut Creek, Calif.
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MAP GENERATOR

Wizard Map is a complete on-line utility that automatically generates the BMS code with standard desired attributes from a free-screen layout. For example, the procedure programmers should follow if they wish to paint the screen is to simply hit the enter key. The BMS code will be automatically generated and then the programmer can make changes to fit unusual specifications.

The product automatically catalogs the coding to the source statement library where the programmer can then do the final map assembly. It ensures consistency and improves maintainability. The vendor says its simplicity of use makes the product a practical tool for users with no programming experience to design screens and generate BMS code. Experienced programmers can gain creative design-time opportunities with the reduction of editing, changing, and correcting time necessary under other coding methods. Wizard map runs under CICS/DOS and costs $750. WIZARD COMPUTER PRODUCTS, Greenville, S.C.
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

APtools is an applications programming package that integrates a set of programmer productivity tools with a software development environment. The product is intended primarily for the development of business and information management applications, and fills the gap between conventional high-level languages and fourth generation technologies, the vendor says. The programming effort is structured transparently by software engineering principles that enforce methodological practices without intruding on the programmer's creativity. Although programs are generated automatically with the software, program logic can be affected by the programmer at any point. The software is a fully integrated system for the Digital Equipment Corp. VAX computers, which run under VMS.

The software tools allow the automated generation of records, files, screens, reports and report schemes, queries, help messages, and functions. The programmer is supported by facilities for access control, dependencies management, documentation, versions and configurations management, application installation, recovery, and security. Prices range from $20,000 on a VAX 11/725 to $50,000 on a VAX 11/780. MITCHELL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS INC., Westborough, Mass.
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PC-TO-PC COMMUNICATIONS

AdaptSNA PCcom is a software product that allows IBM PCs to communicate with each other using the SNA/SDLC protocol. It offers high-speed micro-to-micro communication and file transfer capabilities without the need for mainframe intervention. According to the vendor, it can also be used for large corporate SNA switched networks. In such networks, PCs are typically equipped with IBM SDLC adapter cards and synchronous modems for 3270 communications and don't allow the micro to communicate with each other. Peer-to-peer communication, however, is possible with this software. The user executes the PCcom program and then communicates with other PCs without changing hardware.

The product provides complete file transfer capabilities between PCs. In addition, files on the called (secondary) micro can be renamed or deleted remotely via the calling (primary) pc. Connections between the hardware can be via leased or dial-up telephone lines. The software runs on an IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT, and compatibles with 128KB RAM, one diskette or hard disk drive, one IBM SDLC adapter card, and a synchrononous modem. AdaptSNA PCcom is priced at $475 in quantities of one. In addition, multiple quantity discounts are available. NET-WORK SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES INC., Irvine, Calif.
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—Robert J. Crutchfield
The most important component of a major new software system is the user. If user needs are not accurately defined and met, a system will constantly require adjustments, and productivity will suffer. That is why Boeing Computer Services insists on a comprehensive, preliminary understanding of all user requirements.

For example, our Consensus program defines user requirements in a unique way that greatly reduces software development time and significantly improves system performance. With Consensus, all the key participants from your organization — users and DP professionals — attend an intensive, one-to-two week session at a carefully selected facility away from the workplace.

Our Boeing consulting professionals facilitate these rigorous sessions.

Encouraging different viewpoints. Probing for necessary inputs that would otherwise be neglected. Consequently, the definition process moves quickly. And people from diverse disciplines and functions can openly agree upon actual problems and their solutions.

This user-oriented approach has brought amazing results: across-the-board reduction of development flow time by 80% or more — in one instance from three years to 1½ weeks. Accuracy and quality of the requirements document and resulting system boosted to 85%. And most important, satisfied users.

Boeing's consulting expertise is just one part of our integrated information services. Including enhanced remote computing services. Distributed processing and micro/mainframe links. Additional software solutions. And complete education and training. For more information, contact Mr. Edward Klam at (206) 656-9247.

Or write him at BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES, P.O. Box 24346, MS 6K-86-12C, Seattle, Washington 98124.
THE EVOLUTION

PBX
(Switchus interruptus)

LAN
(Linkus limitus)

*IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
The first step up the data networking ladder was the data PBX. It was good. But not very intelligent.

Then came the LAN. It was quicker and more flexible. But limited to just one office, just one network.

Now there's no reason to monkey around with either a Data PBX or a LAN.

Now there's MAN.

**MAN: The Multiple Area Network.**

MAN links multiple devices, multiple users, multiple networks and multiple locations.

It's the most highly evolved, highly intelligent communications system there is.

Where Data PBXs struggle to provide single connections for slow terminals, MAN makes it easy to access multiple sources from low and high speed devices.

Multiple sessions per port let you connect to a VAX™, then switch easily to an IBM™ mainframe.

And PBXs have a single point of failure. MAN doesn't.

**Survival of the fittest.**

The LAN was a big step up from the Data PBX. MAN goes way beyond any LAN.

It not only lets you connect all your personal computers, printers, terminals, and mainframes to Ethernet, it lets you link your Ethernet to other Ethernets, remote nets, X.25 public nets, and SNA.

You can even link LANs across Tymnet and Telenet.

And MAN's Terminal Servers, Host Servers, and Gateways have the capacity to serve even the most demanding users like Sperry, NASA, GTE and Contel.

Call 415-969-4400. Or write us at 1345 Shorebird Way, Mt. View, CA 94043. We'll tell you all the reasons you should choose MAN over the competition.

It's the natural selection.
In February we advertised the fabulous Centronics Linewriter 800 for $6200 including several nifty options. Our March special was the LW 400 plus options for only $5200. In both cases, darn good prices for high-speed, very dependable line printers backed by factory warranty and our own unblemished service reputation.

**PRINTER WAR?**

Since then, damn it, some undercutting son-of-a-gun’s been trying to either kill or cop our Centronics franchise, making a joke out of honest profit margins. But we won’t go down without a counterattack. And for you that means an even bigger (though more secretive) cut in our prices, but no shortcuts in service.

Need one of those Centronics workhorses, or a slick 350-Series dot-matrix printstation? We’ll give you a quote you can count on, even after the cease-fire.

915S-B Alabama Avenue
In California
Chatsworth, CA 91311
1-800-325-0701
R’S DATA SERVICES  (818) 700-8766
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**FREE...**

layout and typesetting of your copy with your Marketplace ad.

Call Kathy Monaghan or Shirley Stirling at (800) 223-0743 (outside NY) or (212) 605-9732/33 (in NY) to reserve your space in the next issue of DATAMATION.

---

**Payroll Savings for education ...and that’s no CROCK!**

MY SAVINGS BONDS ARE NOT ONLY A GREAT INVESTMENT...

THEY'RE ALSO HELPING TO PAY FOR MY EDUCATION AS YOUR LEADER.

I THINK HE NEEDS TO INCREASE HIS ALLOTMENT FOR SAVINGS BONDS.
Where Will You Be?

In today's highly-competitive world, everyone needs an edge. And in today's highly-electronic world, that edge is often the most up-to-date information technology. That's why both computer specialists and business professionals will be at the 1985 National Computer Conference. Where tomorrow's technology is happening today. You'll find:

- The latest developments in hardware, software and services, focusing on applications.
- Over 700 major exhibitors showcasing the latest developments in the industry.
- 84 Technical Sessions on subjects such as Artificial Intelligence, Personal Computing and Networking.
- A Keynote Address, “Managing the Creation and Commercialization of Technology,” given by Admiral B.R. (Bobby) Inman, President and CEO of Microelectronics & Computer Technology Corporation of Austin, Texas.
- Pioneer Day honoring the contributions of Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the University of Illinois.
- And more!

Call 800-NCC-1985

To register or find out more details call 800-NCC-1985, or mail in this coupon today. NCC '85—We put you on top with today's Information Technology.
**ON THE JOB**

**COME 'N GET IT**
The government is giving away money. You may find that hard to believe, especially after struggling through income tax season, but it's true. Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grants are making funds available to eager entrepreneurs who want to start their own companies and to established businesses, to encourage them to finance new projects. These grants are intended to stimulate technological innovation by allocating a sizable chunk of federal R&D funds to science and technology-based firms of 500 or fewer employees.

The SBIR grant programs, created by Congress as part of the Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982, will award over $1 billion in seed capital through 1987. "Startup financing, true seed capital, has always been extremely difficult for small companies to obtain," contends S. Thomas Moser, national director of High Technology Practice, the Minneapolis-based consulting division of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., certified public accountants. "The magnitude of this funding presents a tremendous opportunity for entrepreneurship and technological innovation."

While the grants (up to $550,000 each) open doors for many businessmen, they also accomplish some broader objectives, according to the High Technology Practice executive summary on the SBIR grant programs. The government is most interested in seeing the research transformed into actual products or services and having the goods placed on the market. The second stage, commercialization, is financed through private sector capital or regular government contracts. Ideally, an entrepreneur's brainstorm blossoms into a product that will begin a new business and create new jobs.

**ADVERTISING OFFICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Fax Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southwest</td>
<td>1700 Eastgate Drive, Suite 103, Garland, TX 75041</td>
<td>(214) 270-6461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>3 Illinois Center Building, 303 East Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60601</td>
<td>(312) 998-2818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
<td>2061 Business Center Dr., Suite 111, Irvine, CA 92715</td>
<td>(714) 476-2511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Riely</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90035</td>
<td>(213) 550-5111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James E. Fillatruat</td>
<td>Mountain View, CA 90403</td>
<td>(415) 965-8222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K., Scandinavia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where 21st Century Technology thrives in an 18th Century Setting

Annapolis, Maryland, is a place of history in America's proud past. Today it is also a place of the future. The newest element of Northrop Defense Systems Division will move to the ANNAPOLIS SCIENCE CENTER this summer. Defense Security Systems offers the kind of challenges, environment, and commitment to excellence that you can build a future on. Career professionals are offered a work environment that includes:

- A new VAX 11/780 computer facility with IBM PC systems
- $1,000,000 digital/analog signal analysis laboratory
- An advanced systems engineering laboratory
- Microprocessor-based development system
- Comprehensive U.S./foreign technical library

Every assignment represents a KEY POSITION in our organization for professionals with BS or equivalent, MS/PhD desirable who are experienced in one of the following disciplines:

**Systems Engineering**
Experience in design/implementation of hardware/software systems in support of signal data collection and processing efforts. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING MANAGER, PROJECT MANAGER, and TEAM LEADER positions available.

**Signal Science**
Experience with IR&D studies in signal technologies, high speed digital signal processing, acousto-optics, advanced antennas, and modern modulation techniques preferred. Performance of predictive foreign capabilities analysis and deliverable systems development will be required.

**Digital Engineering**
Background in digital communications circuit design/analysis; hardware/software development; hardware testing; assembly language programming and microprocessor design. TEAM LEADER positions available.

**Software Systems Analysis**
Experience in defining user/system requirements and software development. Knowledge of VAX 11/780 systems and FORTRAN language helpful. TEAM LEADER positions available.

**Software Engineering**
Experience/technical mastery of key software development areas (structured systems design/modular programming, algorithms analysis, microprocessor software development, data base management). Other positions also available:
- DIGITAL/ANALOG SIGNAL ANALYSTS
- INTELLIGENCE ANALYSTS
- OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYSTS

For immediate consideration, send resume to: Ms. Joyce Hicks, Professional Employment Dept. 019, NORTHROP CORPORATION, Defense Systems Division, Defense Security Systems, 1901 N. Beauregard Street, Ste. 208, Alexandria, VA 22311.

New Annapolis Address: 177 Admiral Cochran Drive, Annapolis, MD 21401.

Equal opportunity employer M/F/N/H. U.S. Citizenship Required.

**NORTHROP**
Defense Systems Division
Electronics Systems Group
This competitive award program began in 1983 with some 800 grants allocated, and is expected to balloon to some 5,000 awards annually by 1987. The Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 "requires that all federal agencies with extramural R&D budgets of $100 million or more award a portion of those funds to smaller companies through an SBIR grant program," according to the executive summary. The agencies involved in the program at this time are the U.S. Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Interior, and Transportation; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; the National Science Foundation; the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; and the Environmental Protection Agency.

The agencies are a good place to start when examining the grant process. First, each agency publishes a solicitation explaining what types of research it will fund, how and when proposals should be submitted, and what it considers to be a winning proposal. After all the entries are submitted, a prescreening is done to make sure proposals are in the proper format and comply with the agency's areas of interest. A final technical review is then given by the agency (or by selected experts) to determine overall potential of the proposals. The above steps are known as Phase I.

If a proposal meets the Phase I criteria, an applicant can receive up to $50,000 for further scientific research in an area of interest to both the company and the government. Phase II allows for 24 months of research and development on new technologies that show the most promise after Phase I. Up to $500,000 for the development of a specific product or service can be awarded to a company. Applicants who can show commercialization potential by getting "follow-on private sector financing" score extra points with the agencies, according to the executive summary. Phase III is the commercialization step, where the SBIR grant stops and the company is on its own.

A company need not be in existence in the early stages of the grant process to be eligible. Interested individuals can apply for grants while they are working for one company and then form their own business when they receive the funding. At the time grants are awarded, however, winners must be for-profit U.S. corporations that are independently owned and operated and employ 500 or fewer workers.

The competition is considerable. Currently, there is a 10 to one chance an applicant will receive an SBIR grant, according to Peat, Marwick. Out of approximately 3,500 fiscal year 1983 applicants, the Department of Defense granted Phase I funding to only 300 companies, while the Department of Energy considered 1,700 Phase I proposals and funded 106.

If you'd like to be informed of future SBIR solicitations, write to the U.S. Small Business Administration, Office of Innovation, Research, and Technology, SBIR, 1441 L Street N.W., Washington, DC 20416.

To increase your chances of winning an SBIR grant, Peat, Marwick has compiled a guidebook, "Small Business Innovation Research Grants: How To Obtain Them to Finance Your Ideas." This 60-page book contains important information on everything from preparing a business plan, to writing the perfect proposal, to how the grant programs work. The SBIR guidebook is available for $5 and can be ordered from any Peat, Marwick U.S. office, or by writing S. Thomas Moser, National Director, High Technology Practice, Box 560-20, 345 Park Ave., New York, NY 10154.

—Mary Ann Hariton
This is not an ad for America's leading helicopter. It is an opportunity for America's leading computer/engineering talent.

At Bell Helicopter, we know that the most challenging and unique projects attract the best professional scientific computing talent. That's why we have just completed a $6 million-plus hardware expenditure program to ensure that our capabilities remain in the forefront of our industry. Our people work with a major IBM-based data center supporting over 140 CAD terminals and over 600 on-line video terminals. Bell has many of the latest hardware and software products in the areas of graphics, database and analysis. We face exciting technical challenges in the areas of aerodynamics, fatigue, survivability vulnerability, structural analysis and others. Your chance to enhance your potential begins with a call to Bell Helicopter. Help us make tomorrow unlike anything today.

Here's what we'd like: if you have appropriate degrees and a track record of success in your expertise, our professional scientific computing staff members can give you a better idea of these challenges present now at Bell Helicopter:

- CADAM/CATIA SPECIALISTS
- ENGINEERING DATABASE DESIGNERS
- NUMERICAL ANALYSTS
- FORTRAN-BASED ENGINEERING SYSTEM ARCHITECTS

Here's what you'll like: the competitive salary ranges, superior benefit packages, liberal vacation programs and sunny Texas location. But most of all, the hands-on responsibility and the opportunity to be involved with people who challenge themselves to the fullest: the best, creating the best. To learn more, call Dave Stockton at (817) 280-3934 today, or send your resume to Bell Helicopter, P. O. Box 482, Dept. 19-M1, Fort Worth, TX 76101

Bell Helicopter
an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v
TeleVideo is the multiuser system for companies who expect to grow.

The TeleVideo Personal Mini Family

Growing companies need a computer system that will grow right along with them. Simply and economically.

A computer system that lets people communicate and share resources. Even work on the same file simultaneously.

The TeleVideo® Personal Mini® Family is that system.

Runs PC, mini and multiuser software.

With the TeleVideo Personal Mini, users of IBM® or TeleVideo PCs, XTs, and portable computers can share data, as well as expensive peripherals, like printers and plotters.

The Personal Mini dramatically increases computing power. So it not only runs PC software, but also hundreds of popular, fast minicomputer and multiuser programs. Without destroying your established PC environment.

And, unlike less advanced networks, the Personal Mini never sacrifices performance or speed regardless of how many workstations are on line.

Build on your original PC investment.

Even our system expansion costs are substantially less than what you'd pay to add new IBM PCs. And your original investment in hardware, software and personal computer education is never lost.

Your TeleVideo dealer has the Personal Mini. Arrange to see it today by calling toll free, 800-521-4897.

In California, call 800-821-3774.
Ask for operator 10.

The TeleVideo Personal Mini. The growing business computer.

Regional Sales Offices: Northwest (408) 971-0255, Southwest (714) 476-0244, Southcentral (214) 258-6776, Midwest (312) 397-5400, Southeast (404) 447-1231, Mid-Atlantic (703) 556-7764, Northeast (617) 890-3282, East (516) 496-4777, Rocky Mountain (714) 476-0244.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines.
An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS' FORUM

GIRDLE, ETCHER, BOZO

Once upon a time there was a damsel in this dress. It was so ill-fitting upon her hips that the only way she could wear it was with a girdle. So why did she wear this dress? Because Mother always told her, if you want to be beautiful, you have to suffer; and besides, she bought the dress on sale. Ah, how our poor unfortunate damsel did suffer. The tight discomfort of her girdle only served to remind her of the prison of her womanhood. "Oh, to have to walk through life perpetually enslaved by my own gender," she sighed. "How I would fling away this stifling garment and become free like men are. Free, free, free as a bird."

Deep in her heart of hearts she knew the only path to freedom was to capture the spirit of some man and join it with her own; she needed someone kind and gentle who would take her on adventures and teach her not to be meek.

But where could she go? Where could she turn? She was not the typical shop girl who wore exotic Tahitian fragrances that brought men swooning to a girl's feet. Perfume only made her sneeze. Nor did she have any interest in the typical nice man who settles into a business career, helps raise an all-American family, and enjoys his cable television.

No, alas, our poor damsel had read too many books and thought too many thoughts, and her suffering alone had brought her to higher and higher levels of spiritual consciousness. She needed a man who thought deeply, a man with wit, a man who thought too many thoughts, and her suffering alone had brought her to higher and higher levels of spiritual consciousness. She needed someone to help her pay her bills.

Where could she find the kind of stanger she was looking for? Someone stranger, yes, than the average person. Someone smarter, yes. Someone bright, and yes, someone weird. Daily she prayed to the good Lord above to lead her down the right path, to give her sustenance in her quest.

Then one day, the Answer seemed to jump at her from a sign on a plain brick building at her local university: "Welcome to the Church of Computer Scientology. The Truth will set you free."

Our damsel had always shied away from computers, but she was always looking for the Truth. Did these people know the Answer? Did it go beyond the number 42?

She went inside. The very first thing that greeted her was a mirror the length of an entire wall. Above the mirror was a sign that read, "Look into this mirror, yea, oh suffering one, and what do you see? Nothing but your own self reflected back to you. Refer to yourself always and you will find what you are looking for."

"I wonder what this has to do with computers," thought the damsel, but by now she was intrigued.

She found a pile of books sitting on a gold-colored table. Were they prayer books or Bibles? She could not be sure. They were very dense and heavy and full of strange and wonderful words and numbers and pictures. "These are certainly illuminating manuscripts," thought the damsel, whose eyes squinted at the brilliance emanating from the pages. Each chapter heading was printed in a red three-dimensional box, which, she figured, must be the Rubik's cube. "Oh, this is a puzzling text," she sighed. "What does it mean?"

"Moo," said a man's voice from somewhere in the shadows. "Do not ask the question, and you will know the answer."

"Moo? Did you say moo? Are you a cow?" asked our damsel.

"I'd prefer to be known as a cowboy, ma'am," said the voice. "I ride on high horses, and women are always trying to capture me with strange lassos. But I am, after all, a priest. Would you like to confess?"

"How can I confess, if I can't even see you?" said the damsel.

"I can see you and I find you quite attractive. Do confess, so I can help you repent for your sins."

The damsel thought for a long while, feeling the weight of the Bible or prayerbook in her small, frail hands. The priest's voice was very musical and appealing.

"Should I call you Father?" she asked.

"Heavens, no," said the priest. "We're not that kind of church. Please don't let my priestly title intimidate you. I'm just a regular guy. After the confession, would you like to see my etchings?"

"I beg your pardon!" said the damsel.

"Oh, please don't be afraid of me. I just want to be your friend. I think I can be far more supportive of your needs than that girdle you are wearing."

"How did you know about my girdle? Do you have X-ray eyes like Superman?"

"No, it's my natural intelligence. Do reveal your suffering, and I will bless you with a real hug."

"Well, Sir, Father, Friend, whoever you are, I do have one confession to make. I hope you won't take this personally, but I don't like computers. I will admit, though, they do make banking easier."

"Oh my poor dear," said the priest, and he flew out from the shadows and gave her a hug that was unforgettable. He was an attractive young man who wore blue jeans and a T-shirt that showed the yin-yang symbol.

"Oh my," said the priest. "You are one of the cuddliest people I have ever met. I'd like to hug you again some time."

"When? When?" said the damsel. But the priest suddenly looked frightened as a jackrabbit. It was as if the hand of the Lord were ready to smite him if he got too smitten. He quickly grabbed a copy of one of the heavy Sacred Books and ran right out of the church to God knows where.

Just then a beautiful chorus of women's voices resound-
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ing in an eloquent Bach mass echoed through the holy halls, which seemed much more vast than the outside of the building revealed. Our damsel followed the music and came to a mysterious stairway. The more she walked up the stairs, though, the more she seemed to be going down the stairs.

The women's voices grew louder and louder. Where could they be? Suddenly she looked upwards and saw a mirror on the ceiling and her own face reflected back to her. "This must be a kinky church," she mumbled to herself. "Mirrors on the ceiling!”

Leaving the stairs behind, she followed another corridor and there was the choir. There were dozens of women all in a row, standing on pedestals. "What are you doing up there?" asked the damsel. They stopped singing.

"We are the Nones," said one of the women. "We get none. And neither will you, so don't be fooled. Leave now before it's too late."

"But I've come to find the Truth," said our damsel. "This is the Truth. We've been trying to rope these guys for years, but they're slippery devils. Just when you think you've got them in the palm of your hand, they find your tragic flaw."

"What does this have to do with computers?" the damsel persisted.

"Computers is where all the men are. Didn't you come here to get a man?"

"Well, yes and no. First I want to know the secret of life. If I get a husband, too, who's to complain?"

"Don't ever let them know. That was our mistake. Don't tell them. It's their Achilles' heel. They are frightened as rabbits and slower than turtles. But they have discovered a great machine that may be so smart it will replace them, yes, and even us."

"Impossible," said the damsel. "I haven't met a computer yet that can hug like me!"

The Nones went back to singing their mournful yet exquisitely beautiful mass. "There's more here than meets the I," she decided. "I must find out for myself." She would give anything for another hug. It was like a priestly benediction.

"What a strange and puzzling place this is," sighed the damsel. "Who'd have thought I'd find it right here on my local college campus. I wonder if there are any other darling priests. Something tells me I've stumbled into a highly intellectual metropolis of other, more Tricks."

The priest looked skittish and glanced around the room to be sure that no one was looking. "How about a priestly hug," he offered. "It's as much of the Truth as I may reveal or you will become too needy. As you know, the higher powers say that you must always refer to yourself, and you are trying to refer to my self. I'm not that kind of boy."
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“You don’t look like a boy to me. How about that hug?”

For a moment, the young priest lost his head and hugged the young damsel. “Wow,” he said. “Just think how great you’d be without that girdle.”

“Do you want to find out?”

“Heavens no! You are not holy enough for me! You do not know the Sacred Book backwards and forwards.”

“I can learn.”

“There’s no time for me to wait. Alas, I must be gone.”

And he disappeared.

The damsel was very disappointed. “Just think of the beautiful music we could have made together.” She walked down the hall feeling sad and stared at her own reflection in the mirrors.

Just then she heard another man chanting to himself of his great suffering. “Oh why me? Why me?” said the man. “Why me? Why me?”

“You what?” asked the damsel.

“Why was I born to suffer living a life of the Lord without being able to speak to Him.”

“Maybe your problem is you think God is a man.”

“How do I know there is a God at all?”

“You mustn’t be a Priest if you ask such questions.”

“Oh course I am. I’m certainly not a rabbi. Oh woe is me, woe is me.” The damsel was confused by this priest. He seemed so very lonely. “Are you rich?” she asked him.

“Of course I am. I create intelligence artificially. That’s not easy work. Why shouldn’t I be rich?”

“Then why do you feel so sorry for yourself? Go find a wife.”

“Oh woe is me! I’ve been looking for years. No one is quite right. Everything is wrong. The reason is right there in the holy book on p. 152: ‘It always takes longer than you expect.’”

“You don’t stop expecting so much and then it won’t take so long.”

“Heretic! Get ye to the room of pedestals!” And he stormed off.

“I think he just found my tragic flaw,” she thought. “But I don’t want to be a None, not me.”

Feeling confused and loved and jilted all at once, the poor damsel was distressed all right. But just then she saw a sign that read “Room of Contemplation” and she entered it. As soon as she entered it, she exited it again, then entered, then exited, as if the room had an invisible revolving door. “Why do I keep feeling like I’m going around in circles here?” she thought. “Will I ever escape this room?”

“Moo!” shouted the first priest with an impish grin. He appeared before her ready for another hug.

“Why do you feel so sorry for yourself? Go find a wife.”

“Ooooops, wait,” said the priest. “I think I have to go now.”

“Why do you feel so sorry for yourself? Go find a wife.”

“Who me? Why me?” asked the priest.

“Why do you feel so sorry for yourself? Go find a wife.”

“From here is a no-win situation. No lose here is a no-win situation. No lose either.”

“You speak in paradoxes.”

“Yes and no,” he replied. “I missed you.”

“I missed you, too, but it sure took you long enough to show up. I’m getting tired of this girdle. And nothing else around here adds up either.”

“Ooooops, I think I have to go now,” said the priest.

“Wait a minute! What about the etchings?”

“The sacred etchings? You want me to show you those? Oh God!” he cried, and ran out of the room from which there was no exit and no entrance either.

“Clowns,” she muttered. “Everyone here is a clown. A bozo. An absolute bozo. And damn it, I’m in love with the lot of them. They are weirder, wittier, and more charming than any other men I’ve ever met, yet more elusive, more unusual.”

“We’re all bozos on this bus,” said a new voice.
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"Who are you?"
"I am He, the One, the Sacred Leader."
"You are He, the One, the Sacred Leader?"
"I just said that."
"I just said that, too."
"You're catching on. You're smart. But not as smart as the great machine. Are you willing to see the Answer? I will take you there."

Our damsel was overcome. It was He, the One, the Sacred Leader, the charismatic author of the Sacred Book.

"Do you have any etchings?" she asked him shyly.

"Heavens, no. I'm above all that. Come with me, and I will teach you many things."

He took our damsel by the hand and led her to a room from which eerie green lights shone. In the room were a myriad of computer terminals blinking and winking and filling the room with an unmistakable energy. "This is a holy, holy chamber," he told her. "Few women are ever allowed here. But your curiosity about our ways was simply so pure and sincere I decided to make an exception, as an experiment. For you see, I am going to show you the secret of the creation of intelligence."

And at that he demonstrated for several hours the wonders of artificial intelligence: machines that could think and do mathematical tricks, machines that could play chess, machines that could write music, machines that could pass Congressional laws, machines that could speak in Chinese, machines that could translate Chinese into Russian, machines that could teach machines about all the wonders of the world, reducing everything down to its smallest parts until nothing was a mystery.

"It's eternal! It's golden!" said the Sacred One, a look of rapture coming over his face.

"We are creating these thinking machines. Does that make us like God or are we merely machines ourselves that God made? Somewhere in these machines is the Answer to all life!"

"Somewhere in these machines is my social security number," said the damsel, who was not convinced.

"There's something missing. Something that doesn't seem right. Do these computers build houses? Do they ride bicycles? Do they pay taxes?"

"Not yet, but they will."
"Why will they?"
"We will teach them."
"Why will you teach them?"
"So they can do everything we can do only better."
"Why do you want them to do everything we can do only better? If you think I want to make love to a computer you're out of your mind!"

At that the Sacred One looked at her as if she were an ignorant fool. "Don't you understand? Didn't you read The Book?"

"I think I've heard this before."
"You have."
"I think I'll hear this again."
"You will."
"Thank you," she said, "but I have to go now. My girdle is killing me. Something tells me that if I can just get out of this girdle, the secret of life will reveal itself."

And then she knew that she would still be beautiful and that she would still suffer. But would she ever find her eternal golden wedding band? Did she even want to?

"Moo," said the first priest.
"Moo," said the second priest, in harmony.
"Moo," said the third priest, completing the familiar chord.

Only by not asking such questions can you know the answer.

—Barbara Bialick
Boston, Massachusetts
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DEM Edition
Only Sperry can make the following four statements.

Our PC runs the XENIX™ system, as well as MS-DOS™.

Our 4 new microcomputers run the UNIX system.

Our new minicomputer runs the UNIX system.

Our Series 1100 mainframes run the UNIX system.

All of which means there is a great deal we can do for you.

For instance, our family of computers based on UNIX systems has incredible transportability for all your software. And being able to accommodate from two to hundreds of users, it's impossible to outgrow our hardware.

Of course, this linking of all your computer systems can add measurably to your productivity. And a fast way to find out more is to get a copy of our Sperry Information kit. For yours, or to arrange a demonstration at one of our Productivity Centers, call 1-800-547-8362.

*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories XENIX and MS-DOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation ©Sperry Corporation 1985.
Our IBM Protocol Converter is not the same under the skin!

Up to 16 channels.
Down to $353 per channel.

For protocol conversion without tears, think MICOM.